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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

Left ventricular flows in the human heart are very complex and in the presence of a diseased 
condition, such as unhealthy or prosthetic heart valves, the complexity of the flow is further 
increased.  The intricacy of the heart geometry combined with the pulsatile character of the flow, 
the interaction of high-speed jets with the flexible walls, and the unsteady motion of the heart 
valve leaflets generate inherently complicated flow fields. It is therefore essential that we study and 
understand the complex cardiac energetics and physics of blood flow in both healthy and diseased 
hearts. Although artificial heart valves, mechanical and biological, have evolved to a level of 
universal acceptance, they have never reached a level of performance comparable to that of the 
natural valves of the heart.  Many of the problems are directly related to the fluid mechanics.  
Considering that mechanical heart valves (MHV) are more commonly implanted because of their 
durability, it is imperative to better understand their hemodynamic behavior.   

Yet to date, no study has documented in depth the complex hemodynamic characteristics of 
left ventricular flows and assessed the intricate structures that are generated in the left ventricle 
(LV) due to vortex formation (roll-up of shear layers shed past the valve leaflets), turbulence 
characteristics, and energetics.  The flow through pivoted leaflets of MHVs induces a combination 
of flow characteristics that are dependent on the specific valve design and orientation. The aim of 
the present study is to provide new insight into the spatio-temporal dynamics of the flow distal to 
a mitral MHV by employing a state-of-the-art, high resolution, flow diagnostic method, Time 
Resolved Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (TRDPIV) in a flexible, transparent LV documenting 
the evolution of eddies and turbulence during a complete period of the heart cycle.  The broad 
impact of the proposed research extends beyond the hemodynamics of heart valve 
prosthesis. The research herein will enable the development of a tool for application in all 
cardiac energetic studies (unhealthy valves, tissue engineered valves, cardiac remodeling 
stages, and even congestive heart failure) and aid in better diagnosis of the efficiency and 
performance of the heart.  The last component of the dissertation involved the translation of my 
dissertation research into an engineering educational tool for undergraduate engineering students.  
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C h a p t e r  1  

1 MOTIVATION AND INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Although mechanical heart valves (MHV) have evolved to a level of universal acceptance, they 

have never reached a level of performance comparable to that of the natural valves of the heart.  

Some of the problems associated with MHVs are thrombosis, hemolysis, cavitation, transvalvular 

pressure fluctuations, and high levels of shear stress, just to name a few [1].   Apparently, the flow 

through pivoted leaflets of MHVs induces a combination of flow characteristics clearly dependent 

on the specific valve design and orientation that could lead to many pathological conditions.  Shear 

stresses in the fluid and flow separation around the valve are blamed for some of the detrimental 

effects mentioned above. The need therefore exists for more effective MHV designs to prevent 

these types of situations from occurring and to simultaneously optimize the performance of the 

left ventricle (LV).  The conditions discussed above reduce the efficiency of the heart, creating a 

state far from natural.  The need to better understand the hemodynamic behavior of MHVs is 

therefore imperative.  The aim of the present study is to provide new insight on the spatio-

temporal character of the flow distal to a mitral MHV and further support the hypothesis that the 

appropriate orientation of MHVs can improve the hemodynamic performance of the LV. 

 

1.2 Background 

Artificial Heart ValvesThe second most common major heart operation in the western world 

is heart valve replacement (HVR) surgery.  The most commonly replaced valves are the mitral and 

aortic valves due to the higher pressure loads on the left atrium and left ventricle of the heart.  

Although bioprosthetic heart valves (BHV) offer a better performance than MHVs, the durability 
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of MHVs still makes them a viable alternative.  Some of the problems associated with MHVs are 

thrombus formation, severe damage to blood cells, large stresses on the heart wall leading to 

hypertrophy, tissue overgrowth, platelet activation, high levels of shear stress, etc. [1].  The 

conditions discussed above significantly reduce the efficiency of the heart.  Most in vitro studies of 

the flow downstream of a MHV have been conducted with the valve in the aortic position [2-12]. 

In vitro studies of the flow downstream of a MHV in the mitral position are fewer and more 

complicated.  Additionally, initial studies simplified the experimental simulation by employing rigid 

ventricle models [13-15].  Herein, a flexible LV sac is used with a piston-driven heart simulator, 

which was developed in-house and will be further discussed.  

 MHV Orientation and TurbulenceThe flow through pivoted leaflets of MHVs 

induces a combination of flow characteristics that depend on the specific valve design and 

orientation (rotation of the valve around its center of axis) and lead to pathological conditions.  In 

fact, hemodynamic characterization such as vortex formation and dynamics, and turbulence 

energetics are dependent on valve design and orientation. Moreover, during HVR surgery, MHVs 

are most often implanted in the anatomical orientation (leaflets of MHV are parallel to the natural 

ones).  Results from this effort reveal that this in fact is not the optimal orientation. There are very 

limited hemodynamic and detailed flow characterization studies to support a specific orientation of 

heart valve prostheses in either the aortic or mitral position.  Orientations of the aortic valve have 

been studied in vivo [16,17] using pressure measurements and minimally invasive methods.  In 

contrast, fewer studies of bileaflet valve orientations in the mitral position have been performed 

[18]. Additionally, because of the detrimental effects that turbulence can have in the cardiovascular 

system, it is essential that we understand the nature of turbulence in the presence of heart valve 

prostheses.  In this effort, four orientations of the most commonly implanted artificial heart valve, 

the mechanical bileaflet design, will be investigated. 

 

1.3 Experimental Facilities and Methods 

Heart SimulatorIn order to study the fluid mechanics of blood flow through heart chambers 

and valves in vitro, a simulation machine (Figure 1.1) was constructed. A flexible transparent sack 
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simulates the left ventricle.  The ventricle model is placed in a tank with transparent flat walls to 

allow for optical access without distortion induced by curved walls. The machine dynamically 

adjusts the volume of the sack and controls the heartbeat, stroke volume and thus the ejection 

fraction (Pierrakos et al. [19-21]). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Heart simulator housing the flexible transparent left ventricular sack. 

 

Particle Image VelocimetryMeasurements of the complex pulsatile flow in the LV 

require detailed temporal and spatial resolution. Point velocity measurement techniques such as 

Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), which have been extensively used in the past, require laborious 

experiments involving phase triggering and a plethora of data ensembles [13, 22, 23]. In the 

present study, we bypassed such limitations by employing a Time Resolved Digital Particle Image 

Velocimetry (TRDPIV) system [24-26] Most conventional and commercial DPIV systems deliver 

detailed spatial resolution but with limited sampling frequency, usually on the order of 15-Hz, 
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which is not sufficient for resolving pulsatile turbulent flows. Recently TRDPIV implementation 

emerged, allowing sampling frequencies on the order of 1-kHz without compromising the spatial 

resolution. Such a system was developed by members of our group [27-29] and is employed 

herein.  

 TRDPIV uses a powerful pulsing laser that delivers a plane sheet of 2-mm thickness to 

illuminate the area of interest, as shown in Figure 1.2. The flow is seeded with neutrally buoyant 

flow tracers. A kHz sampling rate digital camera is synchronized with the laser to capture the 

instantaneous positions of the particles.  The task of the velocity evaluation is carried out using 

statistical cross-correlation of the particle image patterns between two consecutive frames.   

 

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a typical TRDPIV setup. 

 

 Two types of heart valve prostheses were studiedMHV and BHV. We used a St. Jude 

Medical (SJM) bileaflet mechanical valve, which is the most commonly implanted heart valve 

prostheses, and a SJM Biocor porcine valve.  The SJM valve was placed in the mitral position in 
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four orientationsthe anatomical, anti-anatomical, negative 45, positive 45 (Figure 1.3).  In the 

anatomical position, the leaflets of the MHV open parallel to the biological HV leaflets (zero 

degrees).  Furthermore, the anti-anatomical, negative 45, and positive 45 orientations as their name 

implies are also in reference to the anatomical case. In these experiments, three planes were 

interrogated at different locations along the span of the LV.  The compilation of all planes would 

allow for the volumetric reconstruction of the measurement domain, thus revealing the three-

dimensional character of the flow.  

 

 

Figure 1.3: The four SJM bileaflet mechanical heart valve orientations. 

 

 More details on introduction, literature review, experimental facilities and methods are 

included in the chapters that follow. 
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1.4 Overall Structure of the Dissertation 

In this section, the overall structure of the dissertation and research plan is presented to give the 

reader a brief organization of the document.  The dissertation includes seven chapters, in which 

the first is an introduction and the last a conclusion chapter.  Chapters 2 though 6 are five major 

chapters each one having a specific theme and objectives.  The structure of each of these chapters 

is such that they are either existing journal publications or soon to be submitted for publication. 

Chapter 1:  Motivation and Introduction. 

Chapter 2:  Time Resolved DPIV Analysis of Vortex Dynamics in a Left Ventricular Model 

Through Bileaflet Mechanical and Porcine Heart Valve Prostheses. 

Pierrakos O., Vlachos P., Telionis D., December 2004, "Time Resolved DPIV 
Analysis of Vortex Dynamics in a Left Ventricular Model Through Bileaflet 
Mechanical and Porcine Heart Valve Prostheses", ASME J. Biomech Eng, Vol. 126, 
pp. 714-726. 

 

Contribution:  To provide, for the first time, in depth in vitro characterization of the flow 

inside the left ventricle and past artificial heart valves and to investigate the corresponding 

vortex dynamics and their interactions. 

Chapter 3:  The Effect of Vortex Formation in Left Ventricular Filling and Mitral Valve 

Efficiency. 

Pierrakos O., Vlachos P., IN-PRESS 2006, "The Effect of Vortex Formation in Left 
Ventricular Filling and Mitral Valve Efficiency", ASME J. Biomech Eng. 

 

Contribution:  To quantify, for the first time, vortex ring formation past artificial heart valves as 

a means of quantifying the efficiency of the LV using fundamental vortex dynamics theory. 

The broad impact of this objective extends beyond heart valve prosthesis. The research will 

enable the development of a tool for application in all cardiac energetic studies.  
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Chapter 4:  Turbulence Dissipation Rate Estimation Using a Large Eddy PIV Method and 

Turbulence Characteristics Dependent on Heart Valve Prostheses and Orientation. 

Contribution:  To employ, for the first time, a novel method to estimate turbulence dissipation 

rate using the principles of Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and PIV in LV flows as a means of 

quantifying the losses of the small-scale structures. 

Chapter 5:  Three-Dimensionality of Left Ventricular Flows: Vortex Formation, Turbulence 

Dissipation, and Energetics. 

Contribution:  To investigate, for the first time, the three-dimensionality and energetics of LV 

flows past five valve configurations (four orientations of the MHV and a porcine valve), 

estimate turbulence dissipation rates using the LES-PIV method, and quantify energy losses 

associated with vortex ring formation. 

Chapter 6:  Translation and Transfer of my PhD Research to the Undergraduate Classroom as 

an Engineering Education Tool. 

Pierrakos O., P. Vlachos, M. Alley, June 2006, “Using Research to Educate Freshmen 
Engineers and High School Students About the Multidisciplinary Character of 
Engineering,” ASEE Annual Conference & Exposition. 

 

Contribution:  To translate my PhD research as an engineering education and experimental tool 

for high school, undergraduate, and graduate students. This dissertation is the first one at 

Virginia Tech to incorporate an educational component. 

Chapter 7:  The Big Picture: Contributions and Conclusions. 

Contribution:  To bridge all the chapters of the dissertation in order to give an overall bigger 

picture of the contribution and impact, as well as the possible clinical translation of the tools 

developed and implemented. 
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C h a p t e r  2  

2 TIME RESOLVED DPIV ANALYSIS OF VORTEX DYNAMICS IN A LEFT 

VENTRICULAR MODEL THROUGH BILEAFLET MECHANICAL AND 

PORCINE HEART VALVE PROSTHESES  

 

 

 The performance of the heart after a mitral valve replacement operation greatly depends 

on the flow character downstream of the valve. The design and implanting orientation of valves 

may considerably affect the flow development.  A study of the hemodynamics of two orientations, 

anatomical and anti-anatomical, of the St. Jude Medical (SJM) bileaflet valve are presented and 

compared with those of the SJM Biocor porcine valve, which served also to represent the natural 

valve.  We document the velocity field in a flexible, transparent LV using Time Resolved Digital 

Particle Image Velocimetry (TRDPIV).  Vortex formation and vortex interaction are two 

important physical phenomena that dominate the filling and emptying of the ventricle.  For the 

three configurations, the following effects were examined: mitral valve inlet jet asymmetry, survival 

of vortical structures upstream of the aortic valve, vortex induced velocities and redirection of the 

flow in abidance of the Biot-Savart Law, domain segmentation, resonant times of vortical 

structures, and regions of stagnant flow.  The presence of three distinct flow patterns, for the three 

configurations, were identified by the location of vortical structures and level of coherence 

corresponding to a significant variation in the turbulence level distribution inside the LV.  The 

adverse effect of these observations could potentially compromise the efficiency of the LV and 

result in flow patterns that deviate from those in the natural heart.   
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2.1 Introduction 

 Although mechanical heart valves (MHV) have evolved to a level of universal acceptance, 

they have never reached a level of performance comparable to that of the natural valves of the 

heart.  Some of the problems associated with MHVs are thrombosis, hemolysis, cavitation, 

transvalvular pressure fluctuations, and high levels of shear stress, just to name a few [1].   

Apparently, the flow through pivoted leaflets of MHVs induces a combination of flow 

characteristics clearly dependent on the specific valve design and orientation that could lead to 

many pathological conditions.  Shear stresses in the fluid and flow separation around the valve are 

blamed for some of the detrimental effects mentioned above. The need therefore exists for more 

effective MHV designs to prevent these types of situations from occurring and to simultaneously 

optimize the performance of the left ventricle (LV).  The conditions discussed above reduce the 

efficiency of the heart, creating a state far from natural.  The need to better understand the 

hemodynamic behavior of MHVs is therefore imperative.  The aim of the present study is to 

provide new insight on the spatio-temporal character of the flow distal to a mitral MHV and 

further support the hypothesis that the appropriate orientation of MHVs can improve the 

hemodynamic performance of the LV. 

 Although bioprosthetic heart valves (BHV) have a better performance than MHVs, the 

durability of MHVs still makes them a viable alternative.  Considering the risk of thromboembolic 

complications, MHV patients require life-long anticoagulants, in contrast to BHV patients.  

Additionally, BHVs result in far fewer thrombotic and bleeding complications than MHVs [2].  

Clinical studies 15 years after valve replacement by Hammermeister et al. [3] revealed that patients 

undergoing aortic and/or mitral valve replacement had a higher survival rate with a mechanical 

valve than with a bioprosthetic valve. There is a need, therefore, to learn more about the 

mechanical behavior of MHV in vitro, about their in vivo effect to the cardiovascular events 

further downstream, and their effect on the blood elements.   

 Most in vitro studies of the flow downstream of a MHV have been conducted with the 

valve in the aortic position [4-14]. In vitro experimental studies of the flow downstream of a MHV 

in the mitral position are fewer and more complicated.  As early as 1969, Bellhouse and his co-
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workers investigated ventricle filling and the effect of the vortices that develop and interact with 

the mitral valve [15, 16].  Initial studies simplified the experimental simulation by employing rigid 

models of ventricles  [17-19].  Chandran et al. [18] and Schoephoerster et al. [20] employed more 

realistic rigid ventricular models.  To study the flow downstream of a MHV in the mitral 

configuration, Woo and Yoganathan [17] used LDV in rigid cylindrical models of both the left 

atrium and ventricle, and obtained velocity and shear stress measurements.  Lemmon and 

Yoganathan [21] modeled cardiac function by utilizing the Immersed Boundary Method and the 

Patankar Semi-implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) to study left ventricle 

diastolic and atrial functions. The results were compared to clinical flow conditions for validation, 

and agreement of the flow fields and pressure tracers was observed.  Lim et al. [14] was one of the 

first groups to use Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in the investigation of flow past artificial heart 

valves.  Specifically, a rigid aortic root was used, but because the frame rate was 25 Hz, only low 

velocities were measured.  

 Garitey et al. [22] employed a flexible sack model of the LV, performed extensive pressure 

measurements, and used pulsed ultrasound Doppler Velocimetry to record in detail the velocity 

field.  They captured the activity of vortical structures in the ventricular chamber and compared 

the effects of three MHVs and their orientation.  They found that slight differences in the valve 

design might produce significant differences in the ventricular flow fields, thereby inducing large 

flow oscillations near the apex. Bluestein et al. [23] used a numerical simulation and Digital Particle 

Image Velocimetry (DPIV) to reveal intricate patterns of interacting shed vortices downstream of 

the aortic valve and demonstrated that blood elements exposed to the highest shear stresses in the 

immediate proximity of the MHV could be trapped within the vortices that form in the wake of 

the valve. 

 Orientations of the aortic valve have been studied in vivo in pig hearts by Kleine et al. [24], 

who utilized a device allowing for the rotation of the artificial valve without reopening the aorta. 

Their results revealed that St. Jude Medical (SJM) valves show lower turbulence and HITS (High-

Intensity Transient Signals) counts in their hemodynamically best orientation, namely when one 

orifice is facing the right coronary ostium.  Laas et al. [25] showed again in vivo that the optimal 

orientation of the SJM bileaflet valve in the aortic position was achieved when one leaflet was 
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directed toward the right cusp, yet the tilting valve was preferred because the results obtained were 

closer to normal physiology.  In contrast, fewer studies of bileaflet valve orientations in the mitral 

position have been performed. Chandran et al. [18] carried out transvalvular pressure and 

regurgitation measurements along with qualitative flow visualization.  The two orientations studied 

were respectively (1) with the tilt axis parallel to the septal wall and (2) with the tilt axis 

perpendicular to the septal wall.  The more favorable of the two was the second orientation, 

because it offered a smoother washout of the fluid near the left ventricular free wall.  Flow 

visualizations provided a qualitative representation of the flow patterns; however, the lack of global 

quantitative results limited the study.  Fontaine et al. [26] utilized pulsed-wave Doppler velocity 

measurements, two-dimensional echocardiography, and selected color Doppler flow mapping to 

show that the SJM bileaflet valve oriented in the anti-anatomical position with chordal 

preservation is favored over tilting disc, porcine bioprosthetic, and pericardial bioprosthetic valves.  

Despite the fact that these two studies revealed the importance of valve orientation, both were 

limited to rigid LV models.  The first study employed a LV model geometrically similar to its 

biological counterpart, while the second, even more constrained, utilized a rectangular LV.  The 

studies reviewed here indicate that the geometry of the valve prostheses as well as the orientation 

of the valves affect the flow development including vortex formation, regions of stasis, and 

disturbed flow in the LV.  The wake of the valve is influenced by the valve orientation, whether 

this includes tilting or simply rotating the valve about its axis of symmetry.  The latter is the focus 

of this paper.   

 The flow through pivoted leaflets of MHVs induces a combination of flow characteristics 

that are dependent on the specific valve design and orientation.  During the diastolic part of the 

cycle, the flow downstream of a bileaflet MHV is characterized by the formation and interaction of 

three jets and their entrainment in an asymmetric sudden expansion area.  The Biot-Savart Law 

governs vortex interactions and relates the velocity induced by a vortex filament to its strength and 

orientation [27].  In this effort, we apply the Biot-Savart Law to show the dynamics of the vortical 

flow field that is generated past heart valves prostheses. 

 The complexity of the geometry combined with the pulsatile character of the flow, the 

interaction of the jets with the LV flexible walls, and the unsteady motion of the leaflets generate 
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intrinsically complicated turbulent flow structures. As a result, conventional, time-averaged or 

point-measurement methods, such as the ones often employed in previous studies, would fail to 

reveal the underlying character of the flow, demonstrating the need for global, time-resolved 

measurement techniques.  In this paper, we present high sampling frequency Time-Resolved 

Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (TRDPIV) results, obtained in a flexible, transparent LV 

documenting the evolution of eddies and turbulence during a complete period of the heart cycle. 

2.2 Facilities and Methods 

To study the hemodynamic characteristics of blood flow through heart chambers and valves, we 

employ a piston-driven LV simulator capable of adjusting the heartbeat and the volume flow rate. 

This is accomplished via a piston with adjustable travel, driven by a motor with variable speed.  

The pressure at the exit and entrance of the LV are hydrostatically controlled and can be adjusted 

by the user.  Figure 2.1 is a simple schematic of the mock circulatory loop that also includes flow 

rate and pressure waveforms acquired downstream of the AV.  Due to space limitations, the MV 

flow rate and pressure waveforms are not shown.  Similar LV simulator machines have been 

constructed and operated in the past [12, 22, 23, 28-31].  The system was characterized in detail 

using pressure and flow rate measurements in order to ensure operational repeatability.  

Additionally, an image calibration target was used to confirm the system was free of optical 

distortion arising from index of refraction mismatch.   

 The silicone LV model utilized in this effort has the following dimensional parameters:  

end systolic volume of 120 mL, end diastolic volume of 210 mL, length from mitral valve to apex 

of 9 cm (systole), and length of aortic valve to apex of 10 cm (systole).  The natural left ventricular 

volumes during resting conditions are quite smaller—70mL for the end systolic volume and 140 

mL for the end diastolic volume [32].  Considering the vast number of ventricular shapes in 

patients with any form of heart disease, in this effort an enlarged ventricle was so chosen to better 

represent heart disease LV geometries.  This would be the case for a patient needing heart valve 

replacement surgery.  It is important to note that although vortex interactions will be affected by 

the geometry of the LV, the vortex formation is strictly governed by the inlet jet velocity profile.  

Therefore, vortex formation is governed only by the MV design. 
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the mock 
circulatory loop showing locations for 

flow rate sensors and pressure 
transducers, (b) flow rate waveform 
downstream of the aortic valve, (c) 

pressure waveform downstream of the 
aortic valve. 
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Two types of heart valve prostheses were studiedMHV and BHV. We used a St. Jude 

Medical (SJM) bileaflet mechanical valves and a SJM Biocor porcine valve.  The SJM MHVs tested 

in the mitral and aortic positions were cuffless with diameters of 31-mm and 29-mm respectively.  

The SJM Biocor porcine valve was cuffed and the respective valve sizes were the same as those of 

the MHVs.  The tissue valves were stored in a formaldehyde solution.  The valves could only be 

removed from this solution a few hours at a time without compromising the tissue and its 

structural integrity.  Glycerin/water solutions often react with the BHV tissue and could lead 

among others to dehydration. We instead decided to use water as the working medium for both 

valve types. To satisfy the dynamic flow similarity between the natural heart and our experimental 

model, we operated the simulator at 1-Hz, with stroke volume of 90-mL resulting to a mean 

Reynolds number of 2700, based on the mitral valve diameter of 31-mm. 

 The SJM valve was placed in the mitral position in two orientationsthe anatomical and 

anti-anatomical (Figure 2.2a and 2.2b). In the anatomical position, the leaflets of the MHV open 

similar to the biological heart valve (HV) while in the anti-anatomical orientation, the leaflets open 

at an angle of 90 degrees with respect to the latter.  The flow patterns generated by the two MHV 

orientations were compared with those of the SJM Biocor porcine valve. The latter was studied 

not only to document its hemodynamic performance but also to serve as a reference case.   

 Measurements of the complex pulsatile flow in the LV require detailed temporal and 

spatial resolution. Point velocity measurement techniques such as Laser Doppler Velocimetry 

(LDV), which have been extensively used in the past, require laborious experiments involving 

phase triggering and a plethora of data ensembles in order to reconstruct in a statistical sense the 

instantaneous character of pulsatile flow fields [17, 30, 33]. Even in that case, issues of repeatability 

and statistical uncertainty could compromise the reliability of the results. In the present study, we 

bypass such difficulties by employing a Time-Resolved Digital Particle Image Velocimetry 

(TRDPIV) system.  Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) originated in the early 1980s, but it was the 

work of Willert and Gharib [34], Westerweel [35], and Huang and Gharib [36] that established the 

digital implementation of PIV. Most conventional and commercial DPIV systems deliver detailed 

spatial resolution but with limited sampling frequency, usually on the order of 15-Hz, which is not 

sufficient for resolving pulsatile turbulent flows. Recently the TRDPIV implementation emerged, 
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allowing sampling frequencies on the order of 1-kHz without compromising the spatial resolution. 

Such a system was developed by members of the present team [37-39] and is employed in the 

present study, overcoming the limitations described above. 

 

 Figure 2.2: The two St. Jude Medical bileaflet mechanical heart valve orientations studied: (a) 
anatomical (leaflets open similar to the natural mitral leaflets) and (b) anti-anatomical (leaflets 
perpendicular to the natural mitral leaflets, therefore, 90 degrees clockwise of the anatomical 

orientation).  (c) Location of the five planes along the span of the LV.  Results and data analysis of 
Plane 1, center plane dividing the LV in half, is presented herein. 

  

 The current system uses a powerful pulsing laser (55 Watts) that delivers a plane sheet of 

2-mm thickness to illuminate the area of interest. The flow is seeded with neutrally buoyant 

fluorescent particles, which serve as flow tracers. The particle diameter is on the order of 10 

microns. A high sampling rate CMOS digital camera (1000 frames/sec, 512 x 256 pixel resolution) 
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is synchronized with the laser to capture the instantaneous positions of the particles.  In the 

present experiment, a recording time of 4 seconds with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz 

generated 4000 instantaneous frames of data of the flow field. The task of the velocity evaluation 

was carried out using dual-frame cross-correlation of the particle image patterns between two 

consecutive frames.  Approximately 7000 velocity vectors with grid spacing of 600 microns and 

error in the order of +/- 0.005m/s were obtained for each frame.   

 The experimental parameters described above provide sufficient temporal and spatial 

resolution to investigate the turbulent characteristics of the flow inside the LV.  In these 

experiments, five planes were interrogated at different locations along the span of the LV, 

separated by 5-mm as shown in Figure 2.2c.  The compilation of all planes would allow the 

volumetric reconstruction of the measurement domain, thus revealing the three-dimensional 

character of the flow.  In this paper, however, we focus our attention on the center plane. One 

limitation of the present study stems from the fact that the velocity measurements are confined to 

a plane and cannot resolve the third velocity component (out-of-plane).  Nevertheless, due to the 

geometry of the LV, the predominant flow structures are along the planes interrogated herein and 

thus the significant events can be captured and analyzed with the method employed. 

 

2.3 Results 

Both time-averaged and time-varying results are presented and compared with each other for the 

three configurations; namely, the two orientations of the SJM MHV, i.e. anatomical and anti-

anatomical, and the porcine valve.  Contours of the vorticity component normal to the plane of 

interrogation as well as streamline patterns and velocity distributions are presented.  Vorticity 

values were calculated using 4th-order compact finite differences of velocity [40]. Streamlines were 

obtained utilizing path integration algorithms built in AMTEC Tecplot 8.0, a commercially 

available package.  It is important to note that although the flexible LV allowed for a moving wall 

boundary, a fictitious fixed boundary that was defined to be approximately the end diastolic shape 

of the true ventricular boundary was imposed on the data due to visualization software limitations.  

The true ventricular wall motion is embedded within this fictitious fixed boundary and can be seen 
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in the instantaneous velocity and vorticity distributions.  In the electronic version of the paper, 

velocity and vorticity field distributions are included for all instants, although they are not 

presented and discussed herein. 

 Time-averaged Distributions.  Time-averaged results of vorticity and velocity 

distributions over 1000 instants, obtained within a time interval of 1.0 second, or one heartbeat, 

for the three cases are presented in Fig. 2.3a-f. Although time-averaged results conceal the pulsatile 

character of the flow, they do provide valuable information.  By averaging within one period of the 

heart cycle, the prevailing flow structures that persist in the flow for an extended duration are 

revealed, while the random fluctuations of the flow average to very small values, or are completely 

eliminated.    

 Significant differences between the three different configurations are observed. There is a 

great number of averaged vorticity distal to the mechanical valves but not distal to the porcine 

valve.  In fact, significant levels of vorticity survive averaging in the anterior region, which is 

closest to the AV.  This is evident for both mechanical valve orientations but is more pronounced 

in the anatomical configuration.  In addition, for all three configurations, we observe the presence 

of two well-organized counter-rotating vortices in the immediate vicinity of the aortic valve (AV).  

For the coordinate system marked in the figure, in the case of the anatomical orientation (Fig 2.3a), 

this vortex pair is located approximately at X/D = 2 and Y/D = 3.5, upstream of the AV. In the 

two mechanical valve orientations, this vortex pair appears to be stronger and encompasses a 

larger region than in the porcine case.  Moreover, Figs. 2.3a and 2.3d, corresponding to the 

anatomical orientation, reveal six distinct, elongated, high-vorticity regions, which appear to align 

themselves with the main mitral jet direction.  These are attributed to the three jets emanating 

from the three openings between the leaflets and the valve ring.  In Fig. 2.3b and 2.3e, however, 

corresponding to the anti-anatomical orientation, instead of three distinct jets, we observe the 

formation of a very strong negative (clockwise) vortex dominating the central area, centered on 

X/D = 1 and Y/D = 2.5.  Similarly, Figs. 2.3c and 2.3f, which show vorticity and velocity 

distributions for the porcine valve, reveal regions of negative vorticity but with less intensity than 

in the two orientations of the bileaflet MHV.   
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Figure 2.3:  Time-averaged vorticity contours (a-c) and velocity distributions (d-f) over one heart 
cycle for the three configurations, respectively (a) and (d) anatomical, (b) and (e) anti-anatomical, 

and (c) and (f) porcine. 

 

 Circulation Upstream of the AV.  Figure 2.4 presents the time history of hydrodynamic 

circulation, Γ defined as follows, 

Γ = ∫C V ⋅dl = ∫A ωωωω⋅dA                    (1) 

where V is the velocity vector, l is length along the contour of integration, A is area, and ω is 

vorticity. In this equation, the first integral is a contour integral defined over a closed loop, C, and 

the second is an area integral that extends over the area A, contained in the loop C. Physically, 

(a) (c) 

(f) (e) 

(b) 

(d) 
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circulation loosely represents the amount of vorticity or rate of rotation within a domain in the 

field.  Instantaneous values of circulation are calculated by integrating vorticity over the rectangular 

area upstream of the AV, shown in Fig. 2.4 (right).  Although the averaging over a certain area acts 

as a spatially low-pass filter, highly unsteady fluctuations can be observed in Fig. 2.4.  It is of great 

importance to note that the signal of the porcine configuration reveals much smaller fluctuations 

when compared to the two orientations of the MHV.  In a comparative sense, the fluctuation 

differences are significant and imply that the two MHV orientations have a more unsteady 

character at the location upstream of the AV than that of the porcine valve.   More specifically, 

these fluctuations are approximately 50% larger for the two MHV orientations when compared to 

the porcine case. 

 

Figure 2.4:  Plot of instantaneous, non-dimensional circulation (left) for one heart cycle calculated 
over the rectangular area upstream of the AV (right) for the three cases of anatomical, anti-

anatomical, and porcine configurations. 
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 Time-varying Distributions.  Time-resolved results offer a better account of the flow 

structures, as their development can be monitored from frame-to-frame within the heart cycle.  A 

complete assessment of the time-varying information can be achieved only by animating the entire 

time sequence.  Here, we will present data corresponding to the anatomical, anti-anatomical, and 

porcine configurations respectively.  We only present ten representative instantaneous frames of 

streamline distributions at ten equally spaced time instants over one heartbeat. The cycle begins 

during early diastole, with the opening of the MV and ends during late systole. For the accurate 

interpretation of the streamline patterns, a note of caution is necessary. In the vicinity of solid 

walls, the streamline patterns are usually parallel to the boundary, in order to satisfy the no-

penetration condition.  This is true for stationary walls.  In the present case, the walls of the 

ventricle are moving, and thus, the streamlines are forced to either start or terminate nearly normal 

to the wall.   In the following paragraphs, we discuss the temporal evolution of flow characteristics 

during a full heart cycle for each of the three cases.  

 Time-varying Sequence for the Anatomical Orientation.  Starting with the anatomical 

orientation, Fig. 2.5 illustrates streamline patterns for each of the ten frames.  Smaller regions of 

velocity and vorticity distributions are also shown in Fig. 2.5 for the first three instants.  The 

sequence begins at time (T) equal to zero when the MV is opening.  Aortic valve (AV) 

regurgitation (T=0 secs) can be easily detected from the region of high vorticity upstream of the 

valve.  The velocity distribution of this regurgitation region, inscribed by the rectangular domain 

upstream of the AV, is also shown in Fig. 2.5.   In addition, at this first time instant, recirculating 

streamline patterns downstream of the MV that have survived the systolic part of the cycle are 

observed in the domain 0.2 < X/D < 1.2 and 1.2 < Y/D < 2.2.  In this case, it is important to 

note that the corresponding vorticity levels of these structures are very small because the 

magnitude of the velocity and velocity gradients at this instant are very small.  An asymmetry of 

the mitral jet is also observed during the beginning of diastole (Fig. 2.5T=0 to T=0.2).  Recall 

that distal to the MV, three distinct jets are generated as a result of the bileaflet design.  We 

observe that the anterior jet, which is closest to the AV, is stronger. This is perhaps due to an 

asynchronous opening of the leaflets, as will be shown later. The different strength of the three jets 

is clearly evident in terms of velocity field distributions presented in Fig. 2.5T=0.1 and T=0.2, 
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which correspond to the rectangular domain marked in Fig. 2.5T=0.1 and T=0.2.  Also at T = 

0.1 secs, the flow of the incoming mitral jet is interacting with the vortical structures upstream of 

the AV, a fact that is also evident in Fig. 2.5T=0.1 and T=0.2, resulting into an upward shift of 

the jet.  When the mitral valve is fully open (Fig. 2.5T=0.2 and T=0.3), strong vortical structures 

distal to the MV are generated.  Six regions of high shear flow, corresponding to the three jets, 

contain the highest levels of vorticity.  These high shear regions were also observed in the time-

average results. 

 The issuing of the mitral jet into the ventricular cavity defines three distinct regions.  

Figure 2.6 serves as a simplified schematic, illustrating these regions observed in Fig. 2.5T=0.2, 

0.3, and 0.4.  The main, central region or region I in Fig. 2.6, is dominated by the mitral jet and 

consists mostly of high-speed flow, mainly in a uniform direction.  The upper and lower 

boundaries of region I delineate two other regions, namely regions II and III in Fig. 2.6.  The 

starting vortices, A and B, are pushed into these regions (Fig. 2.6).  These are not two distinct 

vortices; rather, they represent the cross-section of a single ring vortex which appears as two 

counter-rotating vortices in regions II and III.  In Fig. 2.5T=0.2, the starting vortex A is located 

distal to the MV and, specifically, its center is at X/D = 0.1 and Y/D = 2.3.  By T = 0.3 secs, 

starting vortex A propagates forward at location X/D = 0.2 and Y/D = 1.9, and then at T = 0.4 

secs, it grows and encompasses most of region III.  At T = 0.5 secs, shifting of vortices A and B 

are observed due to the immediate pressure drop caused by the AV opening.  It should be noted 

that in a fixed frame of reference, a vortex moving with the flow appears as a set of undulating 

streamlines marked as B in Fig. 2.5T=0.6 and not as a set of closed-loop streamlines.  With the 

AV fully open at T = 0.7 secs, the high speed outlet flow results in a shift of the vortex pair toward 

the apex, and a division of the domain forms once again between the upper region, which is 

directed through the AV, and the lower region, which contains vortex A. We observe that in lower 

region III, vortical pattern A temporarily splits into two co-rotating vortices in Fig. 2.5T=0.6 

and T=0.7 and eventually merges again at T=0.8.   
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Figure 2.5: Time-varying results of streamline distributions for the anatomical orientation. The 
time instants are T=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 s. For the first three time instants, 
the specified regions have been enlarged to show the velocity field and vorticity distribution. 
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Figure 2.6:  Schematic of domain segmentation observed in all three configurations.  Locations of 
Regions I, II, and III are shown as well are vortices A and B.   

 

 Up to this point, it is important to note that high vorticity accompanies vortex A during 

diastole.  By T = 0.9 secs, the streamline patterns reveal a recirculating region in the center, but the 

corresponding vorticity values in this neighborhood are small.  As would be expected, this 

recirculating region survives systole and is present during beginning of diastole, as was seen in the 

first frame at T = 0 secs.  Lastly, it should also be noted that the region near the apex is dominated 

by quiescent flow throughout the heart cycle with very low velocity and vorticity values.   

 Time-varying Sequence for the Anti-anatomical Orientation.  Similar to the 

anatomical case, the sequence of the anti-anatomical orientation (Fig. 2.7) initiates with the MV 

opening.  In this case, the planes of the leaflets in their open position are nearly normal to the 

direction of view and; therefore, they block the optical path and do not allow direct visualization of 

the three jets that issue from the two MV leaflets.  A large clockwise vortex with low negative 
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vorticity appears to have survived the systolic part of the cycle (Fig. 2.7T=0). Aortic valve 

regurgitation is also present at this instant, similar to what was observed in the anatomical 

orientation but with less intensity. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.7T=0, which shows the velocity 

field distribution of the rectangular domain marked.   As the mitral jet strengthens (T = 0.1 secs), a 

starting vortex ring forms, which appears again in the plane of observation as two counter-rotating 

vortices.  The anterior vortex, corresponding to vortex B of Fig. 2.6, appears to interact and fuse 

with the low-pressure and high vorticity region proximal to the AV.  At T = 0.3 secs, the 

symmetry of the jet and the starting vortex ring is more pronounced, if compared with the 

anatomical configuration.  The symmetry can be seen in Fig. 2.7T=0.1, which illustrates the 

velocity field inside the rectangular border of the streamline frame (T=0.1 secs).  In Fig. 

2.7T=0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, an upward shift of the mitral jet axis, similar to what was seen in the 

anatomical case is observed.  With the MV fully open at T = 0.3 secs and T = 0.4 secs, the 

interaction of the anterior vortex ring section, i.e. vortex B, with the AV low-pressure region, 

continues and encompasses a larger region with higher vorticity as time progresses.  In Fig. 

2.7T=0.4, we observe segmentation of the left ventricular cavity similar to what was seen in the 

anatomical orientation as shown in Fig. 2.6.  With the AV beginning to open at T = 0.5 secs, there 

is a shift or pull toward the AV due to the immediate pressure drop.  By T = 0.6 secs, the AV is 

fully open and the high-vorticity fluid elements have been pushed out.  This effect is even more 

obvious at T = 0.7 secs, where the entire LV is observed to have a favorable flow direction as can 

be seen in the streamline distribution in Fig. 2.7T=0.7.  Near the end of systole, at T=0.8 and 

0.9 secs, some recirculating flow is evident in the center of the LV but with low velocity and 

vorticity values.  Lastly, as in the case of the anatomical orientation, stagnant flow dominates the 

apex region throughout the duration of the heartbeat. 
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Figure 2.7: Time-varying results of streamline distributions for the anti-anatomical orientation. 
The time instants are T=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 s. For the first three time 
instants, the specified regions have been enlarged to show the velocity field and vorticity 

distribution. 
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Time-varying Sequence for the Porcine Valve.  This sequence also begins with the MV 

opening, which allows us to observe what has survived the systolic part of the cycle.  A symmetric 

incoming mitral velocity jet (Fig. 2.8T=0) with higher vorticity values on the anterior side, also 

illustrated in the velocity field region, is observed.  Figure 2.8T=0.1 and T=0.2 illustrate a 

sequence of distinct vorticity patterns, which indicate fluttering of the leaflets.  This is clearly 

exemplified in the velocity field distribution of the rectangular domain marked at T=0.1 secs.  The 

starting vortex ring has formed at T = 0.2 secs (Fig. 2.8).  The two sections of the vortex ring, 

namely vortices A and B, propagate toward the opposing wall at T = 0.3 secs and displace 

outward.  As in the cases of the two mechanical valve orientations, distinct regions can be defined, 

similar to those identified in Fig. 2.6.  In the following two frames, at T=0.3 and T=0.4 secs, the 

two sections of the starting vortex, corresponding to patterns A and B in Fig. 2.6, contain high 

vorticity and survive the end of diastole.  It is important to note that the point where the MV jet 

stagnates on the opposing wall is much closer to the apex (Fig. 2.8T=0.2, 0.3, and 0.4), unlike 

the two orientations of the MHV, that stagnate higher on the walls.  By T=0.5 and T=0.6 secs, 

most of the fluid contained in the cavity is in motion and on its way out of the aortic valve; thus, 

the regions of stasis are limited.  In Fig. 2.8T=0.5, the AV is beginning to open, and at this 

instant, it is observed that high vorticity is concentrated on the posterior wall region.  At T = 0.6 

secs, we observe the tendency of the fluid to move out of the ventricle in a global clockwise 

recirculating pattern, along the LV boundary wall.  Consequently, the vortical structures on the 

posterior or right wall, containing high vorticity, (Fig. 2.8T=0.5) have been transported to the 

bottom and left wall at T=0.6 secs, and on to the AV and finally out of the ventricle by T=0.7 and 

T=0.8 secs.  At T=0.6 and 0.7 secs, a large vortex is present in the center of the LV containing low 

levels of vorticity.  As it evolves in time, it also propagates toward the AV.  In the last time instant, 

T = 0.9 secs, corresponding to the end of systole, very little vorticity is present in the LV which 

would allow a clean start of the diastolic cycle. 
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Figure 2.8: Time-varying results of streamline distributions for the porcine configuration. The 
time instants are T=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 s. For the first three time instants, 
the specified regions have been enlarged to show the velocity field and vorticity distribution. 
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2.4 Discussion  

From both time-averaged and time-resolved results, two classic fluid mechanics phenomena, 

namely vortex formation and vortex interaction, were identified.  In the present study, vortices 

form due to the roll-up of the shear layers that emanate from the leaflets and the accumulation of 

vorticity generated along the leaflets in the starting jet vortices.  Subsequently, the vortex 

interactions observed are governed by the Biot-Savart Law, which relates the velocity induced on a 

fluid element to the strength and orientation of a vortex line present in the flow field [27].  In the 

following paragraphs, we discuss important physical phenomena observed in the three 

configurations as they pertain to vortex dynamics and to the evolution of vortical structures during 

the heart cycle.  We also evaluate the significance of these phenomena on the performance of the 

three valve configurations, and comment on the possible clinical ramifications. 

 In order to better understand the relevance of our results, it is important to first discuss 

physiological LV filling.  In vivo observations in the natural LV illustrate an apparent asymmetry of 

the incoming flow field, which is due to the leaflet sizes and shapes [28, 41].  Specifically, with the 

anterior native leaflet being longer than the posterior, vortex shedding initiates from the latter 

followed by a smaller vortex shed from the anterior leaflet.  In turn, the larger vortex on the 

posterior side induces a shift towards the apex.  Figures 2.9 and 2.10 provide a qualitative 

illustration of the fundamental physical phenomena observed inside the LV through the natural, 

mechanical, and porcine valves.  Figure 2.9a illustrates the anticipated straightforward path of the 

MV jet if the leaflets of the physiological valve were symmetric.  The equal strength cross-sections 

of the formed vortex ring following the Biot-Savart Law would induce respectively equal velocities 

to each other, self-propagating the vortex pair in a straight path. On the other hand, Fig. 2.9b, 

illustrates the observed flow pattern of the physiological valve as seems to be indicated in an MRI 

video by Laas et al. [41] and Reul et. al.[28]. As described above, the asymmetry of the leaflets 

generates a stronger posterior vortex that induces a shift directing the bulk of the flow towards the 

apex.  
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the flow inside the natural left ventricle (LV). (a) A symmetric inlet 
vortex distribution; (b) actual vortical field entering the LV and the redirection of the flow in 

accordance to the shape of the LV. 

 

Similarly, Figure 2.10a illustrates the anticipated vortical structures through a bileaflet 

MHV, if a symmetric vortex pair enters the LV.  The flow in this case would be directed in a 

straight path towards the posterior wall and close to the apex.  In contrast, Figure 2.10b shows 

what we actually observed in the case of MHVs, as demonstrated by our results.  The asymmetry 

of the inlet vortical field, originating from the asynchronous opening of the leaflets and the direct 

interaction with the vortical structures upstream of the AV, induces a shift in the direction of the 

flow away from the apex.  Other studies such as Ohta et al. [42] have observed similar asymmetric 

leaflet motions simulated in a computer-controlled hydraulic Mock Circulator.  Therefore, the in 

vivo observed flow patterns through the natural MV are reversed to what is observed in the flow 

through MHVs.  During early diastole, a large-scale vortex is observed on the posterior side for the 

natural MV, whereas in the flow through a MHV, the large-scale vortex is on the anterior side.  In 

addition, in the porcine configuration, the incoming vortical structures are symmetric with an 

apparent direction toward the apex.  The application of the Biot-Savart Law confirms that 
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interaction of a jet with vortical structures, in this case upstream of the AV, displaces the mitral jet 

towards the side of the large vortex. In the following paragraphs, we compare the results obtained 

for the three different configurations.   

 Beginning with the MV opening, variations in the shape of the incoming jet are observed 

when comparing the three different configurations.  In the case of the anatomical orientation, an 

asymmetry of the mitral jet due to the asynchronous timing of the leaflet opening causes the 

anterior orifice jet to be stronger.  This asymmetry is definitely more pronounced in the anatomical 

configuration, but can also be observed in the anti-anatomical case, as shown in Fig. 2.5T=0.1 

and 0.2 secs and Fig. 2.7T=0.1 and 0.2 secs respectively.  On the other hand, the porcine (Fig. 

2.8T=0 secs) configuration illustrates a more symmetric incoming mitral jet.   

 

Figure 2.10:  (a) Anticipated flow field for a symmetric mitral jet past a SJM MHV.  (b) Actual 
observed flow field past SJM MHVs in the LV via TRDPIV, the schematic serves to illustrate the 

underlying physics of the Biot-Savart Law.   
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Throughout the diastolic phase, high vorticity contained in two counter-rotating vortices is 

present upstream of the AV. These vortical structures are present in the two orientations of the 

MHV but not in the porcine configuration.  These structures interact with the incoming mitral jet, 

specifically the anterior orifice that is closer to the AV valve.  A vortex- induced upward shift of 

the jet results in propagating the MV vortices toward the opposing posterior wall rather than 

towards the apex.  This is in abidance with the Biot-Savart Law.  In the porcine case, considering 

that vortical structures upstream of the AV are not present, there is no induced velocity or shift of 

the MV jet and, therefore, the inlet flow propagates toward the apex.  This is in agreement with in 

vivo observations [41, 43].  A possible explanation of the asynchronous opening of the leaflets 

could be attributed to the vortical structures proximal to the AV, which are dominant in the 

orientations of the MHV only and can significantly alter the pressure distribution in its 

neighborhood. 

 The presence of vortices proximal to the AV has additional ramifications. For a vortex of 

circulation Γ, located a distance r from a plane surface, the induced pressure drop ∆P on the 

surface, in this case the closed AV, is proportional to the square of the vortex circulation and 

inversely proportional to the square of distance   

∆P ∝ Γ 2 / r2                 (2) 

For the two mechanical valve orientations, the prolonged presence of the vortical structures 

upstream of the AV results in a low-pressure region ∆P, which in turn increases AV regurgitation, 

as observed in the instantaneous velocity distributions of Figs. 2.5 and 2.7 at T=0 secs.  

Observation of the instantaneous velocity field distributions has shown that AV regurgitation was 

nearly absent in the case of the porcine valve.  The stronger the vortices and the closer they are to 

the AV, the more profound their effect.  Figure 2.4 illustrates that circulation, Γ, upstream of the 

AV, takes much larger values for the mechanical valves than the porcine valve.  Specifically, the 

absolute maximum circulation values for each configuration in Fig. 2.4 yield a ∆Panat/∆Pporcine of 

65% increase and ∆Panti/∆Pporcine of 240% increase.  This confirms that enhanced regurgitation 

would be expected for the two orientations of the MHV. This leads us to speculate now that, if a 

healthy AV interacts with such flow structures generated either by a MHV or simply by any other 
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dysfunction of the MV, the long-term exposure to increased transvalvular pressure loads could 

potentially lead to a subsequent failure of the AV.  For the porcine configuration, considering that 

much lower levels of circulation are evident from Fig. 2.4, when compared to the two mechanical 

valve orientations, this also implies that the energy within the vortices passing through the region 

upstream of AV is also less because vorticity is much smaller.  This is in agreement with the work 

of Gharib et al. [44], who have shown the energy of a vortex ring to be a function of circulation. 

 During diastole, distinct differences in the evolution and development of the structures A 

and B, defined in Fig. 2.6, are observed when comparing all three configurations.  Specifically, for 

the anatomical orientation, a fully developed mitral jet stagnating on the posterior wall occurs 

during the end of diastole at T = 0.4 secs.  This is mainly due to the slow development of vortical 

structure A, which has only begun to form at T = 0.2 secs.  The anti-anatomical orientation, on 

the other hand, shows that vortical structure A has already formed at T = 0.1 secs and the jet 

stagnates on the posterior wall at T = 0.4 secs.  The porcine configuration has a much faster 

development of the mitral jet, since vortical structures A and B are present at T = 0.1 secs and 

stagnates on the posterior wall at T = 0.2 secs, 50% faster than the two mechanical orientations.  A 

possible explanation for this important difference in the evolution and development of the starting 

vortex ring is the apparent geometry and design of the valves as well as the interaction with 

vortical structures upstream of the AV.  Considering the three-jet character of mechanical bileaflet 

valves versus the one jet of physiological and porcine valves, one can anticipate that the effective 

jet area is higher for the latter; therefore, a faster development in the porcine case would be 

expected.  For the two mechanical valve orientations, the presence of vortical structures upstream 

of the AV further delays the development of the mitral jet. The combination of the effects 

described above could potentially affect the LV filling process, compromising the efficiency of the 

LV. 

 During systole, we once again observe differences in the evolution and development of 

vortical structures present in the LV.  In the anatomical orientation, vortical structure A survives 

systole, whereas B is ejected out of the AV (Fig. 2.5T=0.7 and 0.8).  The result is that the lower 

region III encompasses a larger domain of the LV when compared to the anti-anatomical and 

porcine cases.  For the anatomical case, structure A contains high vorticity values.  For the anti-
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anatomical orientation (Fig. 2.7T=0.6, 0.7, and 0.8), both vortical structures A and B are pushed 

out of the LV.  For the porcine configuration (Fig. 2.8T=0.6, 0.7, and 0.8), similar to the anti-

anatomical case, structures A and B are displaced outward.  The porcine configuration not only 

reveals a faster development of vortical patterns A and B, but also a more organized flow in 

contrast to the two mechanical valve orientations.  We observe that the anatomical orientation has 

at least a 0.1 secs delayed development compared to the other two configurations.  The implication 

is that the emptying process of the LV would be affected because vortical structure A survives 

systole, containing high vorticity values and traps energy, which can never be recovered as it is 

convected through the aorta.  In contrast, for the other two configurations, structure A does not 

contain as much kinetic energy, thus it is easier for the fluid elements to be redirected outward.   

 Finally, stagnant regions are discussed here outside the chronological sequence of the cycle 

because they are observed in both systole and diastole.  Specifically, in the two mechanical valve 

orientations, these quiescent regions arise as an additional ramification of flow domain 

segmentation, which results in low velocity and vorticity values near the apex.  From the 

instantaneous results of both the anatomical and anatomical orientations, during the full heart 

cycle, stasis of fluid elements is observed in the vicinity of the apex.  Regions of stagnant flow have 

thrombogenic implications due to the high resident time of the blood elements as well as loss of 

kinetic energy due to recirculating regions. 

   

 

2.5 Summary and Conclusions 

Results revealing the spatio-temporal development of the flow in the LV past heart valve 

prosthesis are presented and analyzed, providing new insight on their hemodynamic performance. 

For the first time, a global high frequency time-resolved DPIV method was employed in the 

investigation of such fluid dynamics phenomena. More importantly, the origin of detrimental 

clinical effects associated with different heart valve implantation configurations was attributed to 

the fundamentals governing vortex dynamics.  
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 The flow in the LV through mechanical or bioprosthetic valves is governed by the 

generation of vorticity along the valve leaflets that is released in the shear layers and eventually rolls 

into large-scale vortices. Moreover, the unsteady pulsatile character of the mitral valve jet flow is 

responsible for the formation of starting vortex rings. These complex flow structures interact with 

each other in accordance with the Biot-Savart Law.  The complexity of the flow is further 

increased by the MV inlet jet asymmetry, which is attributed to the asynchronous opening of the 

valve leaflets and presence of vortical structures proximal to the AV.   

 The results presented herein provide quantitative evidence that the ventricle filling process 

through mechanical heart valves is dominated by the formation of large vortices that eventually 

break down. In contrast, the extent of vortex formation downstream of bioprosthetic valves is 

significantly lower. Although this conclusion was anticipated, our data indicate that the vortical 

structures developed dominate the overall flow characteristics of ventricle filling and emptying.  

Our data further clearly indicate that, for the anatomical orientation of a mechanical heart valve, 

the inflow is deflected upward and away from the apex.  The implication of this behavior is that 

the flow decelerates and stagnates, generating pockets of stasis which are known to be 

accompanied by physiologically detrimental effects, such as coagulation and free emboli formation.  

The flow in the case of the anti-anatomical orientation is somewhat similar, but the jet deflection is 

not as pronounced.  The hemodynamic characteristics of ventricle filling and emptying with a 

bioprosthetic mitral valve are much more favorable, considering that it directs the mitral jet closer 

to the apex and thus facilitates smooth filling and emptying with little loss of momentum and 

energy of the flow.  

 The present data also indicate that in both cases of mechanical heart valves, vortices that 

survive a heart cycle drift in the neighborhood of the aortic valve and induce pressure drop that 

enhances regurgitation. In our in vitro experiments, we have used MHVs in the aortic position. We 

anticipate that the very low pressures induced by the vortices proximal to a native aortic valve 

would produce much higher than normal transvalvular pressure differences and, therefore, 

increase the load on native valves that are not entirely healthy, potentially leading to their failure.    
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 In both diastole and systole, distinct and significant differences were observed in the 

evolution and temporal development of flow structures.  The anatomical orientation revealed a 

much slower filling process.  In contrast, the anti-anatomical and porcine configurations had faster 

development times and, as expected, the latter of the two cases was superior.  This observation is 

in agreement with clinical observations considering the energetics of heart valve prosthesis. 

Quantifying the LV filling development times could potentially lead to a quantitative measure of 

the efficiency and performance of the LV.   

 High resident times of vortical structures and the generation of recirculating regions would 

lead to energy entrapment in rotational flow, loss of potential energy necessary for ejecting blood 

out of the LV and possibly increased dissipation rates due to turbulence.  All vortices that develop 

in a flow field eventually break down to smaller vortices, creating turbulence. This is the well-

known energy cascading process, which ends by dissipating turbulent energy into heat and, 

therefore, results in loss of mechanical energy [45-47]. The data presented here reveal the first few 

stages of this process in which large-scale vortices break down to smaller-scale vortices.  The times 

required for these structures to dissipate, however, were not determined. Although determining 

the dissipation time scale is not a trivial task for such unsteady flows, fluid mechanics intuition 

dictates that it will be much longer than a heartbeat. As a result, the high energy turbulent 

structures are ejected out of the ventricle into the aorta. It is known that highly turbulent flow and 

the resulting shear have detrimental effects on blood constituents and the wall tissue of the blood 

vessels. Moreover, it has been recognized that regions of high shear followed by vortical flow 

could induce the formation of micro-emboli. 

 This effort advances our understanding of the hemodynamics of MHVs and BHVs, 

offering a new perspective of the flow in the LV by associating their performance with the 

dynamics of vortex formation, evolution, and interaction.  The present study relates the 

asynchronous opening of the MV, the pertinence of Biot-Savart Law, the survival of vortical 

structures proximal to the AV, the LV filling evolution and development time-scale, and the 

formation of stagnant regions to the efficiency of the LV.  The clinical implications are related to 

energy loss, adverse flow redirection, high resident times, hemostasis, thrombogenicity, and free 

emboli formation.  Although clinical studies, to the best of our knowledge, have not addressed a 
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preferred valve orientation, experimental research studies have shown that the anti-anatomical 

orientation is preferred.  The quantitative and qualitative results addressed herein could potentially 

assist in improving implantation procedures or revising design parameter considerations towards 

novel MHV designs. 
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C h a p t e r  3  

3 THE EFFECT OF VORTEX FORMATION IN LEFT VENTRICULAR 

FILLING AND MITRAL VALVE EFFICIENCY 

 

 

A new mechanism for quantifying the filling energetics in the left ventricle (LV) and past 

mechanical heart valves (MHV) is identified and presented. This mechanism is attributed to vortex 

formation dynamics past MHV leaflets. Recent studies support the conjecture that the natural 

healthy left ventricle (LV) performs in an optimum, energy-preserving manner by redirecting the 

flow with high efficiency. Yet to date, no quantitative proof has been presented. The present work 

provides quantitative results and validation of a theory based on the dynamics of vortex ring 

formation, which is governed by a critical formation number (FN) that corresponds to the 

dimensionless time at which the vortex ring has reached its maximum circulation content, in 

support of this hypothesis.  Herein, several parameters (vortex ring circulation, vortex ring energy, 

critical FN, hydrodynamic efficiencies, vortex ring propagation speed) have been quantified and 

presented as a means of bridging the physics of vortex formation in the LV.  In fact, the diastolic 

hydrodynamic efficiencies were found to be 60%, 41%, and 29%, respectively, for the porcine, 

anti-anatomical, and anatomical valve configurations.  This assessment provides quantitative proof 

of vortex formation, which is dependent of valve design and orientation, being an important flow 

characteristic and associated to LV energetics. Time resolved Digital Particle Image Velocimetry 

with kHz sampling rate was used to study the ejection of fluid into the LV and resolve the 

spatiotemporal evolution of the flow. The clinical significance of this study is quantifying vortex 

formation and the critical FN that can potentially serve as a parameter to quantify LV filling 

process and the performance of heart valves. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Recent qualitative results support the conjecture that the healthy heart operates in an optimum 

energy-preserving manner by swirling and redirecting the flow asymmetrically through the left 

ventricle (LV) [1]. However, this efficient flow redirection is drastically compromised in patients 

with diseased or prosthetic heart valves and particularly mechanical heart valves (MHVs). The 

pulsatile left-ventricular flow past heart valves (healthy, defective, or prosthetic) is governed by the 

generation of shear layers followed by the formation and shedding of organized flow structures in 

the form of vortex rings.  The vortex ring is formed by the roll-up of the shear layers shed from 

heart valve leaflets (Figure 3.1). Mass entrainment of the surrounding fluid leads to energy 

entrapment within the gradually increasing vortex ring and converts linear momentum to angular 

momentum.  Yet, there is a limit on the size the vortex ring can attain corresponding to a 

maximum amount of energy the ring can sustain [2-4]. Once this amount is exceeded, the vortex 

ring is pinched-off and the surplus of energy is shed in a trailing jet wake.  This mechanism of 

energy rejection from the leading vortex ring to the trailing jet not only forms a wake where 

viscous dissipation takes place, but also reduces the propagation velocity of the jet and thus its 

kinetic energy and propulsive efficiency. In other words, reduction of the time scale of vortex 

formation results in an increase of dissipation losses in the wake and increase of kinetic energy 

losses due to the deceleration of the vortex ring propagation velocity thus reducing the LV filling 

and mitral valve efficiency.  

 Left ventricular flows are very complex and in the presence of a diseased condition, such 

as unhealthy or prosthetic heart valves, the complexity of the flow is further increased.  The 

intricacy of the heart geometry combined with the pulsatile character of the flow, the interaction of 

high-speed jets with the moving walls, and the unsteady motion of the heart valve leaflets generate 

inherently complicated flow fields. Although artificial heart valves, mechanical and biological, have 

evolved to a level of universal acceptance, they have never reached a level of performance 

comparable to that of the natural valves of the heart and lead to many complications [5].  Many of 

these problems are directly related to the fluid mechanics associated with unhealthy valves and the 

various prosthetic valve designs.  Considering that MHVs, because of their durability, are more 

commonly implanted compared to their bioprosthetic counterparts, it is imperative to better 
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understand their hemodynamic behavior.  It is therefore essential that we study and understand the 

complex cardiac energetics and physics of blood flow in both healthy and diseased hearts.  

 

Figure 3.1:  Schematic of vortex ring formation in the left ventricle. 

  

 It is the hypothesis of this work that the mitral valve efficiency as well as the LV efficiency 

during the filling process is governed by the vortex ring formation mechanism. The specific flow 

characteristics of the vortex ring (strength, size, location, organization, and interaction with 

surrounding fluid) and the resulting energy trapped within the region are dependent on the specific 

valve geometry (design and valve orientation). Here, for the first time, vortex formation in the LV 

during the filling process is quantified and the relationship between the vortex formation dynamics 

and the valve losses is presented. Finally, a hydrodynamic efficiency representing these losses for 

the filling process is formulated, introduced and quantified. 
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 The dynamics of vortex ring formation evolved from the work of Didden, Pullin, Glezer 

and Coles, and Saffman [6-9]. Recently, Gharib et al. demonstrated that the generation of vortex 

rings, using a piston/cylinder arrangement, is governed by a universal time scale or formation 

number (FN) [3].  The FN corresponds to the dimensionless time at which the vortex ring has 

reached its maximum hydrodynamic circulation content. In other words, the FN corresponds to 

the maximum angular kinetic energy that can be supplied to the vortex ring. Once this maximum is 

reached, the vortex ring pinches off causing any surplus of generated vorticity to shed into its wake 

forming a trailing jet.  Gharib et al. provided a theoretical proof of the existence of the FN based 

on the Kelvin-Benjamin variational principle for steady axisymmetric vortex rings.   

 In all of these studies, a slug flow model (SFM) was employed assuming a uniform velocity 

profile across the jet orifice and constant piston velocity [2], which is valid for small stroke ratios.  

For a wide range of flow conditions, Gharib et al. showed that the FN lies in the range of 3.6 to 

4.5 [3].  Rosenfeld et al. showed that vortex rings generated by impulsively started motion of the 

piston had a FN of approximately 4 in agreement with Gharib et al. but in non-uniform velocity 

profiles, the FN drastically decreased [4].  Rosefeld et al. concluded that variations in the velocity 

profile and program affect both the evolution of the total circulation and also the FN.  Rosefeld et 

al. also concluded that the FN indistinctly depends on the velocity profile (spatial velocity profile) 

and programme (temporal velocity profile such as linear, impulse, trapezoidal waveform of the 

velocity), the Reynolds number and the configuration geometry.  Gharib et al. were the first to 

recognize the practical significance of this limiting process principle as they speculated that the FN 

in vortex ring formation plays a significant role in nature, such as in possibly optimizing cardiac 

flows, and even industrial applications.  

 Today, the most commonly implanted prosthetic heart valve is the mechanical bileaflet 

design.  Most in vitro studies of the flow downstream of a MHV have been conducted with the 

valve in the aortic position [10-20]. In vitro experimental studies of the flow downstream of a 

MHV in the mitral position are fewer and more complicated.  Initial studies simplified the 

experimental simulation by employing rigid models of ventricles [21-24].  Chandran et al. [22] and 

Schoephoerster et al. [17] employed more realistic rigid ventricular models.  To study the flow 

downstream of a MHV in the mitral configuration, Woo and Yoganathan [21] used Laser Doppler 
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Velocimetry (LDV) in rigid cylindrical models of both the left atrium and ventricle, and obtained 

velocity and shear stress measurements.  Lim et al. [20] was one of the first groups to use Particle 

Image Velocimetry (PIV) in the investigation of flow past artificial heart valves (using a rigid aortic 

root).  However, their work was limited to rigid models and very low velocities.  Bluestein et al. 

[25] used a numerical simulation and Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) to reveal intricate 

patterns of interacting shed vortices downstream of the aortic valve and demonstrated that blood 

elements exposed to the high shear stresses in the immediate proximity of the MHV could be 

trapped within these vortices and lead to emboli formation. In this effort, we employ Time 

Resolved DPIV (TRDPIV) with kHz sampling rate in a flexible LV model past the mitral valve 

and offering dynamic similarity compared to the physiologic LV. 

 Orientation and valve design have a significant effect on hemodynamic performance; 

therefore, orienting prosthetic valves so that flow disturbances are minimized enhances the 

hemodynamic performance of the LV.  The geometry of the valve prostheses as well as the 

orientation of the valves may significantly affect the flow development, including vortex 

formation, regions of stasis and disturbed flow in the LV.  Orientations of the aortic valve have 

been studied clinically by Kleine et al. and Laas et al. revealing that the optimal orientation of the 

St. Jude Medical (SJM) bileaflet valve in the aortic position was achieved when one leaflet directed 

toward the right cusp [26-27].  Investigations of orientations of the SJM bileaflet valves in the 

mitral position are fewer. The group of Chandran et al. studied two orientations and showed that 

the more favorable of the two was the one with the tilt axis perpendicular to the septal wall 

because it offered a smoother washout of the fluid near the left ventricular free wall [22].  Fontaine 

et al. utilized pulsed wave Doppler velocity measurements, 2-D echocardiography, and selected 

color Doppler flow mapping to show that the SJM bileaflet valve oriented in the anti-anatomical 

position with chordal preservations is favored over tilting disc, porcine bioprosthetic, and 

pericardial bioprosthetic valves [28].   

 Considering that the nature of vortex ring formation is dependent on the orifice geometry, 

we expect the energy content of the formed vortex rings (which intrinsically gives a measure of the 

energy trapped within this bounded structure) to also be dependent on the valve design and 

orientation. In this paper, we present measurements of the fluid ejection into the left ventricle 
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(diastole) by employing TRDPIV with kHz sampling rate for three heart valve configurations, 

namely two orientations of a bileaflet MHV and one porcine valve prostheses in the mitral 

position.  We provide quantitative in-vitro results of the strength and energy contained in the 

vortices, allowing a comparison between different configurations. We employ and test the validity 

of the SFM in predicting the energetics of LV flows. Lastly, we introduce a hydrodynamic 

efficiency that captures the losses due to vortex formation and present the corresponding 

efficiencies for the MV, the vortex ring, and for the entire filling process (diastole).   

 In conclusion, the aim of the present study is to provide new insight on the spatio-

temporal vortex formation past a mitral MHV, which drastically alters the optimum, 

energy-preserving manner of flow redirection that is observed in the natural healthy LV. 

 

3.2 Facilities and Methods 

Experimental Facilities.  To study the hemodynamic characteristics of blood flow through heart 

chambers and valves, we employ a piston-driven, LV simulator capable of adjusting the heartbeat 

and the volume flow rate. The pressure at the exit and entrance of the LV are hydrostatically 

controlled and can be adjusted by the user.  Figure 2.1 shows a simple schematic of the mock 

circulatory loop in accompaniment with pressure and flow rate curves upstream of the mitral 

valve. Please note that although the accompanying flow waveform does not have the typical 

second peak corresponding to the A wave, the waveform is in agreement with other experimental 

studies of one-chambered heart simulators [22, 29-35].  Furthermore, as far as the physics of 

vortex formation are concerned, considering that pinch-off occurs during the early stages of 

diastole, the A wave peak being at the end of diastole does not effect vortex ring formation or the 

analysis of this effort.  Similar LV simulator machines have been constructed and operated in the 

past [25, 29, 36-41].  The system used herein was previously characterized in detail using pressure 

and flow rate measurements in order to ensure operational repeatability and has been employed 

for the investigation of turbulence characteristics in LV chambers [41]. Flow rate, upstream of the 

mitral valve and downstream of the aortic valve, was measured using a Transonic Flowprobe 

coupled with an ultrasonic flow meter (both by Transonic Systems, Inc., Ithaca, NY). The error in 

the flow rate measurements was approximated to be 3-5%.  The LV model employed was flexible, 
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transparent, and made from silicone.  The compliance of the silicon model was such that for the 

given range of operating pressures, a physiologic stroke volume is reproduced. During this 

experiment, the center plane, which cuts the ventricle approximately in half, was interrogated. 

Additionally, an image calibration target was used to confirm that the system was free of optical 

distortion arising from index of refraction mismatch. 

 Measurements of the complex pulsatile flow in the LV require detailed temporal and 

spatial resolution. In the present study, we employ a Time-Resolved Digital Particle Image 

Velocimetry system.  The ground of Particle Image Velocimetry was laid in the early eighties, but it 

was the work of Willert and Gharib, Westerweel, and Huang and Gharib that established the 

digital implementation of PIV [42-44]. However, conventional DPIV systems deliver sampling 

resolution on the order of 15-30 Hz which is insufficient for resolving unsteady turbulent flows. 

The in-house developed system employed in this study overcomes this limitation delivering kHz 

sampling frequency [45] while improving upon the DPIV algorithm in order to account for the 

vortical character of the flow [46].  Our system uses a powerful pulsing laser (55 Watts) that 

delivers a plane sheet of 2mm thickness to illuminate the area of interest. The flow is seeded with 

neutrally buoyant fluorescent polystyrene particles (1.1 g/cm3), which serve as flow tracers. The 

particle diameter is in the order of 10 microns. A fast CMOS digital camera (1000 frames/sec, 512 

x 256 pixel resolution) is synchronized with the laser to capture the instantaneous positions of the 

particles. In the present experiment, a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz was used resulting to a total 

of 4 seconds of data. This corresponded to approximately 4 cardiac cycles which allowed us to 

evaluate and ensure the repeatability of flow characteristics and flow structures. Although 4 cycles 

are not sufficient for ensemble averaging, less than 5% deviation between cycles was estimated for 

the measured velocity fields.  The task of the velocity evaluation is carried out using a multigrid 

iterative cross-correlation method with second order discrete window offset between the particle 

image patterns of two consecutive frames. The laser pulse separation and magnification were 

optimized such that for the first pass and the maximum particle displacement was not to exceed 

one quarter of the interrogation window size. A total of 125x61 vectors with grid spacing of 300 

microns and error in the order of +/- 0.005m/s describe the flow field.  The current DPIV system 

delivers sufficient temporal and spatial resolution to investigate the turbulent characteristics of the 

flow inside the LV.  
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 Two types of heart valve prostheses were studied, mechanical (MHV) and biological 

(BHV). We used a St. Jude Medical (SJM) bileaflet mechanical valves and a SJM Biocor porcine 

valve.  The SJM MHVs tested in the mitral and aortic positions were cuffless, having diameters of 

31-mm and 29-mm respectively.  The SJM Biocor porcine valve was cuffed and the respective 

valve sizes were the same as those of the MHVs.  The tissue valves were stored in a formaldehyde 

solution and could only be removed from this solution a few hours at a time without 

compromising the tissue and its structural integrity.  Considering that glycerin/water solutions 

often react with the BHV tissue and could lead among others to dehydration, we decided to use 

water as a working medium. To satisfy the dynamic flow similarity (i.e. matching the ratio of 

inertial to viscous effects) between the natural heart and our experimental model, we operated the 

simulator at 1-Hz, with stroke volume of 90-mL resulting to a mean Reynolds number of 2700, 

based on the mitral valve diameter of 31-mm. The Reynolds number used herein is within the 

physiological range of 2000 to 5500, which is based upon normal peak E-wave velocities in healthy 

individuals ranging from 50 to 80 cm/s [47] and typical MV diameters of 22 to 32 mm. The SJM 

valve was placed in the mitral position for the two orientationsanatomical and anti-anatomical 

(Fig. 3.2). In the anatomical position, the leaflets of the MHV open similar to the natural heart 

valve (HV), while in the anti-anatomical orientation, the leaflets open at an angle of 90 degrees 

with respect to the latter.  The flow patterns generated by the two MHV orientations were 

compared with those of the SJM Biocor porcine valve which also serves as a reference case since it 

has been clinically demonstrated that it delivers better performance compared to mechanical 

prostheses [48].   
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Figure 3.2:  Two orientations of the SJM Bileaflet mechanical heart valve in the mitral valve 
position: (left) anatomical, (right) anti-anatomical. 

 

 Vortex Energy and Circulation Calculations. Theoretical predictions and experimental 

measurements of the vortex ring circulation and energy content were performed. The theoretical 

vortex ring formation analysis used in this study is based on the SFM approximation [3-4]. It must 

be noted that the SFM implicates a number of assumptions including axisymmetric flow, uniform 

velocity profile, unbounded, and incompressible flow. However, the LV flow field as in all cardiac 

flows involves a complexity that violates all of these assumptions -except incompressibility-since 

the flow is wall bounded, asymmetric with a non-uniform velocity profile.  Yet, the SFM is 

sufficient for exploring the contribution of vortex formation dynamics in the LV flow, which is the 

purpose of the present work. This effort shows the first application of this model in LV flows and 

validates its applicability.  Although future analytical studies should explore relaxing these 

assumptions and derive a new more representative model, this is beyond the scope of this study.  

Additionally, the SFM reveals the general trend quantifying energy losses and efficiency of the 
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various heart valve configurations and the LV itself, and allows for comparisons between different 

conditions. The experimental estimations were based on spatiotemporally resolved TRDPIV data.   

 For both the theoretical and experimental based measurements, the following analysis was 

adopted. First of, the non-dimensional vortex formation number FN is given by  

D

dt(t)U

D

tU
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L
FN(t)

t

0
pp ∫

===                          (1) 

where L is the discharge piston position, Up is the equivalent to the piston velocity (Ūp refers to the 

running mean velocity) corresponding to the upstream velocity programme (to be further 

discussed later), t is the time constant corresponding to the duration of diastole, and D is a 

characteristic length, which for this application is the mitral valve diameter of 31 mm.  It is 

important to note that in Equation 1, a constant diameter is assumed, despite the fact that the 

effective valve diameter varies during the beginning of diastole, because the duration of the leaflets 

opening only accounts for 4.5% of diastole. This is considered to be a reasonable assumption that 

does not affect the reported results. The total theoretical circulation Γ of the discharged jet was 

calculated using  
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Additionally, the experimental total circulation of the vortex ring calculated from the experimental 

TRDPIV data was approximated by 

  ∫=
A

Exp ωdAΓ
                (3) 

where A is area (of vortex ring formation) and w is vorticity. More specifically, a vortex 

identification scheme, which is discussed further in the next section, was applied to accurately 
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identify the area of the vortex core and the vorticity directly associated with the corresponding area 

of the vortex ring.  This area varied in time due to the changes in size and shape of the leading 

vortex ring and trailing jet and was based upon the eigenvalue criterion (specifying the size and 

location of a vortex) to be discussed in more detail in the following section. The uncertainty of the 

out-of-plane vorticity estimation from the in-plane velocity measurements is on the order of 5% 

[49].   

 The theoretically derived energy was calculated using the following relationship 

∫=
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       (4) 

where R is the vortex ring radius.  The experimentally measured energy of the vortex ring was 

calculated using two methods to ensure validation.  The first method is based on the DPIV 

instantaneous velocity distributions 
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where u and v are the two velocity components based on a Cartesian coordinate system, and A is 

the time-varying area of the vortex ring also used in Eq. 3. The second method of estimating the 

energy within the vortex ring is based on the analytic model of Hills’ spherical vortex energy 

approximation (HSVEA) [9], which is a function of the circulation, calculated using Eq. 3.  The 

relationship is  
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where E is the energy per unit density and ε is the dimensionless core radius α/R where α is the 

vortex core radius.  The circulation in Equation (6) is the measured circulation of the vortex ring 
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from the TRDPIV data. We assumed the vortex ring radius R to be one-half the MV diameter and 

the corresponding vortex core radius to be one-fourth the MV diameter (based on the 

instantaneous TRDPIV data).  Thus, ε = 0.5 was used and this is also in agreement with Shusser 

and Gharib [50].  Hill’s spherical vortex theory assumes axisymmetric, unbounded, incompressible 

flow with no swirl [9].  These assumptions evidently do not hold true in the present case, but 

considering that Hill’s spherical vortex satisfies the complete Navier-Stokes equations [51], it can 

serve as a good approximation model.  It should be noted that all the energy variables are per unit 

density. 

 A critical aspect during the process of experimentally determining the vortex ring 

circulation and energy is the estimation of the vortex core area over which the integration (Eq. 3) is 

performed. The flow in the LV is characterized by a wide range of eddies, with different sizes and 

strengths, that interact with each other and with the LV walls. Vorticity is generated and shed in 

the flow along the valve leaflets and the LV walls due to the strong pressure gradients induced by 

the complex geometry as well as the unsteadiness inherent in the pulse cycle. As a result, vorticity 

patterns in the LV are very complex and represent an insufficient identifier of the vortices of 

interest. A robust and accurate method for determining the vortices in the flow and in particular 

the vortex ring is needed. This issue has been thoroughly addressed and is presented in the 

following section.  

 Vortex Identification.  The concept of vortices is old; yet, a universally accepted 

definition of a vortex still does not exist [52]. Conventionally, a vortex is identified using intuitive 

indicators such as pressure minimums, isovorticity surfaces, and closed or spiraling streamlines and 

pathlines. For complex flows and in particular unsteady or turbulent flows, these criteria are 

inadequate [53]. Therefore, in order to accurately quantify the circulation of the vortex ring from 

the TRDPIV data, we needed to distinguish between the overall vorticity present inside the left 

ventricle and the vorticity associated with the vortex ring only.  In order to accomplish this, a 

vortex identification scheme was employed. We adopt the definition and approach by Jeong and 

Hussain to identify coherent structures and in particular a vortex in an incompressible flow field 

[53].  More specifically, the eigenvalues of the S2+ΩΩΩΩ2 tensor (the symmetric (S) and anti-symmetric 

(ΩΩΩΩ) parts of the velocity gradient tensor (∇∇∇∇u) are calculated to identify a vortex core.  The method 
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is valid for both two-dimensional and three-dimensional flows, laminar and turbulent.  For two-

dimensional flows, the discretely determined eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2, of the S
2+ΩΩΩΩ2 symmetric 

tensor at each point must both be negative for a vortex to exist.  More specifically, λ2 > λ1 and 

plotting contours of λ2 will reveal the vortices in the flow field.   

 This vortex identification approach was employed in better approximating the area 

corresponding to the core of the vortex ring, allowing accurate estimation of its circulation and 

energy content and also to approximate the vortex ring formation and the time of pinch-off, as will 

be discussed further in a later section. Typical results of this vortex identification scheme are 

presented in Fig. 3.3, which illustrates instantaneous velocity vectors superimposed with vorticity 

distribution (Fig. 3.3a) and the corresponding λ2 contour (Fig. 3.3b) revealing the exact location of 

the vortices in the flow field. Figure 3.4a clearly illustrates the inadequacy of vorticity as a vortex 

identifier. For example, the structure located at X/D=1.5 and Y/D=1, although having a distinct 

vortical pattern, does not appear to have a significant vorticity content. Therefore, if we were to 

use vorticity as the criterion for identifying the vortex, we would have failed. In contrast, in Figure 

3.4b the λ2 contours appear to have a minimum in the exact location of the vortex. This example 

illustrates the improved performance of the λ2 criterion. 
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Figure 3.3: Typical results of the vortex identification scheme. (a) Vorticity distribution at a 
specific instant and the corresponding (b) λ2 contour distribution showing the exact location of a 

vortex. 

  

Hydrodynamic Efficiency for the Mitral Valve, Vortex Ring, and Diastolic Flow.  

Lastly, a critical component of the analysis was to quantify the LV filling efficiency and energetics 

in order to better understand the differences between the various valve configurations.  This was 

accomplished by developing relationships for estimating the hydrodynamic efficiencies for the 

mitral valve and also for the evolution of the vortex ring.  Using a control volume approach 

(Figure 3.4), we separate the LV flow into two regions or control volumes; one enclosing the MV 

(fixed and stationary control volume) while the other enclosing the vortex ring (moving and 

deforming control volume).  Thus, we derived two relationships for hydrodynamic efficiency, one 

for the mitral valve and one for the vortex ring.  The two efficiencies multiplied together result in a 

total efficiency for diastole.  Starting with the efficiency of the mitral valve, the well-known Froude 

efficiency is employed [54].   
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the two control volumes used in the analysis of deriving the efficiencies 
for the MV and the vortex ring. 

 

 The Froude efficiency takes into account the velocity of the fluid upstream of the valve 

(UU) with respect to the MV and the velocity of the jet downstream (UD) of the valve with respect 

to the MV.  Considering that traditionally heart valve efficiency is quantified by the mean 

transvalvular pressure difference (usually varying between 10 to 20 mm Hg as presented for 

various valve designs in previous work [55-56], it is important to note that this approach fails to 

capture the contribution of hydrodynamic losses. Herein, we account for these losses by 

introducing a hydrodynamic efficiency using the measured velocities. The theoretical limit of ηMV 

is 100% occurring when the upstream velocity (UU) equals the downstream velocity (UD), thus 

assuming no losses.  
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 In order to derive a relationship for the propulsive efficiency of the vortex ring, we start 

with the simplest form of hydrodynamic efficiency, 

 EnergyWasted Work  Useful

Work Useful
ηVR

+
=                          (8) 

The rate of useful work is typically defined as thrust multiplied by forward velocity and the wasted 

energy is the rate at which excess kinetic energy is added to the surrounding fluid.  In the case of 

the vortex ring, the rate of useful work is equal to ρQUDUVR and the rate of wasted energy is 

½ρQ(UD - US)
2, where ρ is the fluid density, Q is the rate of volume flow out of the jet, UVR is the 

propagation speed of the vortex ring, and US is the velocity of the surrounding fluid.  Substituting 

these relationships into Equation 8, one arrives at the following propulsive efficiency for the 

vortex ring 
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η
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=                       (9) 

It is important to note that although these variables are time-varying, for simplification we use the 

time-averaged values.  The theoretical limit of ηVR is also 100%, as was the case for ηMV, and this is 

approached when the upstream velocity (UU) equals the downstream velocity (UD), when the 

velocity of the surrounding fluid (US) is equal to the exiting velocity of the jet (UD), and when the 

vortex ring propagation speed (UVR) equals ½UU. This last assumption of UVR equaling ½UD is 

based on an analytical prediction, considering the energy of a vortex ring based on the Kelvin-

Benjamin variational principle, that translational velocity of the ring is ½UP where UP is the piston 

velocity (in our case corresponding to a time-averaged UU) [50].  Even for a more stringent 

assumption of the surrounding fluid velocity equaling the vortex ring propagation speed (UVR), the 

theoretical limit of ηVR is 80%. Having derived separately the propulsive efficiencies for the MV 

and also the vortex ring, we multiplied the two to get a total efficiency for diastolic filling. 
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VRMVDiastole ηηη =                                   (10) 

 

3.3 Results 

Herein, only the filling phase (diastole) of the heart cycle is studied in association with vortex ring 

formation in the left ventricle.  In all the experiments, the time duration of diastole was 0.55 

seconds or 55% of the heart cycle.  Although a complete assessment of vortex ring formation and 

the time-varying evolution of the flow requires animating the sequence of all frames during 

diastole, here we present one instant at approximately t=0.1 seconds (Figure 3.5) in order to reveal 

the structure of the vortex ring (VR) entering the LV. The three velocity fields, corresponding to 

the three valve configurations, are resolved with high spatial sampling revealing the formation of 

vortices of different scales.  Figure 3.5a (anatomical) shows the formation of small scale vortices in 

the vicinity of the leaflets (0<X/D<1.5 and 2<Y/D<3) while Figure 3.5b (anti-anatomical) 

illustrates a more organized mitral jet with stronger vortices (0<X/D<1.5 and 2.5<Y/D<3.5) 

forming as the flow expands in the LV cavity.  It must be noted that for both MHV cases there is 

an asynchronous opening of the MHV leaflets, also observed in other studies [30], which induces 

an asymmetric vortex ring formation.  This violates the axisymmetric flow assumption set forth in 

the analysis for vortex ring formation; however, as discussed earlier, the flow is too complicated 

and the present study will not attempt relaxing any of the theoretical assumptions. For the porcine 

valve, it is especially important to notice that the flexibility of the valve tissue allows fluttering of 

the leaflets which induces not only one starting vortex but also introduces a wide range of smaller 

vortical structures trailing the initial vortex. These vortical structures are not associated with the 

pinch-off trailing wake of the initial vortex ring and this phenomenon will be further discussed 

later on.  Another interesting observation revealed in Figure 3.5, which will be further discussed 

later, is the propagation and evolution of the VR which is clearly faster for the porcine valve 

followed by the two orientations of the MHV.  This has been also been observed by Pierrakos and 

Vlachos [41]. 
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Figure 3.5: Instantaneous velocity fields downstream of the mitral valve at time equal to 0.1 secs 
(shown on small-scale flow rate plot), (a) anatomical, (b) anti-anatomical, and (c) porcine 

configurations.  These velocity fields are shown to illustrate vortex formation for each of the three 
valve configurations.   

 

In the following paragraphs, we present the results from the analysis of quantifying vortex 

formation characteristics as it was discussed in the “Facilities and Methods” section.  Figure 3.6 

shows the instantaneous velocity programme (temporal velocity profile) upstream of the MV.  

This velocity distribution corresponds to the maximum instantaneous velocity (which assuming a 

parabolic profile is at the centerline) as measured using an ultrasonic flow meter, located upstream 

of the MV. These upstream velocity time records for the three configurations are consistent with 

each other, as expected, because the upstream velocity programme is independent of the valve 

geometry. Additionally, this is the velocity programme corresponding to the characteristics of the 

piston motion waveform driving the heart simulator.  These velocities are used in the SFM for the 

calculations of FN (Eq. 1) and theoretical predictions of circulation (Eq. 2).  Henceforth, we refer 

to these velocity profiles as velocity programme-upstream.  It is important to note that since this 

analysis is implemented for diastole only, the maximum FN (obtained using Equation 1) will not 

exceed a value of 2.8 and this maximum value is dependent on the valve configuration and its 

corresponding velocity programme-upstream [Up(t)]. 
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Figure 3.6:  Maximal instantaneous velocity upstream of the mitral valve for the three 
configurations.   
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Moreover, the time-averaged velocity profiles across the valve diameter were extracted at a 

location distal and parallel to the MV as shown in Fig. 3.7a.  Figure 3.7b shows the instantaneous 

maximal time-averaged velocity profile downstream of the MV and parallel to it during diastole for 

the three configurations.  The location of the TRDPIV-extracted velocity programme (time-

dependent) was positioned immediately downstream (approximately at 0.2D where D is the 

diameter of the MV) of the valve leaflets in order to reveal the programme dependence on the 

valve design and orientation. More specifically, this position was chosen such that it is close 

enough to the valve so as to not include the wake region (which would include vortical structures), 

and yet not close enough to the valve in order to avoid interference with the valve leaflets which 

are moving in time.  According to Rosenfeld et al. [4], the maximal instantaneous velocity was used 

because a parabolic profile is assumed where the maximal velocity is at the center (Fig. 3.7a).  

Henceforth, this time-dependent velocity profiles (programmes) are referred as velocity 

programme-downstream. Figure 3.7 shows the two orientations of the mechanical valve to have a 

more parabolic velocity programme when compared to the porcine configuration.   

 In other words, Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the differences between the upstream and 

downstream velocity programmes.  The velocity programme-downstream peak velocity is 

approximately double the velocity programme-upstream peak velocity for the two mechanical 

valve orientations but consistent with the porcine case. This is due to the reduction of the effective 

orifice diameter by the MHV and the confinement and contraction of the flow by the MHV 

leaflets which subsequently increases the maximum velocity. On the other hand, the porcine valve 

profile shows a blunter profile without significant acceleration, which is consistent with the single 

jet inlet flow. Although not shown here, the instantaneous spatial velocity profiles across the valves 

exhibited very close to parabolic velocity distributions and this is in agreement with clinical and 

other in-vitro observations.   
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Figure 3.7:  Maximal instantaneous velocity downstream of the mitral valve for the three valve 
configurations. 

 

 Figure 3.8 shows the theoretically and experimentally derived circulation for the three 

valve cases as functions of the formation number (FN).  The FN shown on the x-axis was derived 

using Equation (1) and based on the velocity programme-upstream (Fig. 3.6).  The theoretical 

circulation of the vortex ring was derived using Equation (2), whereas the experimental circulation 

was calculated using Equation (3) utilizing the vortex identification scheme mentioned above and 

subsequently integrating the corresponding vorticity content.  Although not shown, the 

theoretical-downstream circulation exhibited a linear trend, similar to the velocity programme-

upstream values except with higher slopes, especially for the two orientations of the MHV. 

Therefore, both velocity programme-upstream and velocity programme-downstream circulation 

values are below the corresponding measured circulation from the TRDPIV data. This 

observation was anticipated, considering that the slug flow model assumes a uniform profile.  This 

is also in agreement with Krueger, Dabiri, and Gharib who concluded that “the slug model 
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consistently underestimates vortex ring circulation, especially for small stroke ratios and the slug 

model should serve as at least an approximate guide for determining the scaling relevant to 

measurements of the formation number” [57]. The most important observation from Figure 3.8 is 

that the theoretical circulation is within the same order of magnitude as the experimental porcine 

circulation. On the other hand, the experimental circulation for the anatomical and anti-anatomical 

orientations is respectively four and five times that of the porcine configuration.  Additionally, for 

the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations, the experimental circulation curves show a 

steadily increasing circulation with increasing formation time.  On the other hand, the porcine 

valve appears to contain a fairly constant circulation value of 40 cm2/s.  As it will be discussed in 

detail in later sections, these results allow a direct estimate and comparison of the LV energetics. 

Figure 3.9 shows the energy of the vortex ring, based on theoretical (Eq. 4) and 

experimental predictions (Eqs. 5 and 6), as a function of the FN.  As we anticipated, the 

theoretically estimated energy, based on the SFM approximation, underestimates the energy of the 

vortex ring. The two experimentally based energy estimations, one based on the TRDPIV 

instantaneous velocity distributions and the other on the model of Hill’s spherical vortex energy 

approximation (HSVEA), show good agreement especially for the anti-anatomical and porcine 

valve configurations. More specifically, Figure 3.9 illustrates that the TRDPIV-based energy for the 

anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations is respectively ten and five times higher than the 

porcine valve and even higher when compared to the theoretical energy predictions (based on the 

velocity programme-upstream). Similar trends as seen in the circulation plot (Fig. 3.8) also exist. 

Namely, the energy curves for the two mechanical valve orientations steadily increase with 

increasing formation time except towards the end of diastole (from an L/D of 2 and higher), but 

in the case of the porcine valve the energy curve is fairly flattened and closer to the theoretical 

energy prediction curves.  
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Figure 3.8:  Experimental and theoretical circulation for the three valve configurations. 

 

 It is also important to approximate the time of the initial vortex ring pinch-off (critical FN) 

for the three valve configurations.  This point in time corresponds to the maximum circulation 

that the initial vortex ring can attain, at which time pinch-off occurs shedding the remaining 

vorticity into the trailing jet.  It has been shown that for a broad range of flow conditions, the time 

of pinch-off referred as the formation number (FN) ranges from 0.9 to 4.5 and depends on the 

velocity programme and Reynolds number [3-4]. To approximate the critical formation number 

for the three valve configurations, we analyzed the instantaneous TRDPIV data. Using the vortex 

identification scheme mentioned previously, we were able to investigate the vortical structures 
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present in the LV instantaneously.  This was accomplished by plotting contours of the λ2 

eigenvalues.   Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, corresponding to the three valve configurations, show 

λ2 contours for three time instants (one before pinch-off, one during pinch-off, and one after). For 

the two orientations of the MHV, the first time instant (prior to pinch-off) corresponds to FN 

equal to 0.25 and it is evident from the λ2 contours, Figures 3.10a and 3.11a, that the initial vortex 

ring has formed but the trailing jet has not, therefore pinch-off has not occurred yet.  By FN of 

0.60 and 0.80, respectively for the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations (Figure 3.10c, 

3.11c), pinch-off has occurred.  The analysis of the instantaneous data has shown that the critical 

FN (FNC) for the two orientations of the MHV is approximately 0.35 (corresponding to λ2 

contour in Fig. 3.10b) and 0.6 (corresponding to λ2 contour in Fig. 3.11b), respectively for the 

anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations.   

 For the porcine valve, though, Figure 3.12a shows that by FN=0.5, pinch-off has still not 

occurred.  Instead, we observed that even when the FN for the porcine case is about 1.0 or even 

1.8 (Figs. 3.12b and 3.12c), although a variety of vortices are present in the flow, there is no clear 

indication of an initial vortex ring shedding off the surplus of vorticity in the trailing jet. Thus, this 

observation leads us to hypothesize that there is no clear indication of a critical FN for the porcine 

valve but rather the vortices present are attributed to the leaflet-fluttering mechanism.  This 

hypothesis in fact correlates with the circulation and energy estimations (Figures 3.8 and 3.9), 

which reveal values below the theoretical predictions.  This implies that the supply of vorticity in 

the vortex ring does not reach a maximum thus pinch-off does not occur and a critical FN does 

not exist.  This is a significant finding that compares the porcine and MHV with a single 

parameter, the FN, and illustrates profound differences between them. 
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Figure 3.9:  Experimentally-measured (DPIV), Hill’s spherical vortex energy approximation 
(HSVEA)-based, and theoretical (lowest solid line) energies for the three valve configurations. 
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Figure 3.10:  Contours of λ2 during formation times (a) T= 0.25, (b) T= 0.35 (FNC), and (c) 
T=0.60  for the anatomical orientation. 
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Figure 3.11:  Contours of λ2 during formation times (a) T= 0.25, (b) T= 0.60 (FNC), and (c) 
T=0.80 for the anti-anatomical orientation. 
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Figure 3.12:  Contours of λ2 during formation times (a) T= 0.50, (b) T= 1.0 and (c) T= 1.8 for the 
porcine configuration. 
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 Traditionally energy losses across valves are determined from pressure loss and/or jet 

velocity measurements alone, without taking into account the LV filling hemodynamics (fluid 

mechanics) involved.  The energy losses due to vortex formation have been as of yet overlooked 

and the present analysis is the first to address this issue and provide a quantitative measure. Herein, 

we present estimated values of hydrodynamic efficiencies for the MV, vortex ring, and diastolic 

filling based upon the derived relationships of Equations 7, 9, and 10.  Note that we use time-

averaged values for all the variables in the efficiency relationships.  To be more precise, in 

calculating ηMV, time-averaged velocity values upstream and downstream of the MV are utilized in 

agreement with Figures 3.6 and 3.7.  For the calculation of ηVR, we needed to estimate the velocity 

of the fluid surrounding the vortex ring as well as the vortex ring propagation speed (VRPS).  

These were estimated using the instantaneous TRDPIV data.  More specifically, the mean velocity 

in the LV surrounding the vortex ring was estimated to be 3 cm/s while the VRPS was calculated 

by tracking the location of the leading vortex ring instantaneously.  Figure 3.13, thus, illustrates the 

VRPS as a function of the formation number.  The plot reveals that the VRPS is fastest for the 

porcine valve case followed by the anti-anatomical and lastly by the anatomical valve 

configurations.  In fact, the VRPS for the porcine valve configuration appears to be at least twice 

the VRPS of the two MHV orientations. This is in agreement with our previously published work 

that presented the development and evolution of the vortical structures present in the LV [41]. 

Additionally, the general trend for all configurations is that as the vortex ring grows in time, its 

velocity decreases. The interesting observation here is that once the vortex ring has reached the 

critical velocity of 11.5 cm/s (horizontal line in Figure 3.13), its speed remains fairly constant 

around 11.5 cm/s for the remaining duration of diastole.  This critical velocity is approximately 

one-half of the maximum velocity upstream of the MV (corresponding to Figure 3.6).  It has been 

analytically proven by others that the translational velocity of a vortex ring can be approximated as 

one-half the piston velocity [50].  This was also the basis for the third assumption in approaching 

the theoretical limit for ηVR in the “Facilities and Methods” section.  Another important 

observation shown in Figure 3.13 is that the approximate time when the vortex ring speed crosses 

the critical velocity of 11.5 cm/s (corresponding to the vertical arrows shown in Fig. 3.13) is 

consistent with the critical FN (time when pinch-off occurs), which was also revealed from the 

instantaneous TRDPIV data presented above.  Thus, we arrive at approximately the same critical 
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FNs using two separate means. Figure 3.14 illustrates all the hydrodynamic efficiencies (ηMV, ηVR, 

ηDiastole) in one plot and reveals the general trend that the efficiencies for the porcine valve case are 

highest followed by the anti-anatomical and anatomical orientations.  Moreover, for the overall 

filling efficiency, the anatomical orientation case has 29% efficiency, the anti-anatomical 41%, and 

the porcine valve 60% (i.e. approximately double the efficiency of the anatomical configuration).  

Thus, we can conclude that the critical FN, VRPS, and propulsive efficiencies (ηMV, ηVR, ηDiastole) 

are all consistent with each other revealing a similar trend (the porcine valve having a better 

performance followed by the anti-anatomical and anatomical MHV orientations). 

 

Figure 3.13:  Vortex ring propagation speed as a function of the formation number. 
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Figure 3.14:  Hydrodynamic efficiencies (ηMV, ηVR, ηDiastole) for the three valve configurations. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

Clinically, it is well known that a porcine valve offers a better performance than mechanical valves.  

Traditionally, the level of comparison and performance of valve prostheses is quantified using 

transvalvular pressure losses and downstream velocity measurements (in vivo and in vitro) that are 

used to estimate shear stresses, etc.  Although numerous in-vitro studies of valvular mechanics 

exist, the fluid mechanics downstream of valves as linked to LV energetics has been overlooked.  

This is especially the case for mitral valve flow characterization incorporating realistic LV models.  

Herein, for the first time, vortex formation past heart valve prostheses is quantified and linked to 

LV energetics.  In this effort, several parameters (vortex ring circulation, vortex ring energy, critical 

FN, hydrodynamic efficiencies, VRPS) have been quantified and presented as a means of bridging 

the physics of vortex formation in the LV.  The following paragraphs link the LV energetics to 

these parameters. 
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 In comparing theoretical and experimental circulation and energy estimations among the 

three configurations, several differences were observed.  The experimentally derived circulation 

was highest for the anatomical orientation followed by the anti-anatomical and then by the porcine 

valve.  Considering the valve design alone, one would expect the two bileaflet orientations of the 

MHV to generate more vorticity due to the presence of high shear generated on the valve leaflet 

surfaces. In contrast, the flexible tri-leaflet design of the porcine valve produced a single jet orifice 

with less overall surface area and as a result reduced shear.  For both MHV cases, the 

experimentally determined circulation was significantly higher than the theoretical. On the 

contrary, the corresponding experimental circulation for the porcine case demonstrated fairly good 

agreement with the theoretical predictions. 

 However, counterintuitive observations for the character of the circulation and energy 

calculations, among the MHV orientations and the porcine valve, resulted from Figures 3.8 and 

3.9.  Interestingly, with increasing formation time, circulation and energy gradually and 

continuously increase for the two mechanical valve orientations.  On the other hand, for the 

porcine valve, circulation and energy remain fairly constant, on average, for the duration of 

diastole.  The implication is that there is no excessive supply of vorticity shed from the BHV 

leaflets, and that apparently there is no clear indication of vortex ring pinch-off.  The flexibility of 

the porcine valve leaflets introduces a fluttering phenomenon in the flow field which we believe is 

a mechanism contributing in limiting the vorticity created and shed as well as reducing the 

formation of strong coherent vortical structures, thus limiting circulation and energy losses.  It 

seems that this mechanism is representative of the heart’s optimal design for limiting energy losses 

past a healthy heart valve.  In Figure 3.9, we also observed good agreement between the two 

experimentally-based energy methods.  This agreement demonstrates that the Hill’s spherical 

vortex ring energy approximation (HSVRE) is a good model to predict the energy of a vortex ring 

in the LV when the circulation and approximate size of the vortex ring are known. 

 Moreover, we compared the TRDPIV-based energy contained in the vortex ring (Figure 

3.9) with the total amount of kinetic energy within the entire LV domain.  Considering that the 

angular kinetic energy contained in the vortices is essentially lost, this comparison gives us a 

measure of the losses due to vortex formation.  As it turns out, the time-averaged percent energy 
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trapped in the vortex ring (with respect to the kinetic energy within the LV) was 16.5%, 14.6%, 

and 9.8% respectively for the anatomical, anti-anatomical, and porcine valve configurations.  This 

is an important observation because it provides quantitative proof that the losses due to vortex 

formation are not negligible.  Additionally, this result illustrates that the porcine valve provides 

significantly better hemodynamic performance which is in agreement with clinical observations. 

 Instantaneous TRDPIV data analysis allowed us to approximate the critical FN (FNC). For 

the two orientations of the MHV, namely anatomical and anti-anatomical, this critical FN was 

observed to be 0.35 and 0.6 respectively.  A more detailed examination of Figures 3.8 and 3.9 also 

reveal the same outcome. More specifically, the experimentally calculated circulation and energy 

curves (Figures 3.8 and 3.9) show a drastic increase as the value of the FN approaches the critical.  

Once the critical FN is reached, the circulation values appear to level off.  This observation is 

more pronounced in the anatomical case.  According to Rosenfeld et al., for a wide range of flow 

conditions, the FN lies in the range of 3.6 to 4.5 while a non-uniform velocity profile drastically 

decreases the FN.  For example, in the case of a parabolic velocity programme, the FN turned out 

to be close to 1 [4].  Based on these conclusions and considering the velocity programmes herein 

shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, we would also anticipate a drastically reduced FN.  Additionally, a 

sudden decrease in the FN is also expected when a jet is entering a space with co-flow [57]. The 

flow in the LV is periodic and although during the early diastole is significantly decelerated, the 

surrounding velocities are not zero and were in fact estimated to be 3 cm/s (as was used in the 

calculation of ηVR in Eq. 9).  Based on the published findings and our estimated critical FN values, 

there is agreement between our experimentally derived critical FN and the previous studies. 

 The hydrodynamic efficiencies (Figure 3.14) for the MV, vortex ring, and the entire 

diastolic filling serve to corroborate and support the importance of the observed mechanism of 

vortex formation in the LV as it relates to performance and flow energetics. More specifically, the 

hydrodynamic efficiencies for diastole were found to be 60%, 41%, and 29%, respectively, for the 

porcine, anti-anatomical, and anatomical valve configurations. The vortex ring, whose impulsive 

formation is initiated by shear layers shedding past the MV leaflets, propagates in the LV initially 

with higher speed and with time slows down as it grows in volume by entraining surrounding fluid. 

Considering that there is a limit on the energy and circulation the leading vortex ring can sustain, 
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which corresponds to a critical propagation speed, pinch-off occurs to form a trailing jet that holds 

the surplus of energy.  We arrive at approximately the same critical FN using two separate 

methods:  (a) by observing the instantaneous TRDPIV data (as shown in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 

3.12), and also (b) by calculating the critical vortex ring propagation speed (Figure 3.13) which 

corresponds to the FNC once it has been reached.  The results presented herein prove that valve 

orientation and design affect the critical FN and the hydrodynamic efficiencies of the valve, the 

vortex ring, and filling energetics.  

 Despite the various assumptions inherent in the SFM model, for our purpose, it was 

appropriate and sufficient. The results support the SFM maximization principle and punctuate the 

importance of vortex dynamics to the LV energetics. Furthermore, we show that orientation and 

design of the MHV affect the FN and thus the maximum energy trapped in the vortex rings.  The 

results showed that the critical FN for the anti-anatomical orientation was higher than the 

anatomical while the porcine valve did not demonstrate pinch-off.  The latter indicates that for the 

porcine valve the rate of generation and supply of vorticity in the flow and the subsequent 

formation of the starting vortex ring is significantly less compared with the mechanical valves. This 

reveals a reduced rate of conversion of linear momentum to angular momentum which in turn 

implies a more efficient redirection of the flow through the LV with less energy losses and a better 

overall performance.  

 Lastly, it is important to compare how the energy trapped within the vortex ring formation 

compares to the energy losses due to the transvalvular pressure difference across a valve which are 

traditionally used to quantify the performance of a heart valve.  There are a number of clinical 

studies that have quantified transvalvular pressure losses across various valve designs and sizes [55-

56].  For example, clinical work of Vandervoort et al. showed that the pressure losses across a SJM 

bileaflet valve (23 mm outside diameter) in a mitral anatomical configuration over a 10 mm axial 

distance was approximately 15 mmHg (equivalent to 2 kPa) [56].  To convert this pressure 

difference to energy loss during diastole in the LV, we multiply the pressure drop across the valve 

with the volume of fluid exchanged during diastole, i.e. the stroke volume.  Thus, a typical stroke 

volume range of 70-90 mL across a MHV with a pressure gradient of 15 mmHg would result to 

approximately 140 to 180 mJ.  According to Figure 10, which shows the energy (per unit density) 
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trapped within the vortex ring, we can estimate the mean energy trapped within the vortex ring 

(using the HSVRA energy estimations) for the anatomical orientation to be 80 mJ and 42 mJ for 

the anti-anatomical orientation.  This simple comparison alone illustrates that the energy within the 

vortex ring can account for 40 to 60 % of the total energy lost during diastole and clearly 

demonstrates that the physics and energetics of vortex ring formation in the LV have been 

overlooked. 

 

3.5 Summary and Conclusion 

 

Optimal vortex formation in cardiac flows was first suggested by the work of Gharib et al. [3], 

even though no experimental study investigated vortex formation in the LV until now.  In this 

paper, we provide quantitative evidence in support of this idea.  Moreover, the work of Kilner et 

al. qualitatively showed that the natural heart yields an energy-preserving redirection of the flow 

inside the LV and past heart valves; yet, no quantitative proof exists to support this conjecture. 

This effort for the first time explored the applicability of a slug flow model approximation in left 

ventricular flows in order to provide the basis for the future development of a theory. An analysis 

using measurements of the upstream MV velocity and TRDPIV data inside the LV with kHz 

sampling rate were used to investigate vortex ring formation during the diastolic phase of a heart 

cycle past heart valves. For the first time, vortex ring formation dynamics and the resulting 

energetics past heart valve prosthesis inside a LV model are quantified. The results provide 

physical insight on the LV filling hemodynamics and a quantitative measure of LV and HV 

efficiency that can possibly have clinical ramifications.  In fact, a simple comparison of the energy 

losses across a valve due to a typical transvalvular pressure drop (which is the traditional method 

of quantifying performance) with the energy trapped within the vortex ring showed that vortex 

ring formation accounts for 40 to 60 % of the total energy lost during diastole.  This is a significant 

finding and something that cannot be overlooked. 

 In this effort, several parameters, experimentally-measured energy of the vortex ring, 

critical FN, critical vortex ring propagation speed (VRPS), and hydrodynamic propulsive 

efficiencies, were analyzed.  Each of these provides insight about the relationship of the vortex 
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ring formation to the LV energetics.  The experimentally-measured energies associated to vortex 

ring formation give a measure of the energy trapped within the structure and also makes a link to 

the critical FN which occurs when the leading vortex ring has reached its energy capacity.  In fact, 

the time-averaged percent energy trapped in the vortex ring (with respect to the kinetic energy 

within the LV) was found to be 16.5%, 14.6%, and 9.8% respectively for the anatomical, anti-

anatomical, and porcine valve configurations. The hydrodynamic efficiencies, on the other hand, 

help to quantify the propulsive energy of the vortex ring, based on the speed of propagation, the 

speed of the surrounding fluid in the LV, and the ejection speed, entering the LV.  Moreover, the 

critical FN was further validated at the time (or FN) when the critical VRPS of 11.5 cm/s matched 

the actual VRPS (Figure 3.13).  

 The analysis of the present study revealed that the critical FN for the anatomical and anti-

anatomical orientations was 0.35 and 0.6 respectively.  For the porcine valve, it appeared that 

vortex ring pinch-off was never reached.  It is clear that the delay or absence of vortex ring pinch-

off in the natural heart would result in energy-preserving and smoother flow conditions, thus a 

better efficiency of the heart.  The flow past a mechanical valve deviates from the ideal and alters 

the coherent flow redirection inducing early pinch-off and decreasing the FN.  In fact, from our 

results we observe that there is an almost immediate initiation of the pinch-off process drastically 

altering the flow characteristics in the LV.   

 Further analysis also revealed that hydrodynamic efficiencies, derived for the first time 

herein for the MV, vortex ring, and diastole, inherently show the same trend as the critical FN. 

Results also showed that pinch-off (corresponding to the critical FN) occurs when the vortex ring 

has reached a critical propagation speed (approximately one-half the maximum piston velocity) at 

which time the speed remains constant since the surplus of energy has been discarded in the 

trailing jet wake. The diastolic hydrodynamic efficiencies of 60%, 41%, and 29%, respectively, for 

the porcine, anti-anatomical, and anatomical valve configurations also revealed a similar trend.  

This provides quantitative proof that vortex formation is dependent on valve design and 

orientation and is associated to the LV energetics. 
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 We propose that the critical FN, which is specific to the valve design, orientation, 

structural and physical flow parameters, can serve as a parameter to characterize the incoming jet 

and thus the efficiency of a heart valve. MRI or ultrasound based velocimetry methods can be 

developed and employed to provide to the clinicians the means to quantitatively determine the FN 

in-vivo. This would aid clinicians to diagnose patients with diseased and defective heart valves or 

even LVs.  It is also our speculation that the presence of chordae tendenae in the natural heart are 

another of nature’s great designs which help in redirecting the flow and delaying pinch-off, thus 

increasing the FN and minimizing energy loss. 

 

3.6 Nomenclature 

 
A   = area 
AV   = aortic valve 
DPIV   = Digital Particle Image Velocimetry 
FN   = formation number 
FNC   = critical formation number 
HSVEA  = Hill’s spherical vortex energy approximation 
LV   = left ventricle  
MHV   = mechanical heart valve 
MV   = mitral valve 
SJM   = St. Jude Medical 
SFM   = Slug Flow Model  
TRDPIV = Time Resolved Digital Particle Image Velocimetry 
VR   = vortex ring 
VRPS   = vortex ring propagation speed 
L   = discharge piston position 
D   = characteristic length (mitral valve diameter) 
α   = vortex core radius 
Г   = circulation 
t   = time 
ω   = vorticity 
Sij   = strain rate tensor, symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor ∇∇∇∇u 
Ωij   = vorticity tensor, anti-symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor ∇∇∇∇u 
λ1, λ2    = eigenvalues of the S

2+ΩΩΩΩ2 tensor 
E   = energy per unit density 
R   = vortex ring radius 
ε   = dimensionless core radius 
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ui,j   = two-dimensional velocity 
Up   = piston velocity 
Ūp   = running mean piston velocity 
UU   = mean velocity upstream of mitral valve 
UD   = mean velocity downstream of mitral valve 
UVR   = mean vortex ring propagation speed 
US   = mean velocity of the surrounding fluid in the LV 
ηMV   = hydrodynamic efficiency of mitral valve 
ηVR   = hydrodynamic efficiency of vortex ring 
ηDiastole   = hydrodynamic efficiency of filling (diastole) 
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C h a p t e r  4  

 
 
 
4 TURBULENCE DISSIPATION RATE ESTIMATION USING A LARGE EDDY 

PIV METHOD AND TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS DEPENDENT ON 

HEART VALVE PROSTHESES AND ORIENTATION  

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Valve replacement surgery has been recognized worldwide as a safe and routine surgical procedure.  

Yet, many problems and complications are associated with prosthetic heart valves.  One such 

problem due to drastic changes in flow characteristics inducing disturbed flow is turbulence.  This 

is especially true for mechanical heart valves (MHVs) whose flow characteristics reveal turbulence.  

There is a continual need to improve the current designs so as to minimize the complications that 

are often associated with both defective and prosthetic heart valves.  It is well known that the 

presence of turbulence in cardiac flows is generally an indication of a non-ideal abnormality.  

Moreover, other non-ideal conditions and singularities, such as stenosis, vessel wall irregularities, 

various disease states, the presence of implantable devices (such as stents, artificial heart valves, 

vascular implants), aneurysms etc., are known to potentially induce turbulence. The result is a 

disordered movement of red blood cells that produces a flow with small-scale and large-scale 

eddies of differing velocities and directions.  High turbulence levels can damage red blood cells 

(hemolysis), promote the development of atherosclerotic lesions, induce platelet aggregation, affect 

the functional and structural integrity of the endothelial lining, etc.  In addition to flow resistance, 

turbulence affects the shear stress acting on the blood vessel wall, tensile stress in the endothelial 

cell membrane, mass transport from the blood to the vessel wall, blood clot formation, blood 

rheology through deformability of red blood cells, cell division and surface cell loss, as well as 

internal cell motion due to pressure and shear stress.  Because of the detrimental effects that 

turbulence can have in the cardiovascular system, it is essential that we understand the nature of 

turbulence in the heart past valve prostheses.   
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 Specific to heart valve prostheses, the velocity and turbulent shear stress patterns in the 

immediate vicinity of and within a prosthetic heart valve determine its long-term clinical 

performance. Velocity and shear stress distributions can be significantly different for various 

prosthetic heart valve designs and each design valve orientation. Regions of stagnation and flow 

separation adjacent to a prosthetic heart valve can lead to thrombus formation, tissue overgrowth, 

and/or calcification.  A limited number of studies exist that studied turbulence characteristics 

inside the left ventricle (LV) and through heart valve prostheses. One such study by Bluestein et al. 

revealed vortex shedding as a mechanism for free emboli formation past mechanical heart valves 

[1]. Turbulence, as well as high shear rates and deformation, were big factors implicating thrombus 

formation.  Two-dimensional LDV and PIV systems have been used for in vitro testing of 

turbulence characteristics of mechanical heart valve (MHV) prostheses.  Bluestein and Einav 

studied the effect of varying degrees of stenosis on turbulence characteristics using Laser Doppler 

Anemometry distal to trileaflet polyurethane prosthetic heart valves installed at mitral and aortic 

positions [2]. They concluded that stenotic valves develop higher ventricular pressures, which led 

to highly disturbed flow conditions to provide sufficient blood discharge.  Liu et al. reevaluated the 

threshold limits for hemolysis in turbulent shear flows using a two-component laser Doppler 

anemometer and determining major principal Reynolds shear stresses.  They concluded that flow 

structures at the Kolmogorov length scales, approximately 9 µm, are capable of inflicting direct 

damage to red blood cells and correspond to a hemolytic threshold of 800 N/m2 [3].  Liu et al. 

focused on a series of in vitro tests on turbulent characteristics of three bileaflet aortic valves (St. 

Jude Medical, CarboMedics, and Duromedics) [4].  The flow fields were measured using laser 

Doppler anemometry.  They concluded that the Reynolds shear stresses for all three valve designs 

induced only minor damage to red blood cells, but directly damaged platelets, i.e. the smallest 

turbulent length scale was three times the size of red blood cells and five times the size of platelets. 

 It is apparent that after heart valve implantation, turbulence is often present and it is 

essential to know the levels of turbulence associated with healthy, diseased, and prosthetic heart 

valves.  Orientation and valve design have a significant effect on turbulence characteristics and 

energy losses; therefore, orienting prosthetic valves so that flow disturbances are minimized 

enhances the hemodynamic performance of the LV.  The geometry of the valve prostheses as well 
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as the orientation of the valves may significantly affect the flow development, including vortex 

formation, regions of stasis and disturbed flow in the LV.   

 Today, the most commonly implanted prosthetic heart valve is the mechanical bileaflet 

design.  Orientation and valve design have a significant effect on energy losses; therefore, orienting 

prosthetic valves so that flow disturbances are minimized enhances the hemodynamic 

performance of the LV.  According to Chandran et al., the geometry of the valve prostheses as 

well as the orientation of the valves may significantly affect the flow development, including vortex 

formation, regions of stasis and disturbed flow in the LV [5].  Orientation of the aortic valve has 

been studied by Kleine et al. and Laas et al. revealing that the optimal orientation of the SJM 

bileaflet valve in the aortic position was achieved when one leaflet is directed toward the right cusp 

[6-7].  Orientations of SJM bileaflet valves in the mitral position are fewer. The group of Chandran 

et al. studied two orientations and showed that the more favorable of the two was the one with the 

tilt axis perpendicular to the septal wall because it offered a smoother washout of the fluid near the 

left ventricular free wall [5].  Fontaine et al. utilized pulsed wave Doppler velocity measurements, 

2-D echocardiography, and selected color Doppler flow mapping to show that the SJM bileaflet 

valve oriented in the anti-anatomical position with chordal preservations is favored over tilting 

disc, porcine bioprosthetic, and pericardial bioprosthetic valves [7].   

 An important aspect of turbulence studies that is often overlooked is the estimation of 

turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate.  High turbulence levels are associated with significant loss 

of energy and therefore less efficient operation.  Accurate estimation of the turbulence dissipation 

rate (TDR) in complex flow fields is essential.  Although, most investigations for TDR estimations 

have involved industrial flow applications, many other complex flow fields, such as multi-phase 

and cardiovascular flows, require the same attention.  There are various methods to estimate TDR, 

including turbulent kinetic energy balance, Taylor’s hypothesis, and dimensional analysis.  These 

methods are based on the stipulation that the flow field is resolved down to the Kolmogorov 

scales and most of them assume homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Yet, neither of these 

assumptions is valid for most realistic turbulent flows.  In particular, spatial or temporal resolution 

limitations of conventional experimental flow-diagnostic systems prohibit us from resolving the 

dissipative Kolmogorov scales.  As a result, until recently, computational fluid dynamics methods 
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such as large-eddy simulations (LES) and direct numerical simulation (DNS) provided the only 

viable solution.  LES simulations allow for the large scales to be resolved and the small subgrid 

scales to be modeled using various eddy viscosity models, the most common being the 

Smagorinsky, dynamic, similarity, and the gradient models.  Yet, challenges arise with these 

numerical simulations when the grid scale approaches the limits of the inertial range, leading to 

overestimations of TDR, and more challenges when dealing with wall-bounded flows. These 

numerical simulations often need experimental validation and up to recently most experimental 

studies investigating TDR estimations (most of them for industrial applications) used hot wire 

anemometry or laser Doppler velocimetry.  Not only do these experimental methods most often 

not resolve down to the dissipative energy scales, but also their estimations of TDR are limited by 

the single-point velocity measurement thus providing single-point local TDR estimates only.  

Additionally, approximating the TDR from experimental measurements often involves using the 

simplified isotropic homogeneous relationships from the theoretical direct definition of local 

dissipation rate leading to underestimated TDR values.  

 Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) presents a new opportunity for TDR 

estimation by overcoming many of the limitations of existing methods.  In particular, it allows the 

estimation of global spatial and time derivatives. One of the first DPIV-based TDR studies, 

Saarenrinne and Piirto [9], estimated turbulence dissipation limited to the 2-dimensional isotropic 

homogeneous relation (obtained from the theoretical definition of viscous dissipation) and 

calculated the error associated with the TDR values as a function of the image area size and the 

interrogation area size.  Piirto et al. (2003) estimated turbulence energy in a backward-facing step 

flow using a three-component stereo PIV system [10]. In this study, TDR estimation was 

performed using the direct 3-dimensional theoretical definition and found to be a function of the 

spatial resolution, i.e. TDR values were higher for the higher resolutions; yet, the study also 

showed that the measurement resolution was not close to the dissipation scale.   These studies 

reveal that although PIV is capable of providing multi-point instantaneous measurements, spatial 

resolution limitations hamper TDR estimations.  An alternative to resolving the dissipative scales 

using DPIV was proposed by Sheng et. al. by employing a large eddy approximation inspired from 

computational methods for fluid dynamics [11].  The basis for this method is that since turbulent 

kinetic energy is mainly generated at the integral scale, the same amount of energy is dissipated 
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near the Kolmogorov scales, i.e. production equals dissipation.  Sheng et al. approximated TDR 

from PIV measurements of a stirred vessel by employing a large eddy estimation inspired from 

two LES subgrid scale eddy viscosity models (Smagorinsky and gradient) and compared them to 

the dimensional analysis relation [ε = (A/L)u′3, where A=1 and L is the integral length scale]. This 

relation requires the assumption of isotropic homogeneous turbulence, which is not actually valid 

for this specific flow field and most other complex flows.  Therefore, it is evident that there is a 

need for more accurate TDR approximations in anisotropic inhomogeneous turbulent flows. In 

this effort, we bridge the numerical and experimental models for calculating TDR by using 

methods from both LES-based subgrid scale models and the direct definition of TDR without 

assuming homogeneous isotropic turbulence.  This is accomplished by using Time-Resolved 

DPIV (TRDPIV) with high spatio-temporal resolution.   

      

 

4.2 Methods and Facilities 

Experimental Facility.  In this effort, we employ a piston-driven, LV simulator (Figure 1.2) 

capable of adjusting the heartbeat and the volume flow rate [12]. Similar LV simulator machines 

have been constructed and operated in the past.  Measurements of the complex pulsatile flow in 

the LV require detailed temporal and spatial resolution. In the present study, we employ a Time-

Resolved Digital Particle Image Velocimetry system.  The groundwork of Particle Image 

Velocimetry was laid in the early eighties, but it was the work of Willert and Gharib, Westerweel, 

and Huang and Gharib that established the digital implementation of PIV [13-15]. Our system 

uses a powerful pulsing laser (55 Watts) that delivers a plane sheet of 2mm thickness to illuminate 

the area of interest. The flow is seeded with neutrally buoyant particles, which serve as flow tracers. 

The particle diameter is in the order of 10 microns. A very fast CMOS digital camera (1000 

frames/sec, 512 x 256 pixel resolution) is synchronized with the laser to capture the instantaneous 

positions of the particles. In the present experiment, a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz was used 

resulting in a total of 4 secs of data. The task of the velocity evaluation is carried out using 

conventional cross-correlation between the particle image patterns of two consecutive frames. A 

total of 125x61 vectors with grid spacing of 300 microns and error in the order of +/- 0.005m/s 
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are used to describe the flow field.  The current DPIV system delivers sufficient temporal and 

spatial resolution to investigate the turbulent characteristics of the flow inside the LV. Additionally, 

an image calibration target was used to confirm that the system was free of optical distortion 

arising from index of refraction mismatch.   

 Two types of heart valve prostheses were studied, mechanical and biological. We employed 

a St. Jude Medical (SJM) bileaflet mechanical valve and a SJM Biocor porcine valve.  The SJM 

Biocor porcine valve was cuffed and the respective valve sizes was the same as the MHV.  We 

used water as the working fluid. To satisfy the dynamic flow similarity between the natural heart 

and our experimental model, we operated the simulator at 1-Hz, with stroke volume of 90-mL 

resulting to a mean Reynolds number of 2700, based on the mitral valve diameter of 31-mm. The 

SJM valve was placed in the mitral position for two orientations  anatomical and anti-

anatomical. In the anatomical position, the leaflets of the MHV open similar to the biological heart 

valve (HV), while in the anti-anatomical orientation, the leaflets open at an angle of 90 degrees 

with respect to the latter.  The flow patterns generated by the two MHV orientations were 

compared with those of the SJM Biocor porcine valve. The latter was studied not only to 

document its hemodynamic performance but also to serve as a reference case.  During this 

experiment, the center plane, which cuts the ventricle approximately in half, was interrogated.   

 Method for Estimation of Turbulence Dissipation Rate. In homogeneous, isotropic 

turbulence (HIT), turbulence dissipation rate is traditionally expressed as 
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′∂
=                 (1) 

 

where ν is the kinematic viscosity, U0 is the freestream velocity, and u′  is the turbulent streamwise 

velocity fluctuation.  In practice, turbulence homogeneity and isotropy is a condition hard to meet.  

This is especially true in complex flow fields, such as many industrial applications and certainly 

cardiovascular flows. 
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 The process of energy transfer from the large scale to the small scales can be better 

described using a physical model.  Figure 4.1 is a schematic illustrating the production and 

dissipation as a function of the wave number.  Simply stated, TKE is mainly generated at the 

integral scale and the same amount of energy is dissipated near the Kolmogorov scale.  The region 

in between the inertial scale and small scales is called the inertial sub-range.  In this range, TKE is 

neither generated nor dissipated and the major role of turbulent structures in the inertial sub-range 

is to transfer energy from large to small-scale structures without change.  Based on these physical 

concepts, we can estimate the TKE transferred from large to small scales, and thus approximate 

the TDR.  Since only the length scales within the inertial sub-range are needed to estimate the flux 

of TKE, the proposed method does not require the velocity field to be resolved down to the 

Kolmogorov scale.   

 LES, which solves the Navier-Stokes equations directly for the large scales, is essentially an 

under-resolved turbulence simulation that uses a model to account for the lack of small-scale 

resolution.  The most common class of subgrid models is the eddy viscosity type.  These models 

are generally postulated by the analogy to the stresses produced by molecular viscosity. Velocity 

fields provided by PIV are considered low-pass filtered.  Thus, they are resolved to finite scales 

much like LES, i.e. eddies smaller than the filter width are smoothed out because each velocity 

vector from PIV measurements only represents the average velocity over an interrogation cell.  So, 

in other words, we make use of TRDPIV measurements that are limited to finite grid sizes often 

exceeding the smallest Kolmogorov scales by using the ideas of LES.  It is well known that in 

turbulent flows, the large-scale structures absorb energy from the mean flow and are strongly flow-

dependent.  These large scales dominate and are responsible for heat transfer and mixing transport 

phenomenon.  Small scales, on the other hand, mainly dissipate the energy provided by the larger 

eddies.  Spatial filtering properties of PIV are similar to LES, thus making LES a suitable 

approach. The rate of dissipation is ultimately important in assessing the effectiveness of micro-

mixing owing to its close relationship to the small scale structures in the flow.  For the LV 

TRDPIV data, the Kolmogorov length scale was approximated to be 85 µm, calculated from the 

Reynolds number.  Moreover, the velocity field had a vector-to-vector spacing of about 700 µm.  

Hence, the resolved scale is much larger than the Kolmogorov length scale and this clearly abides 

the large-eddy PIV approach. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustrating the transfer of energy of TKE production in the resolved scale 
(inertial range) to the TKE dissipation in the unresolved (Kolmogorov) scale. 

 

 The mathematical description of the method begins by decomposing the instantaneous 

velocity, ui, and pressure, pi, which can be written as  
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where U i and P i are the resolved-scale velocity and pressure provided by PIV measurements and 

u′i and p′i are the unresolved-scale velocity and pressure.  By filtering the Navier-Stokes equation, 

we obtain the LES equations (function of the resolved-scale velocities): 
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where jijiij UUuuτ −=  is the SGS stress tensor, which is modeled by a SGS turbulence model.  

By multiplying the filtered Navier-Stokes equation with U i , we obtain the resolved-scale kinetic 

energy transport balance equation: 
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where ijS is the resolved scale strain rate tensor 
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The last term in the above equation is known as the eddy dissipation because it models the kinetic 

energy transported from the resolved scales to the small scales.  According to the physical model 

described above, this term will be equal to the TKE dissipated in the smallest scales.  As a result, 

the turbulence dissipation rate (TDR) can be approximated by computing the Reynolds averaged 

sub-grid scale (SGS) dissipation rate 

ijijSGS Sτ2εε −=≈           (6) 

 

where ε is the dissipation, τij is the SGS stress tensor, and Sij is the strain rate tensor. Here, brackets 

represent ensemble average in time over sequential full-field PIV data.  This equation therefore 

embodies the essence of LES and PIV. 
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 Therefore, employing this method, both τij and Sij are computed directly from the 

TRDPIV resolved velocity measurements.  Moreover, the SGS stress tensor τij can be 

approximated by various methods, the most common being the Smagorinksy model given by 

ij
22

sij SS∆Cτ −=        (7)             (8)

 

where Cs is the Smagorinsky constant and ∆ is the filter width which is a function of the 

interrogation window.  In fact, Sheng et al. concluded that the choice of the SGS model is 

insignificant in this large-eddy PIV method [11].  Moreover, in this effort, a fixed Smagorinsky 

constant of 0.10 was used for all data sets, which is within the range of empirically determined 

coefficients (0.1-0.21).  This LES-based PIV estimation of the TDR was validated and compared 

with the direct theoretical approximation (using the components of fluctuating velocities) of the 

viscous dissipation using a homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow field (grid turbulence TRDPIV 

data not presented herein).  
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Considering that PIV provides only two velocity components, the missing terms in the above 

relation were approximated from the available terms. Considering that the present LV flow fields 

are not homogeneous and isotropic, the method proposed herein is a viable method and addresses 

the intricate issues of turbulence inhomogeneity and anisotropy, which are conditions observed in 

most complex flows fields such as in the present effort.  Use of this novel method will allow for 

estimating the turbulence dissipation over the entire flow field and comparing it among the various 

valve configurations as a means of quantifying the efficiency of the LV.    

 Lastly, it is important to estimate the total dissipated energy due to turbulence in the LV 

flow field for all the five valve configurations.  This was accomplished via use of the following 

relationship that accounts for the total TDR over the LV domain and in time. 
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dtεdA)ETDR ∫ ∫=            (9) 

 
 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion  

To estimate the dissipation rate of the LV flow field downstream of the three HV configurations 

from TRDPIV and using the large-eddy PIV method, we decompose the cardiac cycle into its 

systolic and diastolic parts.  Time-averaged distributions of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and 

turbulence dissipation rate (TDR) for systole and diastole over the spatial LV flow domain are 

presented in the following figures.  Several studies have investigated the threshold values 

estimating when damage to cells would occur, but none of these studies have identified the regions 

in the flow field where these losses would occur.  Moreover, no study has quantified how varying 

orientations of any valve designs affects the downstream flow conditions associated to such losses 

and dissipation rates.  The time-averaged TKE distributions herein are presented mainly for 

comparative reasoning and basis with the estimated TDR distributions and also since the 

conventional method for TDR estimation has involved TKE estimations directly.  TKE 

distributions reveal the regions of higher energy losses due to a more turbulent flow in the LV 

domain.  Regions of high TKE values are directly associated to high shear and may be linked to 

locations where damage to cell would occur.  Please note that in all these figures, the following 

abbreviations for the three valve configurations are made: anatomical (A), anti-anatomical (AA), 

and Biocor porcine valve (BP).   

 Figure 4.2 shows TKE distributions time-averaged over the entire cardiac cycle for the 

three valve configurations.  As would be expected, the highest TKE values are mainly 

concentrated in regions that are in proximity to the heart valve prostheses.  More specifically, high 

TKE values are observed downstream of the mitral valve and upstream of the aortic valve.  Both 

of these regions show higher TKE values in association with the high-speed jets either entering the 

LV past the MV or exiting past the AV.  This is especially true for the two orientations of the 

MHV.  In particular, the TKE distributions for the anatomical (A) and anti-anatomical (AA) 

orientations reveal the highest TKE values and also encompass larger areas in the LV domain 

compared to the porcine valve.  Furthermore, for the two orientations of the MHV, we also 
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observe high TKE values in the region upstream of the AV.  This is not observed, though, in the 

TKE distribution of the Biocor porcine (BP) valve.  Overall, the Biocor porcine (BP) valve not 

only has the lowest TKE values but also appears to have a more homogeneous distribution of 

TKE values with less spatial fluctuations within the domain.  The two orientations of the MHV 

reveal high TKE values and spatial fluctuations in regions very close to the valves.    
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Figure 4.2:  Turbulent kinetic energy distributions time-averaged over the entire cardiac cycle for 
the three valve configurations. 
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Time-averaged TDR Distributions during Diastole.  Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the 

time-averaged TDR distributions for the three valve configurations during diastole.  More 

specifically, Figure 4.3 corresponds to TDR values calculated based on the conventional method 

which assumes homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) using Equation 1.  Figure 4.4, on the 

other hand, corresponds to the new LES-PIV TDR based method, which does not assume HIT, 

and estimates TDR using Equations 6 and 7. Comparing each of the three valve configurations in 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4, we observe that there is consistency in the overall TDR distributions between 

the two different methods (HIT and LES-PIV).  In fact, both TDR methods reveal that during 

diastole, the region of concentrated turbulence dissipation is downstream of the MV, as we would 

expect and as we also observed in the TKE distributions.  Moreover, both TDR methods illustrate 

that the porcine valve has the largest encompassing area of turbulence dissipation values when 

compared to the two orientations of the MHV.  We also observe that the patterns of the TDR 

distributions, for the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations, have similar contour patterns 

with those of TKE (Figure 4.2).  This is not the case for the porcine valve, though, which has the 

lower TKE values but higher TDR estimations. Moreover, the anti-anatomical orientation appears 

to show a smaller area of higher dissipation rates (red contour color in Figures 4.3 and 4.4).  

Another important observation during diastole is that the time-averaged TDR distributions show 

the presence of turbulence upstream of the AV for only the two orientations of the MHV and not 

for the porcine valve.  This observation is also consistent with what we observed in the TKE 

distributions previously. 
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Figure 4.3:  HIT turbulent dissipation rate (TDR) distributions time-averaged over diastole for the 
five valve configurations. 
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Figure 4.4:  LES-PIV turbulent dissipation rate distributions time-averaged over diastole for the 
five valve configurations. 
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 Figure 4.5 illustrates the total turbulent energy dissipated for both TDR methods (LES-

PIV and HIT) during diastole for the three valve configurations.  This estimate of total turbulent 

energy dissipated was calculated using Equation 9.  The values are presented in milli-Joules (mJ).  

For the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations, both the HIT and LES-PIV methods show 

good agreement in the estimation of total turbulent energy dissipated with values varying from 4.7 

to 7.0 mJ.   For the porcine valve, though, the LES-PIV method estimates a value of turbulent 

dissipation which is double that of what the HIT method predicts.  Considering the assumptions 

of the HIT based method, we would expect the method to underestimate TDR.  Overall, though, 

it is in agreement with the time-averaged TDR contours (Figures 4.3 and 4.4), the highest turbulent 

dissipated energy corresponded to the porcine valve with values of 14.4 mJ (LES-PIV method) 

and 6.9 (HIT method) mJ.  During diastole, Figure 4.5 reveals that the anti-anatomical orientation 

has the lowest turbulent energy dissipated. 

Figure 4.5:  Total estimated turbulent energy dissipated during diastole (center plane), based on 
the two TDR methods (LES-PIV and HIT), for the three valve configurations. 
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 Time-averaged TDR Distributions during Systole.  Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the time-

averaged TDR distributions for the three valve configurations during systole.  More specifically, 

Figure 4.6 corresponds to TDR values calculated based on the homogeneous isotropic turbulence 

(HIT) criterion of Equation 1.  Figure 4.7, on the other hand, corresponds to the LES-PIV TDR 

based method, which does not assume HIT, and employs Equations 6 and 7. Comparing each of 

the three valve configurations, we observe that there is some consistency in the overall TDR 

distributions between the two different methods.  Yet, the HIT method shows larger areas of 

turbulence dissipation than the LES-PIV method.  Both TDR methods reveal that during systole, 

the region of concentrated turbulence dissipation is in the vicinity of the AV in association with 

the high-speed jet exiting the AV, as we would expect.  Yet, the HIT method reveals higher TDR 

concentrations in the center region (upstream of the AV) whereas the LES-PIV method shows 

higher TDR concentrations near the LV boundary (upstream of the AV).  Moreover, the 

anatomical and anti-anatomical valve orientations have higher TDR values upstream of AV 

compared to the porcine valve.  Comparing TDR distributions between diastole and systole, it is 

also clear that diastolic TDR distributions compared to the systolic ones reveal higher values and 

larger areas of TDR due to the strong inlet jet entering the LV flow field.   

 Figure 4.8 illustrates the total turbulent energy dissipated for the two TDR methods (LES-

PIV and HIT) during systole for the three valve configurations.  This estimate was calculated using 

Equation 9 and the values are presented in milli-Joules.  Both the LES-PIV and HIT methods 

reveal that the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations have higher total turbulent energy 

dissipated during systole varying from 2.0 to 4.3 mJ.  In fact, the anti-anatomical orientation 

appears to have slightly higher values.  The porcine valve, on the other hand, shows the lowest 

dissipated energy (0.7 mJ based on the HIT method and 1.2 mJ based on the LES-PIV method) 

during systole.  In general, though, we can conclude that the total turbulent energy dissipated 

during systole for all the valve configurations is quite small compared to diastole.   
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Figure 4.6:  HIT turbulent dissipation rate distributions time-averaged over systole for the three 
valve configurations. 
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Figure 4.7:  LES-PIV turbulent dissipation rate distributions time-averaged over systole for the 
three valve configurations. 
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Figure 4.8:  Total estimated turbulent energy dissipated during systole (center plane), based on the 
two TDR methods (LES-PIV and HIT), for the three valve configurations. 
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downstream of the MV in order to show the frequencies present at the entrance of the LV.  Figure 

4.11 shows spectra for points 4, 5, and 6 which are located in the center region of the ventricle 

with point 6 being towards the top of the LV and point 4 being in the vicinity of the apex.  Lastly, 

Figure 4.12 shows results for points 7, 8, and 9 which are positioned immediately upstream of the 

AV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9:  Location of nine points within the LV domain chosen for evaluating spectral 
estimations to reveal turbulence characteristics.  
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 Points 1, 2, and 3 of Figure 4.10 show that the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations 

have consistently higher velocity magnitudes and also possess higher fluctuations, compared to the 

porcine valve, which is shown in both the time-series and spectra plots.  In fact, the time series 

plots reveal that during diastole (0.5-1.0 secs), the anatomical orientation has the highest velocity 

magnitudes followed by the anti-anatomical orientation.  Moreover, we observe that the velocity 

magnitudes during diastole at points 2 and 3 for the two orientations of the MHV are quite higher 

compared to point 1.  This is attributed to the asymmetry and upward shift of the incoming jet due 

to vortex interactions, in agreement with the results discussed in Chapter 2.  The porcine valve, on 

the other hand, shows velocity magnitudes at points 1 and 3 that are much smaller than the two 

orientations of the MHV.  Point 2 being the center point, for the porcine valve, does show high 

velocity fluctuations which are attributed to the fluttering mechanism due to the flexibility of the 

valve leaflets.  As a result of these fluctuations, the frequency spectra of points 1 and 2 illustrate 

that the porcine valve has higher overall energy/amplitude contained at all the frequencies.  For 

point 3, though, positioned further away from the incoming jet reveals very small velocities for the 

porcine valve and the lowest amplitudes for all energy scales.  During systole (0-0.5 secs), the 

velocity magnitudes are closer in value among the three configurations.  Please note that the 

dashed line in all these spectra plots illustrates the –5/3 sloped lines corresponding to the energy 

cascade for fully developed turbulence dissipation rate and revealing the transfer of this energy to 

larger to smaller scales as they break-down.  We observe good agreement with this theoretical –5/3 

sloped energy cascade for the three valve configurations. 

 Figure 4.11 reveals different results for points 4, 5, and 6.  Overall, there is more 

consistency in the waveform and velocity magnitudes for the three valve configurations.  The 

frequency spectra of points 4 and 6 certainly depict this observation considering that the velocity 

curves seem to overlap with each other.  This is especially the case for point 4 located near the 

apex region of the LV.  This observation seems to illustrate that during diastole and systole, there 

is better coherence of the flow field among the three configurations in the apex region as shown in 

the power spectrum plot of point 4.  Point 4 also reveals much smaller velocity magnitudes 

compared to the other points and this observation is in agreement with results, which showed the 

presence of stagnant regions in the apex of the LV, presented in Chapter 2.  Point 5, positioned in 

the center of the LV domain, interestingly shows that the porcine valve has the largest energy 
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content (power amplitude) for all frequencies, and this again is attributed to the fluttering 

mechanism of the flexible leaflets. This observation is in agreement with the higher TDR 

estimations observed during diastole for the porcine valve and illustrated in the previous section.  

Point 6, though, shows the two orientations of the MHV having much higher velocities and energy 

content at all frequency scales compared to the porcine valve.   

 Lastly, for points 7, 8 and 9 (Figure 4.12), which correspond to the region immediately 

upstream of the AV, the two orientations of the MHV show similar velocity waveforms and much 

higher magnitudes and fluctuations compared to the porcine valve.  Points 8 and 9 show the jet 

exit speed during systole which is more pronounced in the center (point 8).  Points 8 and 9 also 

show that during diastole (0.5-1.0 secs), the two orientations of the MHV have high velocities and 

fluctuations while the porcine valve velocities are small in magnitude but also remain constant.  

This is attributed to the vortical structures that survive the duration of the cycle upstream of the 

AV for the MHV orientations but not the porcine valve. Point 7, though, reveals quite smaller 

velocities and also a more flattened/constant velocity waveform throughout the cardiac cycle.  

This is attributed to the location of point 7.  The spectra plots reveal that the porcine valve has the 

lowest energy contained in all the frequency scales while the two orientations of the MHV appear 

to have power amplitudes on the same order of magnitude.  We observe good agreement with this 

theoretical –5/3 sloped energy cascade for the three valve configurations. 
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Figure 4.10:  Time series of velocity magnitude and corresponding spectra for points 1, 2, and 3. 
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Figure 4.11:  Time series of velocity magnitude and corresponding spectra for points 4, 5, and 6. 
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Figure 4.12:  Time series of velocity magnitude and corresponding spectra for points 7, 8, and 9. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

 
It is well known that in turbulent flows, the large-scale structures absorb energy from the mean 

flow and are responsible for mixing.  The small eddies gain their energy from larger eddies, i.e. 

energy cascade - energy is transferred from the large eddies to the smaller ones, and eventually into 

heat at the molecular level.  The rate of dissipation is ultimately important in assessing the 

effectiveness of micro-mixing owing to its close relationship to the small scale structures in the 

flow.  So, the process of energy transfer from the large scale to the small scales dictates that TKE 

production equals TKE dissipation, i.e. TKE is generated at the integral scale and the same 

amount of energy is dissipated near the Kolmogorov scale.  Since only the length scales within the 

inertial sub-range are needed to estimate the flux of TKE, the proposed method does not require 

the velocity field to be resolved down to the Kolmogorov scale.  LES, which solves the Navier-

Stokes equations directly for the large scales, is essentially an under-resolved turbulence simulation 

that uses a model to account for the lack of small-scale resolution.  Velocity fields provided by PIV 

are considered low-pass filtered.  Thus, they are resolved to finite scales much like LES, i.e. eddies 

smaller than the filter width are smoothed out because each velocity vector from PIV 

measurements only represents the average velocity over an interrogation cell.  Thus, the total 

energy dissipated at the smallest scale, ε, is approximated by the sub-grid scale energy flux, εSGS, 

from the resolved scale to the sub-grid scale. 

 To estimate the dissipation rate of the LV flow field downstream of the three heart valve 

configurations in the mitral position, we decomposed the cardiac cycle into its systolic and diastolic 

parts.  Time-averaged distributions of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and turbulence dissipation 

rate (TDR) for systole and diastole over the LV flow domain were presented.  The fact that the 

maximum to minimum dissipation rate ratio for all the configurations is at least 10 suggests that 

the dissipation rate distribution in these flows is highly inhomogeneous so traditional methods to 

estimate TDR assuming homogeneous and isotropic turbulence are not valid.  The results revealed 

similar contour patterns matching both time-averaged TKE and TDR distributions during diastole.  

The highest TDR values during diastole were concentrated downstream of the MV illustrating that 

the rate of dissipated energy is linked to the incoming jet and vortex ring/pinch-off mechanism 

presented in Chapter 3.  The interesting observation during diastole is the concentrated high TDR 
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values in the central region of the LV downstream of the porcine valve.  Yet, during systole, the 

LV flow in the presence of the porcine valve shows the lowest TDR values and concentrations. 

Overall, though, the absolute dissipation rate values were much higher during diastole than systole, 

thus illustrating that the majority of the turbulent energy dissipation is present during diastole.     

 Clinically, it is well known that the porcine valve, with a design much closer to the natural 

valves, offers a better performance than the mechanical valves.  Yet, in the present effort, during 

diastole, the porcine valve was associated with the highest dissipation rates. Although not included 

herein, animation of the full sequence of the TRDPIV results would allow for better visualizing 

the physics of the flow detailing the eddies present in the domain.  For the orientations of the 

MHV, we observe higher shear shedding past the MV leaflets and generating a vortex ring (large 

eddies).  On the other hand, the flexible leaflets of the porcine valve induce a fluttering 

mechanism, much like the flow over a flag.  This phenomenon inherent only with flexible leaflets 

results in smaller eddies being shed past the valve leaflets.  Considering that the small eddies are 

directly linked to dissipation rate (turbulent energy cascade), the physics validate the observation of 

the porcine valve experiencing the highest dissipation rates. This is not necessarily a bad thing 

because dissipation rate does not imply higher energy losses, it simply gives us a measure of how 

fast turbulent energy is lost.  TKE, on the other hand, gives a direct measure of the turbulence 

intensity.  So, both TKE and TDR are important flow characteristics.   

 Several studies have investigated the threshold values estimating when damage to cells 

would occur, but none of these studies have identified the regions in the flow field where these 

losses would occur.  Moreover, no study has quantified how varying orientations of any valve 

designs affects the downstream flow conditions associated to such losses and dissipation rates.  

The present effort is the first study to investigate and document turbulent dissipation rate as a tool 

in comparing three valve configurations (two orientations of the SJM MHV and a Biocor porcine 

valve in the mitral positions).  For the first time, an LES-based PIV method was employed for 

estimation of dissipation rate in the cardiovascular fluid dynamics.  The contribution in using this 

method is that we overcome the limitations of conventional TDR estimation methods which 

assume homogeneous, isotropic turbulence. 
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C h a p t e r  5  

 
 
 
5 THREE DIMENSIONALITY OF LEFT VENTRICULAR FLOWS:  VORTEX 

FORMATION, TURBULENCE DISSIPATION, AND ENERGETICS 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Left ventricular (LV) flows in the human heart are very complex and in the presence of a diseased 

condition, such as unhealthy or prosthetic heart valves, the complexity of the flow is further 

increased.  The complexity of the geometry combined with the pulsatile character of the flow, the 

interaction of the jets with the LV flexible walls, and the unsteady motion of the leaflets generate 

intrinsically complicated turbulent flow structures. As a result, conventional, time-averaged or 

point-measurement methods, such as the ones often employed in previous studies, fail to reveal 

the underlying character of the flow, demonstrating the need for global, time-resolved 

measurement techniques.  In this paper, we present high sampling frequency Time-Resolved 

Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (TRDPIV) results obtained in a flexible, transparent LV 

documenting the evolution of eddies and turbulence during a complete period of the heart cycle 

for three separate planes, which intersect the LV. 

 Although artificial heart valves, mechanical and biological, have evolved to a level of 

universal acceptance, they have never reached a level of performance comparable to that of the 

natural valves of the heart.  So, despite four decades of use, prosthetic heart valve devices are less 

than ideal and lead to many complications such as thrombus formation, severe damage to blood 

cells, large stresses on the heart wall leading to hypertrophy, tissue overgrowth, platelet activation, 

etc.  Moreover, when the diseased valve goes undetected, it can lead to many pathological 

conditions including cardiac remodeling and eventually congestive heart failure.  Many of these 

complications/problems are directly related to the fluid mechanics associated with unhealthy 

valves and the various prosthetic valve designs.  Considering that mechanical heart valves (MHV) 
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are more commonly implanted because of their durability, it is imperative to better understand 

their hemodynamic behavior.   

 Yet to date, no study has documented in depth the complex hemodynamic three-

dimensional characteristics of left ventricular flows. Three-dimensional hemodynamic 

characterization as it relates to quantifying vorticity and turbulence is very important and essential 

in tracking vortical structures that trap energy and result in a reducing the efficiency of the left 

ventricle.  Despite the unsteady, pulsatile character of the flow, we observed the presence of very 

well organized coherent structures in the immediate vicinity of the mitral valve (MV) as well as the 

aortic valve (AV), indicating that these structures survive throughout the duration of a heartbeat. 

Similarities and differences are observed by comparing the character of the flow between five 

different valve configurations (four orientations of the bileaflet MHV and one of the Biocor 

porcine valve). 

 Although bioprosthetic heart valves (BHV) have a better performance than MHVs, the 

durability of MHVs still makes them a viable alternative.  Considering the risk of thromboembolic 

complications, MHV patients require life-long anticoagulants, in contrast to BHV patients.  Most 

in vitro studies of the flow downstream of a MHV have been conducted with the valve in the 

aortic position [1-11]. In vitro experimental studies of the flow downstream of a MHV in the 

mitral position are fewer and more complicated.  As early as 1969, Bellhouse and his co-workers 

investigated ventricle filling and the effect of the vortices that develop and interact with the mitral 

valve [12, 13].  Initial studies simplified the experimental simulation by employing rigid models of 

ventricles [14-16].  Chandran et al. [15] and Schoephoerster et al. [17] employed more realistic rigid 

ventricular models.  To study the flow downstream of a MHV in the mitral configuration, Woo 

and Yoganathan [14] used LDV in rigid cylindrical models of both the left atrium and ventricle, 

and obtained velocity and shear stress measurements.  Lemmon and Yoganathan [18] modeled 

cardiac function by utilizing the Immersed Boundary Method and the Patankar Semi-implicit 

Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) to study left ventricle diastolic and atrial 

functions. The results were compared to clinical flow conditions for validation, and agreement of 

the flow fields and pressure tracers was observed.  Lim et al. [11] was one of the first groups to use 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in the investigation of flow past artificial heart valves.  
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Specifically, a rigid aortic root was used, but because the frame rate was 25 Hz, only low velocities 

were measured.  

 Garitey et al. [19] employed a flexible sack model of the LV, performed extensive pressure 

measurements, and used pulsed ultrasound Doppler Velocimetry to record in detail the velocity 

field.  They captured the activity of vortical structures in the ventricular chamber and compared 

the effects of three MHVs and their orientation.  They found that slight differences in the valve 

design might produce significant differences in the ventricular flow fields, thereby inducing large 

flow oscillations near the apex. Bluestein et al. [20] used a numerical simulation and Digital Particle 

Image Velocimetry (DPIV) to reveal intricate patterns of interacting shed vortices downstream of 

the aortic valve and demonstrated that blood elements exposed to the highest shear stresses in the 

immediate proximity of the MHV could be trapped within the vortices that form in the wake of 

the valve. 

 Orientations of the aortic valve have been studied in vivo in pig hearts by Kleine et al. [21], 

who utilized a device allowing for the rotation of the artificial valve without reopening the aorta. 

Their results revealed that St. Jude Medical (SJM) valves show lower turbulence and HITS (High-

Intensity Transient Signals) counts in their hemodynamically best orientation, namely when one 

orifice is facing the right coronary ostium.  Laas et al. [22] showed again in vivo that the optimal 

orientation of the SJM bileaflet valve in the aortic position was achieved when one leaflet was 

directed toward the right cusp, yet the tilting valve was preferred because the results obtained were 

closer to normal physiology.  In contrast, fewer studies of bileaflet valve orientations in the mitral 

position have been performed. Chandran et al. [15] carried out transvalvular pressure and 

regurgitation measurements along with qualitative flow visualization.  The two orientations studied 

were respectively (1) with the tilt axis parallel to the septal wall and (2) with the tilt axis 

perpendicular to the septal wall.  The more favorable of the two was the second orientation, 

because it offered a smoother washout of the fluid near the left ventricular free wall.  Flow 

visualizations provided a qualitative representation of the flow patterns; however, the lack of global 

quantitative results limited the study.  Fontaine et al. [23] utilized pulsed-wave Doppler velocity 

measurements, two-dimensional echocardiography, and selected color Doppler flow mapping to 

show that the SJM bileaflet valve oriented in the anti-anatomical position with chordal 
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preservation is favored over tilting disc, porcine bioprosthetic, and pericardial bioprosthetic valves.  

Despite the fact that these two studies revealed the importance of valve orientation, both were 

limited to rigid LV models.  The first study employed a LV model geometrically similar to its 

biological counterpart, while the second, even more constrained, utilized a rectangular LV.  The 

studies reviewed here indicate that the geometry of the valve prostheses as well as the orientation 

of the valves affect the flow development including vortex formation, regions of stasis, and 

disturbed flow in the LV.  The wake of the valve is influenced by the valve orientation, whether 

this includes tilting or simply rotating the valve about its axis of symmetry.  The latter is the focus 

of this paper.   

 The purpose of this effort is to characterize the energetics of the LV flow field in the 

presence of a MHV and a porcine valve.  Decomposing the energy scales (energetics) of the flow 

field, we have the freestream, vortex ring formation, and energy dissipation in association to the 

small turbulence scales.  Figure 5.1 shows a simplified schematic which serves to illustrate vortex 

ring formation (large-scale eddies) and turbulence dissipation (small-scale eddies) past any heart 

valve.  In this effort, we want to quantify the energy associated with all the eddie scales.  Herein, 

time-averaged distributions for three planes of the flow field are presented as a means of 

characterizing the three-dimensional flow field.  Furthermore, vortex ring formation analysis 

similar to Chapter 3 as well as turbulence dissipation rate estimations based on the LES-PIV 

method described in Chapter 4 are presented for all five valve configurations. The ultimate goal is 

to quantify the total energy losses in the flow field associated with vortex ring formation and 

turbulence dissipation. 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the flow past 
a MHV (left) vs. the flow past a natural 

valve (right). 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Methods and Facilities 

To study the hemodynamic characteristics of blood flow through heart chambers and valves, we 

employ a piston-driven LV simulator, used in previous publications, capable of adjusting the 

heartbeat and the volume flow rate [24-25]. The system was characterized in detail using pressure 

and flow rate measurements in order to ensure operational repeatability. Similar LV simulator 

machines have been constructed and operated in the past.      

 In this effort, two types of heart valve prostheses were studiedMHV and BHV. We used 

a St. Jude Medical (SJM) bileaflet mechanical valves and a SJM Biocor porcine valve.  The SJM 

MHVs tested in the mitral and aortic positions were cuffless with diameters of 31-mm and 29-mm 

respectively.  The SJM Biocor porcine valve was cuffed and the respective valve sizes were the 

Mitral  
 

Aortic 
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same as those of the MHVs.  Water was used as the working medium for both valve types. To 

satisfy the dynamic flow similarity between the natural heart and our experimental model, we 

operated the simulator at 1-Hz, with stroke volume of 90-mL resulting to a mean Reynolds 

number of 2700, based on the mitral valve diameter of 31-mm.  The SJM valve was placed in the 

mitral position for four orientations  anatomical, anti-anatomical, negative 45, and positive 45. 

In the anatomical position, the leaflets of the MHV open similar to the biological heart valve (HV), 

while in the anti-anatomical orientation, the leaflets open at an angle of 90 degrees with respect to 

the latter.  Furthermore, the negative 45 and positive 45 orientations as their name implies are also 

in reference to the anatomical case.  The flow patterns generated by the two MHV orientations 

were compared with those of the SJM Biocor porcine valve. The latter was studied not only to 

document its hemodynamic performance but also to serve as a reference case.   

  Measurements of the complex pulsatile flow in the LV require detailed temporal and 

spatial resolution. In the present study, we employed a Time-Resolved Digital Particle Image 

Velocimetry (TRDPIV) system.  Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) originated in the early 1980s, 

but it was the work of Willert and Gharib [26], Westerweel [27], and Huang and Gharib [28] that 

established the digital implementation of PIV. Most conventional and commercial DPIV systems 

deliver detailed spatial resolution but with limited sampling frequency, usually on the order of 15-

Hz, which is not sufficient for resolving pulsatile turbulent flows. Recently the TRDPIV 

implementation emerged, allowing sampling frequencies on the order of 1-kHz without 

compromising the spatial resolution. Such a system was developed by members of the present 

team [37-39] and is employed in the present study, overcoming the limitations described above. 

 The current system uses a powerful pulsing laser (55 Watts) that delivers a plane sheet of 

2-mm thickness to illuminate the area of interest. The flow is seeded with neutrally buoyant 

fluorescent particles, which serve as flow tracers. The particle diameter is on the order of 10 

microns. A high sampling rate CMOS digital camera (1000 frames/sec, 512 x 256 pixel resolution) 

is synchronized with the laser to capture the instantaneous positions of the particles.  In the 

present experiment, a recording time of 4 seconds with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz 

generated 4000 instantaneous frames of data of the flow field. The task of the velocity evaluation 

was carried out using dual-frame cross-correlation of the particle image patterns between two 
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consecutive frames.  Approximately 7000 velocity vectors with grid spacing of 600 microns and 

error in the order of +/- 0.005 m/s were obtained for each frame.   

 The experimental parameters described above provide sufficient temporal and spatial 

resolution to investigate the turbulent characteristics of the flow inside the LV.  In these 

experiments, three planes were interrogated at different locations along the span of the LV, 

separated by 5-mm as shown in Figure 5.1.  The compilation of all planes reveals the three-

dimensional character of the flow.  Figure 5.1 serves to illustrate the location of the three planes 

interrogated during the Time Resolved DPIV experiments for the five valve configurations shown 

previously in Figure 1.3.  Plane 2 is the center plane which intersects the LV sac in the middle and 

cuts the flow in half.  Planes 1 and 3 are approximately ±5mm from plane 2.  Please note that the 

back side of the LV model had a flattened surface and plane 3 is closest to this surface.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2:  Schematic of the three planes intersecting the LV. Plane 2 is the center plane, which 
cuts the LV approximately in half.  Plane 1is located 5mm in front of the center plane and plane 2 

is located 5mm behind the center plane.  
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

The results presented herein are broken up into three major sections corresponding to the three 

dimensional characteristics of the flow for the five valve orientations.  The three sections are (a) 

time averaged streamline, vorticity, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) distributions for all three 

planes of each of the valve configurations during diastole and systole, (b) turbulence dissipation 

rate estimations for all the planes, and (c) three dimensional characterization of vortex ring 

formation.   

 Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions for all planes during 

diastole. To reveal the three-dimensional characteristics of the LV flow field during diastole, the 

following figures (Figures 5.2-5.6) show time-averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions 

for all three planes of the five valve configurations.  More specifically, Figures 5.2 to 5.6 

respectively correspond to the anatomical, anti-anatomical, negative45, positive45, and porcine 

mitral valve configurations.  Columns one to three in each of these figures correspond to plane 1, 

2 (center plane), and 3 whereas rows one to three respectively correspond to time-averaged 

streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions. Although time-averaged results conceal the pulsatile 

character of the flow, they do provide valuable information.  By averaging within the diastolic 

phase of the heart cycle, the prevailing flow structures that persist in the flow for an extended 

duration are revealed, while the random fluctuations of the flow average to very small values, or 

are completely eliminated.   

 Starting with the anatomical orientation, Figure 5.2, we observe overall similarity in the 

distributions among the three planes.  The streamline patterns reveal the presence of a clockwise-

rotating vortical structure contained on the lower half of the LV domain and extending through all 

three planes.  Vortical structures upstream of the AV also survive diastole and their presence is 

illustrated in the streamline patterns as well as the vorticity and TKE distributions. Another feature 

of the flow that was documented in a previous publication [24] (Chapter 2) is domain 

segmentation, which is revealed in the streamline patterns.  This phenomenon is attributed to 

vortex ring formation which is generated by the roll-up of the shear layers, shown in the vorticity 

distributions as alternating red (counter-clockwise rotation) and blue (clockwise rotation) contour 

regions, shed past the MHV during filling.  Moreover, the vorticity contours reveal six distinct, 
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elongated, high-vorticity regions, which appear to align themselves with the main mitral jet 

direction.  These are attributed to the three jets emanating from the three openings between the 

leaflets and the valve ring.  The TKE distributions reveal the highest values downstream of the 

MV for all three planes which all have similar patterns.  This observation is in agreement with the 

vorticity distributions. 

 In the case of the anti-anatomical orientation, Figure 5.3, similar flow characteristics to the 

anatomical orientation are observed.  The streamline patterns show domain segmentation with a 

clockwise-rotating vortical structure in the lower domain and smaller vortical structures upstream 

of the AV.  Vortex ring formation is also evident in the streamline patterns and vorticity contours.  

Higher TKE values, associated to the strong incoming jet, are present downstream of the MV.  

Moreover, in both the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations, we observe an asymmetry of 

the incoming MV jet resulting to an upward tilted direction of the jet instead of a straight path 

toward the opposite LV wall.  Overall, it is important to see the good agreement and consistency 

between the three planes in the streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions.  

 Figure 5.4 shows time-averaged distributions for the negative45 orientation.  We observe 

quite different patterns and distributions for this orientation compared to the previous two 

presented.  Although domain segmentation is observed in the time-averaged streamline patterns 

for this orientation as well, the three planes show different flow patterns.  More specifically, the 

center plane shows domain segmentation in which the lower domain encompasses a larger region 

of the flow domain and enclosing several smaller-scale vortical structures.  The first plane, on the 

other hand, shows a much smaller area trapped within the lower segmented region. Even more 

distinct, plane 2 shows the largest area trapped within the lower segmented region, enclosing a 

clockwise-rotating vortical structure which appears to dominate the flow, in accompaniment with a 

much smaller upper segmented region.  The vorticity distributions of plane 2 (center plane) and 

plane 3 of the negative45 orientation are similar to those of the anti-anatomical orientation.  The 

vorticity contour of plane 1 shows minimal vorticity downstream of the MV yet higher vorticity 

regions upstream of the AV.  The TKE contours illustrate higher TKE values in the upper LV 

domain and quite different from what was observed for the anatomical and anti-anatomical 
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orientations.  This is especially evident in planes 2 and 3.  To lowest TKE values are observed for 

plane 1.   

 For the positive45 orientation, Figure 5.5, we observe much less vorticity with quite 

different contour patterns compared to the three other orientations of the MHV.  The streamline 

patterns show vortical structures upstream of the AV, an observation consistently evident in all the 

orientations of the MHV, but also vortical structures associated to vortex ring formation.  The 

TKE distributions for planes 1 and 2 reveal regions of higher TKE values in the upper domain of 

the LV, whereas for plane 3 regions of higher TKE values are observed in the lower domain of the 

LV. 

 Lastly, the time-averaged distributions of the porcine valve, Figure 5.6, show good 

agreement in terms of the streamline patterns among the three planes where the two dominant 

vortical structures, associated to vortex ring formation past the MV leaflets, are present in all the 

planes. The vorticity contours show patches of alternating contour colors consistent with the 

fluttering mechanism due to the flexible porcine valve leaflets observed in previous publications 

[Pierrakos 1,2].  The TKE contours show large regions of high TKE values encompassing a large 

portion of the LV domain for planes 1 and 2.  Plane 3, on the other hand, shows much lower 

TKE values. 
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Figure 5.3:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during diastole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the anatomical orientation.  

  
        

  
 
 

 Plane 2  Plane 1 
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Figure 5.4:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during diastole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the anti-anatomical orientation. 

       
         
 
         

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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Figure 5.5:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during diastole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the negative 45 orientation.  

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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Figure 5.6:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during diastole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the positive 45 orientation.  

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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Figure 5.7:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during diastole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the porcine valve.  

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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 Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions for all planes during 

systole. During systole, time-averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions respectively 

corresponding to the anatomical, anti-anatomical, negative45, positive45, and porcine 

configurations are shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.11.  Overall, in these distributions of the five valve 

configurations, we observe that there is similarity and agreement among the five cases.  Because of 

this observation, the discussion that follows will be more of an overall description/analysis instead 

of an individual discussion for each of the valve cases, which was the case in the previous section 

about the diastolic phase.  For example, we observe for all the valve configurations, although the 

contours differ, that the regions with the highest vorticity and TKE values are located upstream of 

the AV.    Even the streamline pattern for all the configurations and planes reveal similar flow 

characteristics in which the flow is dominated by a clockwise rotation of the flow leading to the 

ejection of fluid past the AV.  Differences can be observed in the location of the center/core of 

this large recirculating region for each of the configurations.  For example, in the case of the 

anatomical, negative45, and positive45 orientations, the center of the recirculating region is 

towards the bottom of the LV domain close to the apex. For the anti-anatomical orientation and 

porcine valve, on the other hand, the core of the recirculating region is in the center of the LV 

domain.  The TKE distributions also show that the anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations 

have higher TKE values encompassing a larger region of the LV domain compared to the other 

valve cases.  Lastly, and very importantly, we observe that for each of the valve configuration, 

there is good agreement among the three planes in the streamline, vorticity, and TKE 

distributions.  
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Figure 5.8:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during systole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the anatomical orientation.  

    
  

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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Figure 5.9:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during systole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the anti-anatomical orientation. 
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Figure 5.10:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during systole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the negative 45 orientation.  

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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Figure 5.11:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during systole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the positive 45 orientation.  

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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Figure 5.12:  Time averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions during systole for planes 
1, 2, and 3 of the porcine valve.  

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 
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Total Estimated Turbulent Energy Dissipated during Diastole and Systole (all 

planes).  In Chapter 4, whose purpose was to illustrate the use of a new method, respectively the 

LES-PIV TDR method, in the estimation of turbulent energy dissipation, time-averaged TDR 

distributions for only the center plane of the anatomical, anti-anatomical, and porcine 

configurations were presented as well as estimates of the total turbulent kinetic energy dissipated.  

Results in Chapter 4 showed that the TDR distributions had similar contour patterns to those of 

TKE distributions.  Moreover, as was illustrated in the previous sections of this chapter, there is 

good agreement among the three planes for each of the five configurations.  For these two 

reasons, it would be redundant to show time-averaged TDR distributions herein.  Thus, similar to 

the analysis of Chapter 4, only estimations of the total turbulent kinetic energy dissipated (TKED), 

based on the LES-PIV TDR method only and Equation 9 in Chapter 4, are presented in this 

section.   

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate the total turbulent energy dissipated during diastole and 

systole for all three planes of the five valve configurations.  The values are presented in milli-

Joules.  During diastole, Figure 5.12, for plane 1, the anti-anatomical and porcine valve 

configurations show the highest TKED with the negative45 orientation having the smallest 

TKED.   For the center plane (plane 2), the porcine valve clearly leads with 14.4 mJ TKED.  For 

plane 3, on the other hand, the porcine valve has the lowest TKED (2.3 mJ) and the anatomical 

orientation the highest TKED (7.0 mJ).  Overall, it appears that for each valve configuration there 

is correlation in the total TKED values among the three planes.  This is especially true for the 

anatomical orientation which illustrates the range of TKED for the three planes to be 5.3 mJ to 

7.0 mJ. The largest variations are evident for the anti-anatomical orientation and porcine valve. 

During systole, though, Figure 5.13 shows quite different results.  For plane 1, the anti-

anatomical orientation shows the highest TKED with a value of 1.7 mJ and followed by the 

anatomical orientation with 1.3 mJ TKED.  For plane 2, similar trends to plane 1 are observed.  

The anatomical and anti-anatomical orientations show the highest TKED with values at 2.0 and 

2.2 mJ.  On the other hand, for this center plane, the other three configurations (negative45, 

positive45, and porcine) show approximately equal values of TKED at around 1.0 mJ, about half 

to value of the anatomical and anti-anatomical losses.  Lastly, Plane 3 of systole shows 2.8 mJ 
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TKED for the anatomical orientation being the highest and followed by the positive45 orientation 

with 1.8 mJ TKED.  Overall, we observe that TKED during systole for all the valve 

configurations is quite smaller compared to TKED during diastole.  Also, as was observed for 

diastole, it appears that for each valve configuration there is correlation in the total TKED values 

among the three planes.  This is especially true for the porcine valve which illustrates the range of 

TKED for the three planes to be 0.9 mJ to 1.2 mJ.  The four orientations of the MHV show larger 

variations though. 

 

Figure 5.13:  Total estimated turbulent energy dissipated during diastole for all planes of the five 
valve configurations. 
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Figure 5.14:  Total estimated turbulent energy dissipated during systole for all planes of the five 
valve configurations. 

 

 Figure 5.14 shows the mean TKED for all three planes of each valve configurations during 

diastole, systole and the full cardiac cycle. During systole, the lowest mean TKED over the three 

planes is observed for the negative 45 orientation having 0.9 mJ loss.  The highest mean TKED 

during systole is observed for the anatomical orientation (2.0 mJ) and followed by the anti-

anatomical orientation (1.6 mJ).  During diastole, though, the highest mean TKED is observed for 

the porcine valve having 8.8 mJ loss and followed by the anatomical orientation with 6.4 mJ loss.  

The lowest mean TKED during diastole is observed for the negative45 orientation having 4.6 mJ 

loss, approximately half the value of the highest (porcine valve).  The mean TKED over the 

cardiac cycle shows the same trend as was observed during diastole where the porcine valve has 
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Overall, we see that total TKED is dominated by TKED during diastole.  Systole only accounts 

for 10-24% of the total TKED. 

 

Figure 5.15:  Mean turbulent energy dissipated during systole, diastole, and the entire cardiac cycle 
for all planes of the five valve configurations. 
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reveal fluctuations throughout the diastolic phase.  Considering the three-dimensional structure of 

a vortex ring, which intersects through all the resolved planes, it is anticipated that the other two 

planes would reveal similar energy curves as shown in Figure 5.14.  This is validated by plotting the 

energy contained in the vortex ring for plane 1 which is shown in Figure 5.15.  As was anticipated, 

there is good agreement between Figures 5.13 (center plane) and Figure 5.15 (plane 1) when 

comparing the vortex ring energy for each valve configurations.    

 

Figure 5.16:  Total energy, in mJ, contained in the vortex ring for all five valve configurations 
(center plane – Plane 2) estimated using the instantaneous DPIV data. 

 

FN
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Figure 5.17:  Total energy, in mJ, contained in the vortex ring for all five valve configurations 
(Plane 1) estimated using the instantaneous DPIV data. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

The performance of the heart after a mitral valve replacement operation greatly depends on the 

heart valve prosthesis and orientation which in turn affects the flow character downstream of the 

valve. Results herein show that the design and implanting orientation of valves may considerably 

affect the three-dimensional flow development.  A study of the hemodynamics of four orientations 

(anatomical, anti-anatomical, negative45, and positive45) of the most commonly implanted SJM 

bileaflet MHV are presented and compared with those of the SJM Biocor porcine valve, which 
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served also to represent the natural valve.  We documented the velocity field in three planes in a 

flexible, transparent LV using Time Resolved Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (TRDPIV).  

Vortex formation and vortex interaction are two important physical phenomena that dominate the 

three-dimensional filling and emptying of the ventricle.   

 The three-dimensionality of the flow field revealed intricate vortical structures that differ 

among the five configurations.  Although there were significant differences in the three-

dimensional flow fields (time-averaged streamline, vorticity, and TKE distributions) among the 

five valve configurations, there were similarities as well.  In general, the four orientations of the 

MHV showed much higher vorticity regions downstream of the MV as well as upstream of the 

AV.  In fact, significant levels of vorticity survive averaging in the anterior region, closest to the 

AV.  For the porcine valve, smaller regions of high vorticity were evident but higher TKE values 

during diastole.  Also, one of the most important observations herein was that for each of the 

valve configurations, in a time-averaged sense, there was good agreement among the flow 

structures present and contour patterns in the three planes.  This observation leads us to conclude 

that investigation of the center plane is suffice in characterizing the flow and that the outside 

planes do not offer more information that the center plane did not provide already. 

 It is important to characterize the energetics of the LV flow field in the presence of a 

MHV and a porcine valve.  Decomposing the energy scales (energetics) of the flow field, we have 

the freestream, vortex ring formation, and energy dissipation in association to the small turbulence 

scales.  Figure 5.1 showed a simplified schematic which served to illustrate vortex ring formation 

(large-scale eddies) and turbulence dissipation (small-scale eddies) past any heart valve.  The 

ultimate goal is to quantify the total energy losses in the flow field associated with vortex ring 

formation and turbulence dissipation. 

 Thus, vortex ring formation and turbulence dissipation rates were quantified during 

diastole. These parameters are necessary to quantify the overall energetics of the LV flow field.  

Previous results in Chapter 4 have shown the majority of turbulent kinetic energy dissipated is 

linked to the diastolic phase.  Results herein have also illustrated that the energy trapped within the 

vortex ring is in agreement among the planes.  This was anticipated considering that a vortex ring 
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is a three-dimensional structure whose presence is evident in all planes.  Thus, the estimated energy 

trapped within the vortex ring in the center plane does in fact represent a good estimate of the 

total energy trapped.   

 Table 5.1 shows the time-averaged energies contained in the vortex ring and also the 

turbulent kinetic energy dissipated during diastole for the five configurations.   The anatomical 

orientation shows the highest mean energy lost due to vortex ring formation at a value of 100 mJ 

and followed by the anti-anatomical (50 mJ), negative45 (40 mJ) and positive45 (30 mJ) 

orientations.  The lowest energy trapped within the vortex ring corresponds to the porcine valve at 

a value of 5 mJ.  Table 5.1 also shows the mean turbulent energy dissipated for the five 

configurations.  The highest turbulent energy dissipated corresponds to the porcine valve with a 

value of 8.8 mJ and followed by the anatomical orientation (6.4 mJ).  The lowest turbulent energy 

dissipated, on the other hand, corresponds to the negative45 orientation with a value of 4.6 mJ.   

The total energy lost, which is a sum of the mean energy trapped in the vortex ring and mean 

energy lost due to turbulence dissipation, reveals that the anatomical orientation has the highest 

value of 106.4 mJ.  The positive45 orientation, though, reveals the lowest total energy lost from 

the four orientations of the MHV.  Yet, the porcine valve has the lowest total energy lost with a 

value of 13.8 mJ.  Overall, we observe that energy lost at the larger scales (vortex ring formation) is 

much larger than the energy lost at the smaller scales due to turbulence dissipation. Furthermore, 

these results demonstrate the overall LV flow physics, which reveal that for the four orientations 

of the MHV energy losses due to vortex ring formation seem to dominate the flow.  For the 

porcine valve, though, very low energy is lost due to vortex ring formation and although the 

porcine valve has the highest turbulence kinetic energy dissipated, the magnitudes of these two 

energy scales is on the same order. 
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Table 5.1: Time-averaged energies contained in the vortex ring and also the turbulent kinetic 

energy dissipated during diastole for the five configurations. 
 
Valve Configuration Mean EVR (mJ) Mean ETDR (mJ) Total Energy (mJ) 

Anatomical ~100 ~6.4 ~106.4 

Anti-anatomical ~50 ~5.7 ~55.7 

Negative 45 ~40 ~4.6 ~44.6 

Positive 45 ~30 ~5.0 ~35.0 

Porcine ~5 ~8.8 ~13.8 

 

 Moreover, it is important to note that the transvalvular pressure gradient is the one 

parameter currently used to quantify the performance of artificial heart valves. However, this does 

not really reflect the performance of the valve in the patient.  For example, by multiplying a typical 

pressure drop of 15 mmHg across a valve with the volume of fluid exchanged during diastole, i.e. 

the stroke volume range of 70-90 mL, typical energy losses due to pressure losses alone would 

account for approximately 140 to 180 mJ.  According to the results herein, we estimated the mean 

energy lost due to vortex ring formation and turbulence dissipation for the four orientations of the 

MHV to vary between 35 to 106 mJ and about 13.8 mJ for the porcine valve.  This simple 

comparison alone illustrates that the energy lost in the LV filling can account for 10 to 76 % of the 

total energy lost during diastole and clearly demonstrates that the physics and energetics of LV 

filling have been overlooked.  

 It is important to emphasize that the tools employed herein not only serve the purpose of 

quantifying the energetics for heart valves prostheses, but rather these tools can be employed in 

any LV flow field, healthy or diseased. 
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C h a p t e r  6  

 
 
 
6 TRANSLATION OF RESEARCH TO EDUCATE FRESHMAN ENGINEERS 

AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ABOUT THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY 

CHARACTER OF ENGINEERING 

 

 

 

Incorporating research into engineering education can serve as a powerful source of growth, 

intellectual challenge, and motivation for students at all levels.  The last component of my 

dissertation involved the translation of my PhD research into an engineering educational tool for 

undergraduate engineering students.  More specifically, my dissertation research was employed as a 

tool to educate undergraduate students with research experimentation in the area of cardiovascular 

fluid mechanics and as a recruiting tool for undergraduate and high school students as a means of 

introducing them to research.  Participation in research deepens a student’s understanding and 

promotes the communication and teamwork needed to solve complex problems [1]. Enabling 

students to be part of the intellectual process instills in them a sense of fulfillment and imparts life-

long benefits.  A new educational paradigm is needed that demands a commitment to the 

intellectual growth of individual students, redefines the role of engineering in society, and 

stimulates students to pursue careers in engineering and research. This paradigm can be 

accomplished by integrating research into engineering education, serving to also increase 

recruitment and retention.  

 In this effort, we have developed a research transfer model for translating state-of-the-art 

fluid mechanics and biofluids research into the engineering education of students from the high 

school level to the undergraduate level. In our work, we have placed particular emphasis on 

transferring research to groups underrepresented in engineering. The model was implemented 

through a series of presentations and hands-on exercises delivered to students participating in 
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ongoing programs sponsored by the Center for the Enhancement for Engineering Diversity 

(CEED) at Virginia Tech.  The four CEED groups targeted in this effort were as follows: C-

Tech², a residential camp for high school women; STEP, a five-week orientation program for 

freshman engineering students entering Virginia Tech’s College of Engineering; Hypatia, a learning 

and living community for first-year women engineering students; and Galileo, a learning and living 

community for men in engineering.  Approximately 350 students per year participate in these four 

programs alone. Overall, the effort showed much promise as a model for transferring graduate 

engineering research to the high school and undergraduate levels. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Approximately 62% of the undergraduate students who graduated in 2000 with an engineering 

B.S. in the United States received their degree from Research I and II institutions [1]. Although 

these universities successfully recruit their undergraduates by proudly displaying their research 

infrastructure and state-of-the-art facilities, a vast majority of these students graduate without ever 

being exposed to these assets.  Even those students who are introduced to research often remain 

oblivious to the rich research diversity and the multi-disciplinary culture of engineering. This is an 

increasingly important concern because the future engineer is expected to adapt to a varying and 

continuously evolving environment while simultaneously being able to operate outside the narrow 

limits of one discipline, crossing over boundaries and interfacing between different fields. In recent 

years, the Boyer Commission [1], the National Science Foundation [2], the American Association 

for the Advancement of Science [3], and the National Research Council [4] have urged universities 

to “make research-based learning the standard” for undergraduate education. Participation in 

research deepens a student’s understanding and promotes the communication and teamwork 

needed to solve complex problems. Enabling students to be part of the intellectual process instills 

in them a sense of fulfillment and imparts life-long benefits.  A report, released on June 2005 by 

the National Academy of Engineering, further supports these arguments [5]. The report 

considered current engineering education inadequate to prepare future engineers and suggested 

that BS graduates should be considered engineers in training and an MS should be a professional 
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degree. This finding illustrates the need at the undergraduate level for “research based learning” 

which is inherent in the graduate level but almost non-existent in the undergraduate level.  

 To achieve this research based learning at the undergraduate level, a new educational 

paradigm is needed that demands a commitment to the intellectual growth of individual students, 

redefines the role of engineering in society, and stimulates students to pursue careers in 

engineering and research. These goals can be accomplished by integrating research into 

engineering education, which could possibly serve to increase recruitment and retention, and could 

possibly enable future engineers to become society leaders. To pursue these goals, we have 

initiated an effort to translate state-of-the-art research to the classroom by bridging the gap 

between research and education in a way that will reinvent and energize the classroom 

environment and motivate the students to become lifelong learners and contributors to societal 

needs through engineering practice. 

 In this effort, we have placed particular emphasis on transferring research to groups 

underrepresented in engineering. This effort also encourages the students to engage in hands-on 

research. The progression of research transfer through the different levels of engineering 

education is illustrated in Figure 6.1. At the end of this development ladder, we find the future, 

interdisciplinary engineers who are leaders in industry, technology, and academia. In this effort, via 

research transfer and examples, another goal is the recruitment of middle school and high school 

students and the retention of freshman engineers. Recruiting and retention can be increased by 

creating awareness and improving the image and perceptions of engineering during the early 

educational stages.  Our vision to achieve this goal is to navigate the students through the maze of 

engineering fields using as “icons” visual and experiential stimulations, adopted from every-day 

examples that are related to observations in nature or research applications. As a part of this effort, 

we attempted to transfer state-of-the-art fluid mechanics and biofluids research into the 

engineering education of students from the high school level to the undergraduate level. This 

paper describes what mean by this transfer, discusses our methods to perform and assess the 

transfer, and presents the transfer’s results. 
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Figure 6.1:  Schematic of the development ladder of research translation to engineering education 
from middle school to graduate education. This illustration shows the big picture of research 
transfer leading to interdisciplinary engineers who are leaders in industry, technology, and 

academia. 

 

 

6.2 Overview Background:  What We Mean by Research Transfer 

This paper presents the transfer of recent interdisciplinary engineering research in fluid mechanics 

and cardiovascular mechanics to the high school and undergraduate classroom in order to meet 

the following specific aims: 

Specific Aim 1: Give students the opportunity to explore the diversity of engineering fields by 

using tangible and intuitive examples and integrating them with contemporary research 

applications. For instance, in a presentation about the research to the students, we included several 

examples such as the one in the slide shown in Figure 6.2.  
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Specific Aim 2: Demonstrate how seemingly diverse areas of research are connected through the 

same fundamental engineering principles and how these very same principles apply and govern our 

every day reality. 

Specific Aim 3: Inspire the students to pursue a career in engineering and research, thus supporting 

student recruitment into engineering (for high school students and undecided undergraduates) or 

into graduate school (for undergraduates). This aim also supports retention.   

 Our expectations are that our research transfer will have the following effects on the 

students:(1) the student’s intuition should be sharpened, and (2) the student’s perception about 

engineering should be altered. By improving the high school student’s ability to experience and 

interpret his or her physical environment, undecided high school students might be motivated to 

purse a career in engineering. Likewise, the undergraduate engineers might be stimulated to engage 

in undergraduate research and potentially transition towards graduate studies. 

 

Figure 6.2:  Sample slide included in the research transfer presentation to the students.  This 
slide’s purpose was to link the flow characteristics of milk being poured into a cup of coffee to the 

flow inside the left ventricle past heart valves. 
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 The research was transferred through a series of presentations and hands-on exercises 

delivered to students participating in ongoing programs sponsored by the Center for the 

Enhancement for Engineering Diversity (CEED) at Virginia Tech.  The four CEED groups 

targeted in this effort were as follows:  

Computers and Technology at Virginia Tech (C-Tech²) is a two-week summer camp 

targeting high school girls. The purpose of the program is to introduce participants to engineering 

and related technologies through various hands-on activities, laboratories, and presentations.  

Student Transition Engineering Program (STEP) is a five-week orientation program for new 

students entering Virginia Tech's College of Engineering.  Students participate in an intensive 

academic program during the summer prior to their freshman year.  

Hypatia, a learning community for first-year women engineering students, is a program designed 

to bring together students in a residential environment to provide encouragement and support in 

their pursuit of a career in engineering.  

Galileo, a learning community for men in engineering, is a program designed to incorporate 

similar aspects of Hypatia, but with a focus toward issues that male engineers face in the growing 

competitive marketplace. 

 Approximately 310 students participated in these four programs over the summer and fall 

semesters of 2005. For the purpose of our study, the Hypatia and Galileo groups were considered 

as one large group since both student groups were at the same educational level and both 

experienced the research model at the same time. Table 6.1 illustrates the student population in 

terms of gender and race. 
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Table 6.1: Student population for the three student groups based on gender and race. 
 

Student Population (Gender and Race) C-Tech2 STEP 
Hypatia and 

Galileo 

Number of Participants 28 53 230 
Female 100 % 30 % 30 % 
Male 0 % 70 % 70 % 
    
African American 16 % 14 % 4 % 
Asian 4 % 6 % 9 % 
Caucasian 56 % 68 % 82 % 
Hispanic 12 % 4 % 2 % 
Other 12 % 8 % 3 % 

 

 

6.3 Methods 

As shown in Figure 3, the transfer of the research was implemented in three steps: pre-

assessment, presentation and demonstrations, post-assessment. The pre- and post-assessments are 

discussed in more detail in the following section. The seminar-style presentation, which was 

approximately 90-minutes and was designed to meet Bloom’s taxonomy of low-level learning 

objectives, was given to the CEED students and designed so as to be easily adapted to the 

dynamics and knowledge base of the different student groups while demonstrating how the same 

basic principles apply to different fields. The presentation, demonstrations, and exercises were 

designed to do the following: (1) to explore the diversity of fluids and biomedical engineering 

fields by using tangible and intuitive real life examples and integrating them with contemporary 

research; and (2) to demonstrate how seemingly diverse areas of research are connected through 

fundamental engineering principles and how these principles occur in everyday physical or 

technological processes. For example, Figure 4 shows a left-ventricular assist device used to 

support patients awaiting heart transplantation and a typical jet engine. The grouping of these two 

examples illustrates how the concept of a fan/compressor is as applicable to aeronautics as it is to 

bioengineering. 

 Upon completion of the presentation and demonstration, our objectives were for the 

students to be able to (a) articulate and recognize the role and importance of engineering in society, 
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(b) identify physical mechanisms and phenomena relevant to various simple everyday applications, 

(c) appreciate the interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary character of modern engineering, and (d) 

develop awareness of emerging engineering fields and of future research trends and challenges. 

 Furthermore, the specific objectives varied for each group of students considering each 

group’s educational level.  For the freshmen engineers, the main objective was to introduce them 

to various research areas as a means of illustrating the diversity of research and the overlap of 

fundamental engineering concepts.  In the case of the high school students and incoming 

freshmen engineers, research applications were used to educate the students about the following: 

(1) what engineering is and what the various disciplines are, (2) what process is involved in 

becoming an engineer, (3) what are some stereotypes of engineers, and (4) the use of research to 

link the various disciplines. 

Pre 

Assessment

Post 

AssessmentPresentation (Engineering Diversity)

Demonstrations/Exercises

Hot Areas of Research for Engineers

Pre 

Assessment

Post 

AssessmentPresentation (Engineering Diversity)

Demonstrations/Exercises

Hot Areas of Research for Engineers
 

Figure 6.3:  Schematic of the research transfer experience for the CEED groups. The structure of 
this experience included a pre-assessment survey, a 90-minute presentation which included 

demonstrations and exercises as well as descriptions and examples of a broad range of research 
areas, followed by a post-assessment survey. 
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As mentioned, the goal of this research transfer was to aspire and motivate students to 

pursue a career in engineering and research, thus supporting student recruitment and retention. 

Exploring a variety of engineering applications and their impact to society will improve the 

student’s perception of engineering and illustrate the strong effects that engineering research and 

technology have on our everyday life. 

 
 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

The assessment of the research transfer was done by use of pre- and post-surveys, which 

compared the student’s perceptions of engineering stereotypes, research, and discipline diversity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4:  Sample presentation slide illustrating the similarities of a turbine engine and a left 
ventricular assist device. The slide serves to illustrate how seemingly diverse areas of research are 
connected through fundamental engineering principles (fan/compressor is as applicable to 

aerodynamics as it is to bioengineering). 
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 The pre-assessment involved a component to establish the student’s knowledge base and 

background, while the post-assessment included feedback and an overall evaluation of the 

experience.  

 For each of the CEED groups, the assessment survey was tailored to meet the objectives 

of the group and thus varied among the high school, incoming freshmen, and freshmen engineers. 

The questionnaires were designed to allow derivation of quantitative metrics for the success of the 

effort. Most of the survey questions were based on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 

agree) so that we could quantify the results.  Several qualitative-based questions were also included 

in the surveys in order to more clearly assess what the students’ knowledge gain and overall 

likes/dislikes of the experience were.  The pre- and post-surveys were approved by the Virginia 

Tech Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Office of Research Compliance. 

 As mentioned, the specific objectives varied for each group of students considering each 

group’s educational level.  For this reason, the assessment surveys also varied as did the results for 

each group.  The results are therefore broken up into two sections, one corresponding to C-Tech2 

and STEP students, with the second to the Hypatia and Galileo students. 

 Results for C-Tech2 and STEP Students 

 This section presents results from selected questions from the pre-and post-surveys for the 

high school women and incoming freshman engineers (C-Tech2 and STEP). Initially, in the 

surveys of these groups of students, we wanted to get a measure of how the students perceived 

engineering and some of the stereotypes associated with the profession.  Table 6.2 shows the 

results for a series of questions pertinent to this assessment. The survey questions were based on a 

scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) and the average value is presented in the table.  

Percent differences between the pre and post results are also reported.   

 Starting with the high school women, the questions showing the largest impact were the 

ones in which the students were asked to assess engineering from the following perspectives 

(percent difference in parentheses): whether “engineers spend much time working alone” (22.8 %), 

whether “engineering has a large impact on my daily life” (11.1 %), whether “engineers need to be 
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good at communicating” (18.6 %), whether “engineers do boring things” (17.2 %), and whether 

“engineers spend a lot of time working in groups” (12.9 %).  These results show that the high 

school women had some preconceived stereotypes about engineers and the profession. Therefore, 

the research model experience and specifically the use of research to teach the students about 

various engineering disciplines aided in altering and reshaping their stereotypes of engineers and 

further illustrating engineers in more positive scenarios. 

 Another very interesting finding about the C-Tech2 group was when the female students 

were asked during the research presentation if they personally knew any engineers.  The response 

to this question was written on note cards and the assessment showed that 57% of the female 

students answered with “yes”.  Most of the responses showed that the engineer whom they knew 

was a father, an uncle, a brother, or other relative.  This finding illustrates that many women 

showing interest and pursuing engineering enter the field because they know an engineer and thus 

have some exposure to the profession.   

 The results of Table 6.2 for the incoming freshman engineers (STEP) did not show as 

large of an overall impact as was the case for the C-Tech2 students.  However, the questions 

showing the largest impact were as follows (percent difference in parentheses): whether “engineers 

spend much time working alone” (13.8 %), whether “engineers are interesting people” (8.2 %), 

and whether “engineering has a large impact on my daily life” (8.1 %). These results, compared 

with the results from the C-Tech2 students, illustrate that the STEP group students have a better 

knowledge of engineering, as we would expect.  Additionally, when the STEP students (70% male 

and 30% female—Table 6.1) were asked if they personally know any engineers, 72% of the 

students answered with a “yes”.  Once again, the majority of these students stated that the 

engineer they personally knew was a father, an uncle, a brother, a relative, and combinations of 

these.  This finding reveals that for male students, as was the case for the female students also, 

knowing an engineer personally may be a large influence for the student to pursue engineering. 
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Table 6.2: Student survey questions and results pertaining to engineering stereotypes. 
 

C-Tech2 STEP Survey Question 
(Scale of 1 to 5) Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff 

1 Engineers need to be good at math and science 4.36 4.61 5.7% 4.72 4.82 2.1% 

2 Engineers spend much time working alone 2.50 1.93 22.8% 2.89 2.49 13.8% 

3 Engineers are interesting people 3.96 4.30 8.6% 3.77 4.08 8.2% 

4 Engineering has a large impact on my daily life 4.41 4.90 11.1% 4.55 4.92 8.1% 

5 Engineers need to be good at communicating 4.04 4.79 18.6% 4.42 4.53 2.5% 

6 Engineers do boring things 1.86 1.54 17.2% 2.06 2.00 2.9% 

7 
Engineers spend a lot of time working in groups 
with other people 

3.89 4.39 12.9% 4.17 4.37 4.8% 

 

 Furthermore, a series of True/False/Don’t Know questions that were included in the pre 

and post surveys are presented in Table 6.3.  This type of questions was incorporated in order to 

get a measure of the students’ knowledge gained on the issues of engineering diversity and its 

multi-disciplinary nature.  More specifically, because most people associate mechanical engineers 

with automobiles, aerospace engineers with airplanes, civil engineers with bridges, and so forth, we 

wanted to see whether the use of research examples will influence the students to more clearly see 

the larger picture of engineering—that is, the diversity and multi-disciplinary nature of the 

profession and the engineering disciplines.  In Table 6.3, the percentages of students answering 

True (T), False (F), and Don’t Know (DK) for each question are shown as well as the percentage 

differences comparing the pre and post results for C-Tech2 and STEP. 

 For the C-Tech2 students, almost all of the survey statements of Table 6.3 revealed high 

percentage differences especially for statements 2, 3 and 4.  Moreover, the results also show that a 

high percentage of the high school women simply “Didn’t Know” if the statement was true or 

false.  This is especially the case for statements 2, 3, and 4, which show that respectively 29 %, 32 

%, and 21 % of the C-Tech2 students answered “Don’t Know” in the pre-survey.  After the 
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‘research and engineering’ presentation, though, the students clearly showed that they knew how to 

answer the statements correctly.  Thus, the students illustrated a better understanding of 

engineering diversity.  On the other hand, for the STEP students, the results of Table 6.3 reveal 

that the statement they were unsure of was 5 pertaining to biomedical engineers.  Overall, though, 

the results show that the students of STEP had a better understanding of engineering diversity. 

 
Table 6.3: Student True/False/Don’t Know questions and results pertaining to the diversity and 

multi-disciplinary character of various engineering disciplines. 
 

C-Tech2 STEP 
True (T)/False (F)/ 
Don’t Know (DK) 
Survey Statement  Pre Post Diff  Pre Post Diff 

T 4% 0% -4% T 0% 2% 2% 

F 89% 100% 11% F 100% 98% -2% 1 

Engineers work with 

engineers of the same 

discipline only DK 7% 0% -7% DK 0% 0% 0% 

T 0% 4% 4% T 2% 2% 0% 

F 71% 93% 21% F 98% 98% 0% 2 

Aerospace engineers have 

nothing in common with 

mechanical engineers DK 29% 4% -25% DK 0% 0% 0% 

T 7% 7% 0% T 8% 2% -6% 

F 61% 86% 25% F 90% 98% 8% 3 
Only civil engineers are 

involved in designing bridges 
DK 32% 7% -25% DK 2% 0% -2% 

T 79% 93% 14% T 80% 94% 14% 

F 0% 7% 7% F 4% 4% 0% 4 

Biomedical engineers design 

artificial organs and 

implantable devices DK 21% 0% -21% DK 16% 2% -14% 
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Results for Hypatia and Galileo Students  

The assessments for the first semester freshman engineers (Hypatia and Galileo groups) focused 

more on their background, knowledge and appreciation of research in their undergraduate 

engineering education. Although not presented here, assessment results showed that their 

background of engineering and the various disciplines was similar to the STEP group discussed 

previously.  For this group of students, our main goal was to use engineering research examples as 

a means of giving the students a different perspective of engineering applications and problem 

solving and certainly to illustrate how seemingly diverse disciplines of engineering are intertwined. 

It was also important to illustrate the impact of engineering research in the student’s daily life.  

Table 6.4 shows selected survey questions tailored to quantify these goals for this student group.  

The questions were based on a scale of 1 to 5 (strongly disagree to strongly agree).  Both mean 

results and actual percentages for each scale are presented in accompaniment with percent 

differences between pre and post surveys.   

 Statement 1 of Table 6.4 shows one of the highest values of impact.  Specifically, statement 

1 (“Research has a large impact on my daily life”) showed that approximately 18% more students 

answered “Agree” and “Strongly Agree” in the post-survey after the research presentation.  It is 

also important to note that 30.8% of the students initially answered statement 1 with “Neutral”, 

whereas the post-survey showed that half of those students changed their response to “Agree” and 

“Strongly Agree”.  This observation may imply that many of the students simply didn’t know the 

value of research on their daily life and thus responded with a “Neutral”.   

 Statement 2 (“Research is as important to engineering as it is to science”) also revealed that 

the majority of the students, approximately 89%, in both the pre and post surveys either “Agreed” 

or “Strongly Agreed” with the statement.  Yet, from these students, approximately 8.5% changed 

from “Agree” to “Strongly Agree”, thus illustrating that they feel more strongly about the value of 

engineering research after the presentation.   

 Lastly, approximately 10% more students “Strongly Agreed” with statement 3 

(“Participating in engineering research is essential for an undergraduate’s engineering education”) 
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in the post-survey and the results showed that 77% of the students either “Agreed” or “Strongly 

Agreed” to research being an essential component of undergraduate education. 

 

  Table 6.4: Student survey questions and results pertaining to knowledge of engineering diversity 
and research. 

 

Hypatia/Galileo Survey Question  
(Scale of 1 to 5) 

Strongly Disagree (SD) - 1 
Disagree (D) - 2 
Neutral (N) - 3 
Agree (A) - 4 
Strongly Agree (SA) - 5 

Scale Pre Post Diff 

1 (SD) 1.8 % 1.8 % 0 % 

2 (D) 9.4 % 7.1 % -2.2 % 

3 (N) 30.8 % 15.2 % -15.6 % 

4 (A) 38.4 % 45.5 % 7.1 % 

1 
Research has a large impact on my 
daily life 

Mean Values 
Pre      3.65 
Post    3.96 
 
Diff     8.4% 

5 (SA) 19.6 % 30.4 % 10.7 % 

1 (SD) 0.9 % 1.8 % 0.9 % 

2 (D) 2.2 % 1.8 % -0.4 % 

3 (N) 7.6 % 7.1 % -0.4 % 

4 (A) 55.8 % 47.3 % -8.5 % 

2 
Research is as important to 
engineering as it is to science 

Mean Values 
Pre      4.19 
Post    4.26 
 
Diff     1.7% 

5 (SA) 33.5 % 42.0 % 8.5 % 

1 (SD) 0.9 % 0.9 % 0 % 

2 (D) 4.9 % 4.5 % -0.4 % 

3 (N) 28.1 % 17.9 % -10.3 % 

4 (A) 48.7 % 49.6 % 0.9 % 

3 
Participating in engineering research 
is essential for an undergraduate’s 
engineering education 

Mean Values 
Pre      3.77 
Post    3.98 
 
Diff     5.6% 

5 (SA) 17.4 % 27.2 % 9.8 % 

 

   

6.5 Overall Results of Research Transfer 

 
A second type of assessment of the research model was based on how valuable the students rated 

the experience. This assessment was based on three quantitative and a couple qualitative survey 

questions included on the post-survey.  Figure 5 shows the results of the three quantitative 

questions, which were based on a scale of 1 to 5 (strongly disagree to strongly agree), for all the 
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groups.  Almost all of the results show mean values of at least 4.  This finding illustrates that 

overall the effort has much promise as a model for transferring engineering research to the high 

school and undergraduate levels.  Moreover, more detailed assessment of the questions of Figure 5 

(that is, “Overall, this presentation was a valuable learning experience,” “This presentation was 

valuable for learning about the diversity of engineering,” and “This experience gave me a clear 

picture of the relevance of engineering research”) show that the C-Tech2 and STEP groups 

responded with higher ratings for the experience.  This observation might illustrate that the 

research model was more influential and highly valued by these group of students because of the 

more knowledge gained. 
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Figure 6.5:  Student survey questions and results pertaining to the value of the research transfer. 
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 As for the qualitative survey questions (that is, “how would you describe this experience?”, 

“what appealed to you most during this experience?”, and “what appealed to you least during this 

experience”), similar results were observed.  More specifically, the majority of the students found 

the experience informative, interesting, and resourceful.  In particular, the students enjoyed the 

short demonstrations, exercises, short videos of research examples, and the visuals.  The biggest 

complaint about the experience was the duration which was about an hour and a half.   

 Lastly, the students were asked to rate if engineering is the profession they want to pursue.  

In particular, the high school students and incoming freshman (C-Tech2 and STEP) were asked the 

following:  “I would consider a career in engineering”.  For the C-Tech2 students, the percentage 

of students that answered either “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” was 80% in the pre-survey and 86% 

in the post-survey.  For the same survey question, the percentage of STEP students that answered 

either “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” was 85% in the pre-survey and 90% in the post-survey.   

 As for the Hypatia and Galileo students, who are considered freshman engineering 

students, the question was tailored to the following form:  “I am confident about my decision to 

pursue engineering for my undergraduate degree”.  The results showed that the percentage of 

students which answered either “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” was 84% in the pre-survey and 89% 

in the post-survey.  In addition, this group of students was also asked whether they “plan on 

pursuing a Master’s degree” and “plan on pursuing a Ph.D. degree”.  For these two statements, the 

percentage of students that answered either “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” was approximately 54% 

(for pursuing a Master’s) and 15% (for pursuing a PhD) in the pre-survey and respectively 60% 

and 18% in the post-survey.  These findings show that after the research presentation, 6% more 

students were likely to pursue a Master’s and 3% more students to pursue a PhD in engineering.  

 
 

6.6 Conclusions 

 
This paper has presented and evaluated the transfer for state-of-the-art fluid mechanics and 

biofluids research into the engineering education of students from the high school level to the 

undergraduate level. For the undergraduates, the goal was to introduce them to various research 
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areas as a means of illustrating the diversity of research and the overlap of fundamental 

engineering concepts.  In the case of the high school students and incoming freshman engineers, 

research applications were used to educate the students about what engineering is and the various 

disciplines, about the process involved to become an engineer, some of the stereotypes of 

engineers, and use of research to link the various disciplines.  Overall, the findings illustrate that 

the effort has much promise as a model for transferring engineering research to the high school 

and undergraduate levels. 

  

For the high school women (C-Tech2), significant differences (6-25%) were observed 

when comparing the pre- and post-results when students were asked to assess engineering.  The 

results showed that the high school women had some preconceived stereotypes about engineers 

and the profession. Therefore, the research model experience and specifically the use of research 

to teach the students about various engineering disciplines aided in altering and reshaping their 

stereotypes of engineers and further illustrating engineers in more positive scenarios. For the pre-

college students, differences on the order of 2-18% were found.   These results, compared with the 

results from the C-Tech2 students, illustrate that the STEP group students have a better knowledge 

of engineering, as we would expect.   

 

After the ‘research and engineering’ presentation, results also showed that the students 

illustrated a better understanding of engineering diversity and the multi-disciplinary nature of 

engineering.  Additionally, when the students were asked to rate if engineering is the profession 

they want to pursue, 6% more C-Tech2 students and 5% more STEP students were agreed with 

the statement in the post-survey.  Another interesting observation was when the students were 

asked if they personally know any engineers, 57% of the C-Tech2 students and 72% of the STEP 

students answered with a “yes”.  This finding reveals that, for both the female and male students, 

knowing an engineer personally may be a large influence for the student to pursue engineering. 

 

The assessment for the first semester freshman engineers (Hypatia and Galileo) focused 

more on their knowledge and appreciation of research (showing approximately an 8-10% increase 

from the pre- to the post-results) and its impact in their daily life and in their undergraduate 
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engineering education.  Results show that after the research presentation, 6% more students were 

likely to pursue a Master’s and 3% more students to pursue a PhD in engineering.  

 

One broader impact of the proposed experience is that the students who go through the 

program will have a better awareness of engineering and the future direction engineering is taking 

as a profession.  A positive research experience can be critical to a student’s decision about 

graduate education.  This effort, which should significantly improve the students’ image of what is 

engineering, should also deepen their appreciation of research and graduate studies as a career 

path, thus resulting in more graduate students who may also be more open to working with 

undergraduates because of the benefits they earned.  A second broader impact is that the proof-of-

concept course will have underrepresented groups in engineering make up at least forty percent of 

the participants. Yet a third broader impact is that the experience should serve to inform and 

promote other undergraduates about the value and opportunity of undergraduate research 

experiences. Finally, a fourth broader impact is that should this course prove successful at 

enriching and promoting undergraduate research, the structure of this course should readily 

transfer to other schools. In other words, the technical communication courses at many schools 

would have a few sections designated as having a summer research option a structure. The 

ultimate measure of this success, though, will be the likelihood of these students to pursue 

engineering, participate in research as undergraduates, and even pursue graduate degrees. 
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C h a p t e r  7  

 
 
 

7 THE BIG PICTURE: CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS  

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Left ventricular flows in the human heart are very complex and in the presence of a diseased 

condition, such as unhealthy or prosthetic heart valves, the complexity of the flow is further 

increased.  The intricacy of the heart geometry combined with the pulsatile character of the flow, 

the interaction of high-speed jets with the flexible walls, and the unsteady motion of the heart 

valve leaflets generate inherently complicated flow fields.  

 Although artificial heart valves, mechanical and biological, have evolved to a level of 

universal acceptance, they have never reached a level of performance comparable to that of the 

natural valves of the heart.  So, despite four decades of use, prosthetic heart valve devices are less 

than ideal and lead to many complications such as thrombus formation, severe damage to blood 

cells, large stresses on the heart wall leading to hypertrophy, tissue overgrowth, platelet activation, 

etc.  Moreover, when the diseased valve goes undetected, it can lead to many pathological 

conditions including cardiac remodeling and eventually congestive heart failure.  Many of these 

complications/problems are directly related to the fluid mechanics associated with unhealthy 

valves and the various prosthetic valve designs.  Considering that mechanical heart valves (MHV) 

are more commonly implanted because of their durability, it is imperative to better understand 

their hemodynamic behavior.   

 Yet to date, no study has documented in depth the complex hemodynamic characteristics 

of left ventricular flows.  It is therefore essential that we study and understand the complex cardiac 

energetics and physics of blood flow in both healthy and diseased hearts. The flow through 

pivoted leaflets of MHVs induces a combination of flow characteristics that are dependent on the 

specific valve design and orientation. Only a small number of studies have investigated valve 
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orientation (primarily in the aortic position) and none of these studies have assessed the intricate 

structures that are generated in the left ventricle (LV) due to vortex formation (roll-up of shear 

layers shed past the valve leaflets). In this effort, four orientations of the most commonly 

implanted artificial heart valve, the mechanical bileaflet design, will be investigated and compared 

to a biological porcine valve, serving as a reference case.   

 The aim of the present research was to provide new insight into the three-dimensional 

spatio-temporal dynamics of the flow distal to a mitral MHV and support the hypothesis that 

appropriate orientation of MHVs can improve the hemodynamic performance of the LV.  A 

detailed analysis of the complex left ventricular flow was performed in vitro by employing a state-

of-the-art, high resolution, flow diagnostic method, Time Resolved Digital Particle Image 

Velocimetry (TRDPIV) in a flexible, transparent LV documenting the evolution of eddies and 

turbulence during a complete period of the heart cycle.   

 The broad impact of the proposed research extends beyond the hemodynamics of 

heart valve prosthesis. The research herein will enable the development of a tool for 

application in all cardiac energetic studies (unhealthy valves, tissue engineered valves, 

cardiac remodeling stages, and even congestive heart failure) and aid in better diagnosis 

of the efficiency and performance of the heart.  

Lastly, this dissertation, for the first time at Virginia Tech, incorporates an educational 

component.  The transfer of state-of-the-art fluid mechanics and biofluids research into the 

engineering education of students from the high school level to the undergraduate level was 

performed and evaluated. Overall, the findings illustrate that the effort has much promise as a 

model for transferring engineering research to the high school and undergraduate levels.   

 

  

7.2 Overall Results 

The performance of the heart after a mitral valve replacement operation greatly depends on the 

flow character downstream of the valve. The design and implanting orientation of valves 
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considerably affects the flow development.  Results revealing the spatio-temporal development of 

the flow in the LV past heart valve prosthesis have provided new insight on their hemodynamic 

performance.  Vortex formation and vortex interactions are two important physical phenomena 

that dominate the filling and emptying of the ventricle.  The flow in the LV through mechanical or 

bioprosthetic valves is governed by the generation of vorticity along the valve leaflet surfaces 

leading to the shedding of these shear layers that eventually roll-up to form a vortex ring, observed 

as two large-scale vortices in the planar flow field, which is observed in all planes of the flow field 

thus illustrating the vortex ring’s three-dimensional structure.   

 The performance of the heart after a mitral valve replacement operation greatly depends 

on the heart valve prostheses and orientation which in turn affects the flow character downstream 

of the valve. Results herein show that the design and implanting orientation of valves may 

considerably affect the flow characteristics.  The research herein advances our understanding of 

the hemodynamics of MHVs and BHVs, offering a new perspective of the flow in the LV by 

associating their performance with the dynamics of vortex formation, evolution, and interaction.  

In both diastole and systole, distinct and significant differences were observed in the evolution and 

temporal development of flow structures.  The following effects, varying among the heart valve 

configurations but also having some similarities, were observed:  

1) Vortex ring formation during diastole.  In this effort, several parameters, experimentally-

measured energy of the vortex ring, critical FN, critical vortex ring propagation speed 

(VRPS), and hydrodynamic propulsive efficiencies, were analyzed.  Each of these provides 

insight about the relationship of the vortex ring formation to the LV energetics.  The 

experimentally-measured energies associated to vortex ring formation give a measure of 

the energy trapped within the structure and also makes a link to the critical FN which 

occurs when the leading vortex ring has reached its energy capacity.  The hydrodynamic 

efficiencies, on the other hand, help to quantify the propulsive energy of the vortex ring, 

based on the speed of propagation, the speed of the surrounding fluid in the LV, and the 

ejection speed, entering the LV.    
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The analysis of the present study revealed that the critical FN for the orientations of 

the MHV varied between 0.3 to 0.6.  For the porcine valve, though, it appeared that vortex 

ring pinch-off was never reached.  It is clear that the delay or absence of vortex ring pinch-

off in the natural heart would result in energy-preserving and smoother flow conditions, 

thus a better efficiency of the heart.  The flow past a mechanical valve deviates from the 

ideal and alters the coherent flow redirection inducing early pinch-off and decreasing the 

FN.  In fact, from our results we observe that there is an almost immediate initiation of the 

pinch-off process drastically altering the flow characteristics in the LV. Results also 

showed that pinch-off (corresponding to the critical FN) occurs when the vortex ring has 

reached a critical propagation speed (approximately one-half the maximum piston velocity) 

at which time the speed remains constant since the surplus of energy has been discarded in 

the trailing jet wake. This provides quantitative proof that vortex formation is dependent 

on valve design and orientation and is associated to the LV energetics. In fact, a simple 

comparison of the energy losses across a valve due to a typical transvalvular pressure drop 

(which is the traditional method of quantifying performance) with the energy trapped 

within the vortex ring showed that vortex ring formation accounts for 40 to 60 % of the 

total energy lost during diastole.  This is a significant finding and something that cannot be 

overlooked. 

2) LV filling evolution and development time-scales. The four orientations of the MHV 

revealed much slower filling process in contrast to the porcine valve. The implication of 

this behavior is that the flow decelerates and stagnates, generating pockets of stasis which 

are known to be accompanied by physiologically detrimental effects, such as coagulation 

and free emboli formation.  The hemodynamic characteristics of ventricle filling and 

emptying with a bioprosthetic mitral valve are much more favorable, considering that it 

directs the mitral jet closer to the apex and thus facilitates smooth filling and emptying 

with little loss of momentum and energy of the flow. 

3) Regions of stagnant flow and recirculating regions. Stagnant regions were observed in both 

systole and diastole.  Specifically, in the four mechanical valve orientations, these quiescent 

regions arise as an additional ramification of flow domain segmentation, which results in 
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low velocity and vorticity values near the apex.  Regions of stagnant flow have 

thrombogenic implications due to the high resident time of the blood elements as well as 

loss of kinetic energy due to recirculating regions.  Moreover, generation of recirculating 

regions and high resident times of vortical structures would lead to energy entrapment in 

rotational flow, loss of potential energy necessary for ejecting blood out of the LV and 

possibly increased dissipation rates due to turbulence.  All vortices that develop in a flow 

field eventually break down to smaller vortices, creating turbulence. This is the well-known 

energy cascading process, which ends by dissipating turbulent energy into heat and, 

therefore, results in loss of mechanical energy.  As a result, the high energy turbulent 

structures are ejected out of the ventricle into the aorta. It is known that highly turbulent 

flow and the resulting shear have detrimental effects on blood constituents and the wall 

tissue of the blood vessels. Moreover, it has been recognized that regions of high shear 

followed by vortical flow could induce the formation of micro-emboli. 

4) Mitral valve inlet jet asymmetry for the orientations of the MHV only (attributed to the 

asynchronous opening of the valve leaflets and presence of vortical structures proximal to 

the AV).  This flow characteristic was not observed in the case of the porcine valve. 

5) Domain segmentation attributed to vortex ring formation and the inflow being deflected 

upward and away from the apex (for the MHV orientations only) in abidance to the Biot-

Savart Law, which elucidates the vortex induced velocities and redirection of the flow.   

6) Survival of vortical structures upstream of the aortic valve (observed for the four MHV 

orientations only). The results have also indicated that in all orientations and planes (3D) 

of the MHV, vortices that survive a heart cycle drift in the neighborhood of the aortic 

valve and induce a pressure drop that would serve to enhance regurgitation.  It is 

anticipated that the very low pressures induced by the vortices proximal to a native aortic 

valve would produce much higher than normal transvalvular pressure differences and, 

therefore, increase the load on native valves that are not entirely healthy, potentially leading 

to their failure. 
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7) Turbulence dissipation rate and energy losses due to turbulent energy dissipated (small-

scales).   Several studies have investigated the threshold values estimating when damage to 

cells would occur, but none of these studies have identified the regions in the flow field 

where these losses would occur.  Moreover, no study has quantified how varying 

orientations of valve designs affects the downstream flow conditions associated to such 

losses and dissipation rates.  The present effort is the first study to investigate and 

document turbulent dissipation rate as a tool in comparing three valve configurations (two 

orientations of the SJM MHV and a Biocor porcine valve in the mitral positions).  For the 

first time, an LES-based PIV method was employed for estimation of dissipation rate in 

the cardiovascular fluid dynamics.  The contribution in using this method is that we 

overcome the limitations of conventional TDR estimation methods which assume 

homogeneous, isotropic turbulence. 

8) Three-dimensionality of the flow.  The three-dimensionality of the flow field revealed 

intricate vortical structures that differ among the five configurations.  Although there were 

significant differences in the three-dimensional flow fields (time-averaged streamline, 

vorticity, and TKE distributions) among the five valve configurations, there were 

similarities as well.  In general, the four orientations of the MHV showed much higher 

vorticity regions downstream of the MV as well as upstream of the AV.  In fact, significant 

levels of vorticity survive averaging in the anterior region, closest to the AV.  For the 

porcine valve, smaller regions of high vorticity were evident but higher TKE values during 

diastole.  Also, one of the most important observations herein was that for each of the 

valve configurations, in a time-averaged sense, there was good agreement among the flow 

structures present and contour patterns in the three planes.  This observation leads us to 

conclude that investigation of the center plane is suffice in characterizing the flow and that 

the outside planes do not offer more information that the center plane didn’t provide 

already. 

9) Left ventricle energetics.  It is important to characterize the energetics of the LV flow field 

in the presence of any heart valve prostheses.  Decomposing the energy scales (energetics) 

of the flow field, we have the freestream, vortex ring formation (large-scale eddies), and 
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energy dissipation in association to the small turbulence scales.  The ultimate goal is to 

quantify the total energy losses in the flow field associated with vortex ring formation and 

turbulence dissipation.  Herein, vortex ring formation and turbulence dissipation rates 

were quantified during diastole.  The anatomical orientation shows the highest mean 

energy lost due to vortex ring formation at a value of 100 mJ and followed by the anti-

anatomical (50 mJ), negative45 (40 mJ) and positive45 (30 mJ) orientations.  The lowest 

energy trapped within the vortex ring corresponds to the porcine valve at a value of 5 mJ.  

The highest turbulent energy dissipated corresponds to the porcine valve with a value of 

8.8 mJ and followed by the anatomical orientation (6.4 mJ).  The lowest turbulent energy 

dissipated, on the other hand, corresponds to the negative45 orientation with a value of 4.6 

mJ.   The total energy lost, which is a sum of the mean energy trapped in the vortex ring 

and mean energy lost due to turbulence dissipation, reveals that the anatomical orientation 

has the highest value of 106.4 mJ.  The positive45 orientation, though, reveals the lowest 

total energy lost from the four orientations of the MHV.  Yet, the porcine valve has the 

lowest total energy lost with a value of 13.8 mJ.  Overall, we observe that energy lost at the 

larger scales (vortex ring formation) is much larger than the energy lost at the smaller scales 

due to turbulence dissipation. Furthermore, these results demonstrate the overall LV flow 

physics, which reveal that for the four orientations of the MHV energy losses due to 

vortex ring formation seem to dominate the flow.  For the porcine valve, though, very low 

energy is lost due to vortex ring formation and although the porcine valve has the highest 

turbulence kinetic energy dissipated, the magnitudes of these two energy scales is on the 

same order. 

 Clinically, it is well known that the porcine valve, with a design much closer to the natural 

valves, offers a better performance than the mechanical valves.  The results herein have provided 

in-depth insight, for the first time in-vitro, about the flow characteristics and energetics of porcine 

valves in agreement with the clinical.   Moreover, for the most commonly implanted MHV, the 

bileaflet design, clinical studies, to the best of our knowledge, have not addressed a preferred valve 

orientation, experimental research studies have shown that the anti-anatomical orientation is 

preferred.  In this effort, not only have two more orientations, positive45 and negative45, which 

have never before been employed, been investigated but the results also show that these new 
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orientations quantitatively offer a better performance compared to the traditional MHV 

orientations-the anatomical and anti-anatomical.   

 Moreover, the transvalvular pressure gradient is the one parameter that is currently used to 

quantify the performance of artificial heart valves. However, this does not really reflect the 

performance of the valve in the patient. By multiplying a typical pressure drop of 15 mmHg across 

a valve with the volume of fluid exchanged during diastole, i.e. the stroke volume range of 70-90 

mL, typical energy losses due to pressure losses alone would account for approximately 140 to 180 

mJ.  According to the results herein, we estimated the mean energy trapped within the vortex ring 

for the four orientations of the MHV to vary between 30 to 100 mJ, in which the positive 45 

orientation revealed the lowest energy lost, and about 5 mJ for the porcine valve.  This simple 

comparison alone illustrates that the energy within the vortex ring can account for 20 to 70 % of 

the total energy lost during diastole and clearly demonstrates that the physics and energetics of 

vortex ring formation in the LV have been overlooked. 

     

7.3 Clinical Ramifications of the Results 

While passing the valve, platelets are activated in areas of high shear stress and are likely to 

coagulate in stagnant areas. Flow separation downstream of the valve leading to the formation of a 

vortex ring is an example of such an area of stagnant flow and the platelets may recirculate there 

many times and be trapped within the vortex ring. Given the critical shear rate and enough time, 

the coagulation starts and a thrombus is formed. The amount of time a platelet remains in the 

stagnant zone — known as residence time — is used as a measure of the thrombogenicity of the 

valve. The platelet stagnation zones of different valves have been investigated and their residence 

time calculated. 

 High turbulence levels, which were linked to certain areas of flow, can damage red blood 

cells (hemolysis), promote the development of atherosclerotic lesions, induce platelet aggregation, 

affect the functional and structural integrity of the endothelial lining, etc.  In addition to flow 

resistance, turbulence affects the shear stress acting on the blood vessel wall, tensile stress in the 
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endothelial cell membrane, mass transport from the blood to the vessel wall, blood clot formation, 

blood rheology through deformability of red blood cells, cell division and surface cell loss, as well 

as internal cell motion due to pressure and shear stress. 

 It is also important to acknowledge that as cardiac remodeling (CR) is a natural ongoing 

physiologic process in the heart, it is often exacerbated and accelerated during diseases such as 

heart failure, hypertension, and heart valve disease. Vortex ring formation associated to large-scale 

vortices which are large recirculating regions accompanied by high shear stresses and turbulence 

characteristics, would contribute to CR. During this adverse remodeling, the heart changes in size 

and shape provoking abnormal responses. The fluid hemodynamics also change because of this 

continuously changing geometry.  Enlargement of the left ventricle may also exist as a result of a 

heart attack due to a localized death of the myocardium or an overall dilation of the LV, which 

may be due to defective heart valves, congenital heart defects, heart arrhythmias, and high blood 

pressure.  The end result of an enlarged heart is congestive heart failure (CHF).  The flow through 

pivoted leaflets of MHVs induces a combination of flow characteristics, which are clearly 

dependent on the specific valve design and orientation that could result to many pathological 

conditions including CHF.  CHF is a debilitating disease often caused by a weakened heart muscle 

that is unable to pump enough oxygen-rich blood to the body. Thus, the effective pumping action 

of the heart is lost and fluid accumulates in the lungs and other organs.  An estimated 5 million 

Americans and more than 20 million people around the world are living today with congestive 

heart failure and this number is expected to grow by another 15 to 20 million people in the next 5 

years.  CHF represents a $56 billion annual burden on our healthcare system.  In fact, the National 

Heart, Lung and Blood Institute refers to CHF as a new epidemic.  Once in the acute stage, the 5-

year survival rate if left untreated is 25 to 50 percent.  This is worse than the survival rates for 

many cancers.    

 Moreover, it is known that CHF may be a result of a defective valve or in some cases may 

be enhanced after valve replacement depending on the valve design and other parameters.  It is 

also our understanding that once drastic ventricular remodeling occurs after myocardial infarction 

(MI), ventricular dilation almost always results to the mitral valve (MV) orifice enlarging and thus 

MV regurgitation increasing drastically.  This in turn introduces a larger central jet entering the 
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ventricle and vortex formation that increases the underlying force acting on the wall.  The end 

result is a continuously enlarging ventricle and MV orifice.  The problem of an enlarged MV 

orifice, which leads to increased regurgitation levels, is solved by implanting a prosthetic valve; 

however, this does not solve the problem of CHF.  Additionally, all these drastic changes further 

disrupt and alter the flow dynamics entering the ventricle and reduce the efficiency of the ventricle 

to pump blood out.  It is essential that we understand the link and interaction between a diseased 

or prosthetic valve prostheses and CHF.  Thus, this effort, which provides in-depth analysis of the 

flow past mechanical and biological heart valves, will allow for the tools developed herein to be 

used in CR and CHF diagnosis.  

 Lastly, the LV energetics investigated herein, which estimate the amount of energy lost in 

association to vortex ring formation and turbulence scales, gives us a measure of total energy lost 

during the pumping mechanism of the heart.  The more energy lost due to these flow scales, the 

less energy remains to drive the flow to the rest of the vasculature.   

  

7.4 Where can we go from here?  Clinical Translation? 

 With the advancements of MRI technology and improvement in the resolution both in 

time and space of the method, the opportunities of utilizing MRI as an accurate flow diagnostic 

method are just beginning.  The tools that have been developed herein, although implemented 

using Time Resolved DPIV, should certainly be able to be employed with MRI technology as a 

new direction in the health profession to better diagnose patients. 

 Initially, considering the smaller temporal and spatial resolutions of MRI or ultrasound 

technology compared to DPIV, simple measurements of vortex ring propagation speed, which can 

be correlated to formation number and also energetics, can be made.  This would aid clinicians to 

diagnose patients with diseased and defective heart valves but also LVs.  In fact, a recent 

publication showed that excellent correlations exist between flow propagation speed and 

parameters such as stroke volume, LV compliance, and heart rate [1].  In this study, an in vitro LV 

model was employed and flow propagation speeds made using color m-mode Doppler 
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echocardiography.  Although this study illustrates the correlation between propagation speed and 

LV diastolic flow, the reason for these correlations could not be explained as was stated in their 

paper.  It is our belief that the reasoning for these correlations link directly to the results of this 

dissertation that showed vortex ring propagation speed, being equivalent to the flow propagation 

speed measured by this other group by using echocardiography, correlates to vortex ring formation 

number, energetics, and hydrodynamic efficiencies. 
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